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NOTATIONS

AOS = Apparent opening size (mm or micron)

b = Width of the band drain or jute PVD (mm), radius of the circular loaded area (m)

Ce = Compression index

Co = Consolidated undrained shear strength (kPa)

C. = Co-efficient of consolidation for one-way drainage (mm~/min)

Ch/Cvr= Coefficient of consolidation for radial drainage (mm~/min)

cc = Cubic centimeter

D = Influence diameter of sand drain. (m)

d, or d = Equivalent diameter of the PVD. (d = 2(b-t)/:1), (n~m)

L'>h= Hydraulic head difference (mm)

L'>p= Applied surcharge/stress increase (kPa)

E = Young's modulus of soil (ton/ft~)

e = Void ratio

eo = Initial void ratio

Gs = Specific gravity of soil

He = Thickness of consolidating clay layer

i = Hydraulic gradient

Ip = Plasticity index

k = Coeflicient of permeability

k, = Coefficient of horizontal permeability

km = Kilometer

kPa = Kilo-Pascal

LL 0" Liquid limit

ml'~ \lilliliwr

mm -, \lillimote1"

m . \oktre

o.~~5~~ Finer than spccifil.' sic\'c/g~ntC\lik opening size tmm)

p Vcnical stress in consolidation test (kPa)

PI 'Plasticity index

PL = Plastic limit

\1



q = Flow rate (m3/s), load per unit area (kPa)

q" = Unconfined compressive strength (kPa)

1', = Equivalent radius of vertical drains (mm)

S = Spacing of vertical drain

S, = Consolidation settlement (mm)

S, = Immediatc or elastic settlement (mm)

S, = Secondary consolidation settlement (mm)

S, = Undrained shcar strcngth (kPa)

t = Time (min, sec)

t = Thickness of geotextile/nalUraltextile (mm)

tsf= Ton per square foot

T, = Time factor in one-way drainage (Vertical direction)

T, = Time factor for radial drainage

U = Degree of consolidation for both vertical and radial drainage

Uv = Degree of consolidation for vertical drainage

U, = Degree of consolidation for radial drainage

v = Velocity ofliquid !low (mm/sec)

Wn == :\'atu1'al water content

y" = Cnit weight of water (9.81 k:\/m3
)

Ys = Cnit weight of soil (k:\/m3)

\:J = Permittivity (Cro;s-plane permcability) (S.I)

e = Transmissivity (l:>plane pcrmcability) (ml/s-m)

v:.:: Poisson"s ratio

£ ~ Strain in the unconfined comprcssion testing
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ABSTRACT
In the present study. efforts were taken to investigate the feasibility of using

prefabricated vertical drain (PVD) madc of natural fibre like jute in accelerating the

consolidation process of soft soil under surcharge. To do it. soft soil parameters

consisting of index properties, shear strength properties and consolidation parameters

of Mirpur Clay have been investigated following A ST'v1 standards. S~:nple of jute PVD

has been collected from Bangladesh Jute Ylills Corporation (BJYlC). Besides. DW

Twill, a type of jute product that is used mainly for making sack which is also used as

filter fabric of jute PVD has also been collected. Ylechanical properties of filter fabric

have been adopted from the work ofYlohy (2005); whereas determinations of hydraulic

conductivity of filter fabric as well as of the PVD system as a whole have been

undertaken in this research.

Recently. synthetic PVD such as 'Flexi Drain' has been used in the Kaliakoir Bypass

Road Project in Bangladesh. The Roads and Highways Department (RHD) of

Bangladesh being the sponsor depat1ment. has set the specifications for the PVD. It is

seen from the test results that jute PVD clearly fult,ll most of the specifications set for

synthetic PVD. However, transmissivity (in-plane permeability) of the jute PVD

sample lacks marginally to achieve required discharge ratc at hydraulic gradient of 1.0.

In this study. a cylindrical type steel tank of 930 mm height and 502 mm diameter has

been fabricated to investigate the in-soil performance of synthetic PVD and jute PVD.

In the first phase. settlement under fixed surcharge has been observed for 4 weeks and

time-settlement profile has been compared with that of theoretically (Terzaghi one

dimensional) achievable with oedometcr tcst parameters. In the second phase. 'Flexi

Drain' was used to run the same set-up of test. This synthetic PVD fulfils all the

specifications of Roads and Highways Department. Settlentent that took place in this

phase \vas significantly more than that occulTed in the first phase.

In the third phase. jute PVD has been used in-soil in thc steel tank with same

charactcristic of soil slurr~ and obserwd t"r 4 wceks. Labl'I'tllory test result showed

that the performance of jute PVD was similar 10 synthetic I'VD. Cost feasibility

analysis shl"" that synthetic: I'VD is twO times costlicr than jute PVD. In addition to its

cl1\'irl)[ll11cntal protection qualities. signitical11 amount of cost can be n:duccd in any

project that encounters the challenge of modifying the soft soils by using jutc I'VD in

placc of synthctic I'VD.
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CHAPTER 1

I:\'TRODUCTJON

1.1 GE:'\ERAL

Soft clays present a number of special problems during and post construction period of

any civil engineering work. Such soils have very low shear strength and poses high

compressibility. as it mainly comprises of under-consolidated to normally consolidated

clays. Due to high compressibility, the foundation on such soils suffers very large

amount of scalement. Agcin. low sh~ar strength of soft soils results in low bearing

capacity of founcation. Howewr. excessive sealement of structures that continues for

years together is thc most pronounced out of all problems. Though cases of soil

sealement problem are very common in the world, some of the most dramatic examples

of soil senlement are found in \lexico City. Parts of the city are underlain by one ofthc

most troublesom~ soils in any urban area of the world. Part of Shrine of Lady

Guadalupe in \1exico City \yas built in about 1709 and rcst pan was constructed in

1622. Therc exisled a ridgc of rock bencath the junction of twO parts that allowed liale

settlcment. whereas adjacent portions located above deposits of highly compressible

clay as much as 60 feet thick. have settled more than 7 feel. Thc Towcr of Pisa in Italy

is anorher exam(e of excessiw settlement. In this case, one side has settled more than

the orher. a beh2\ iour which is called 'differential settlement'. whicb also gave the

tower its famous :ilt. COdUlO(2007). In t~ose days. people did actually have little idca

regarding consoJ:dation of cla\ and used to consider this typc of post construction

settlcment to bc ,'1'mystcrious origin. Pcek et al (1973). Scttlemcnt problems arc not

limitcd to buildi::~s only. This pbcnomcnon equally takcs place in bridgcs. higl1\\ays.

embankmcnts sl::':Joning '-l)ad structurc (sub-basc. base. p'" ell1cnts) etc if thosc arc

undcrlain by sof ,'Iay dcpl)sits.

1.2 IDE:XTIFICATIO:X OF SOFT SOIl.S

Gcncrally. tbc tC:-:11'soli ;l)i}" includes soli clay soils. soils \\ itb largc fractions of linc

particles such as silts. clay soils which contain high moisture contcnt. peat foundations



and loose sand deposits near or under the water table, Bergado et al (1996). According

to ASTM soil classification system, soil particles smaller than #200 sieve (0.075 mm)

constitute fine grained soils. Fine grained soils are again composed of silts (0.075 mm

to 0.002 mm) and clays «0.002 mm). Clays are the smallest particles and are

predominantly an aggregate of microscopic and submicroscopic flake-shaped

crystalline minerals. The consistency of fine grained soils is expressed qualitatively by

the terms such as soft, medium, stiff and hard. This differentiation is not very clear and

absolute. Quantitatively soft soil can be identified by its undrained shear strength (Su),

or by its unconfined compression strength (qu). Soft clays are characterized by high

plasticity, high liquid limit, high natural water content and low shear strength. Soils

with shear strength less than 25 kPa refer to 'soft soil' whereas less than 12 kPa refers

to 'very soft soil'. Gol (2005). On the Olh~r hand, the SPT C\- values are used to

ascertain the consistency of the ground and its relative density. According to this

identification system. SPT C\ value less than 2 indicates a 'very soft soil. whereas. the

values of2to 4 indicate a 'soft consistency' of clay. Bergado et al (1996).

1.3 CHRO"OLOGY OF SOFT SOIL L\IPROVE:\1E"T TECHl'i"IQl:ES

Soft soils and problems associated with these soils had been and are still important

topics of research to many cngineers. Problems related to scttlemcnt mainly take pbce

due to reduction of void spaces. In the saturated clay soil. this void is nothing but the

pore water. In 1809. the British engineer Thomas Telfi'od placed a 17 m deep surcharge

fill over a soti clay layer for the purposc of squeaing out the water and consolidating

the mud with a ,"ie\\" to recognizing quulit:lrjye flow of pore water. American engineer

William SooySmith in 1892 also rccognized thut "slow progressive settlements result

from the squeezing out of thc water from thc earth". Th~ tirst laboratory test to

understand the e,'nsl,lidation process was undertaken by J. Fronthard in France in 1914.

Although thest: !csts provided some insigh:. the underlying. processes \\ere not yet

understood. ,\h111t the same time. (me Getman engineer Forchhcimcr Jc\\:lopcd a

crude mathematical model of consolidatil':1. hut it was not accurate and did not

recognize ill1port~1I11 aspects of the problem. 11 \HiS Karl Tcrzaghi. alSl) a stucknt of

Forehhcimer. made thc major brcakthrough in 1919. Whilc hc was a teacher of

thcrmodynamies in Istanbul. he conducted his famous consolidation works between

1919 and 1923. which led th~ way to underst3nding the consolidation process. Terzaghi
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first put forward his studies on a scientific basis and his theory of consolidation is

recognized as one of the major milestones of geotechnical engineering, Coduto (2007).

Ter/.aghi developed his theory for the time rate of one-dimensional consolidation

basing on number of assumptions. One important assumption was 'dcformation of soil

occurs only in the direction of the load application'. It actually means that consolidation

takes place o~!y ir. the ve:-:;c~] direction because loads are usually applied vertically.

So, one mcthod of soft soil improvement technique was developed in the form of

pre loading or application of surcharge. Since coefficient of penneability in the vertical

direction is few times smaller than that in the horizontal direction, pore pressure

dissipation becomes slower and continues for longer period. If the thickness of clay

layer is more than the width of the clay formation then pore water needs to travel a

longer path. This preloading technique, though worked, researches were still going on

how to leverage the better coefficient of horizontal permeability. In 1934, first vertical

drainage path in the form of sand drain was installed in California. USA. Barron in

1948 put forward the scientific analysis of vertical drains that are al1iticially created

drainage paths which could be installed by one of several methods and which can havc

a variety of physical characteristics. Installation of vel1ical drains in the clay reduces

the length of the drainage paths and, therefore reduces the time to complete the

consolidation proceSS. Sand drains have some inherent drawbacks like smear effect.

well resistance ard to some extent piling effect that prohibits settlement in that

particular drain 3Cea. Applications of sand drains for the improvement of soft soil

started in East Asia and Southeast Asia by 1950s. esc of sand drains have been

reported in :--:agas~;';i. Japan in 195 I by Aboshi (J 993), by Choa et al. (1979) in Changi

Airport. Singapore. by Chou et al. (1980) in Taiwan. by Agaki(1981) and by

Balasubraman iam et al. (1980) in Bangkok. Bergado et al (I 996). Few researches had

also bee;1 conduced in Bangladesh about vertical drains especially sand drains dueing

1980s and 1990s. Saliullah et al. (1993). Ansari et al. (1993). Kahir et al. (1994) and

~OIl1Ccllh~r rescarl":~crs have carried Olli investigations on \'crtic~11dr~1ins in Banglac~sh.

Various Cicwermrcnl org.anizations especially Roads & Iligh\\ays Department l:~vc

inelud,'d the soli s,)il impl'llvement technique in their specifications through the use or

\ertical drains. In :he Kaliakoir By pass road project. prel:thric;lled \ ertical drains ::;1ve

been used slIcccss::.dly.

In the initial years or vertical drains applications. it only used to mcan sand drains.

Gradually. smaller diameter band-shaped cardboard wiekdrains \\ere uscd by Kjellman
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(1948). Revolution took place in this field when PVDs made of geosynthetics were

introduccd. Synthetic materials- dominated this field because of its special

characteristics like high strength. low specific gravity, good resilience, chemical

inel1ness and resistance to moth and bactcrial growth, \!lohy (2005). It reduced the size,

shape, and cost and made thc installation procedure easier. In Bangladesh these

products are imported from foreign countries. Again from engineering point of view,

vertical drain needs to remain uscful as a drain over the required period and in most

cases a few months and rarely over a year for consolidation process as opposcd to

permanent drains like synthetic PVDs. Abdullah (2008). To avoid environmental

degradation with synthetic PVDs and take the potential of jute 10 serve the same

purpose of synthetic materials, some researchers of Southeast Asia started to investigate

the engineering feasibility ofjllle during last three decades. Generally. their findings are

in favour of using jute based products in some of the civil engineering projects. ]n some

cases. jute is comparable or 10 some extent superior 10 synthetic materials in physical,

chemical and engineering qualities.

1,4 BACKGROG:'>'D OF THE STl.:DY

Roads in Bangladesh are generally constructed over the embankments raised above the

highest recorded flood level in order 10 keep the roads operational even during the

worst !lading condition. While constructing embankments over soft soils. problems

related to jearing capacity failure. embankment instability. excessive senlement. and

long peried of time required for consolidation become major issues of consideration. In

ordcr to increase the consolidation rate and improve the shear strength and

compress;jility properties of thc subsoils. preloading without ,e:1ical drains.

prelo2dins \\ ith sand drains and pre loading with synthetic prefabricated, enical drains

arc Cl'::m,';ll,' employed. GoB (2000 8:. 2006). Surcharge for preloading is applied \\ ith

the cl~~b,r,";ll~nlcore materials. /\ symhctic gcolcxtilc separator is laid ~Hthe basco i.e.

at the :l1t~:'T2CC hct\\cen the soft subsoil nnd the embankment llHltCriab (::.urchargc) in

order ;" C:' "id mudding effect. The filling of the embankment mUlerial progresses in

~tagc~ a::. ::ll' ~hcar strength and the cl)i11prc~sibililY propenics or the sub50il Il11pn)\'(:

due w c~~ulsion of water through sand drain or synthelic PVD. Due to inhercnt

dnl\\ backs of sand drain. its applications have reduccd whercas synthelic PVDs havc

got \\ idc, acccptancc to many organizations. For high embankments (>~.Om). a
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synthetic geogrid reinforcement is provided at 3.0 m height from the base in order to

avoid local instability of next stages of embankment fiU during construction. GoB

(2000 and 2006). GoB (2000a and 2006a). Once. the full height of the embankment is

attained, the compacted embankment core material is used as the subgrade for

construction of flexible road pavement structure.

Generally. road construction projects in Bangladesh require 2 to 3 years to complete. In

these projects. synthetic PYDs used for ground improvement needs to function for 6

months to maximum 2 years. after which it becomes redundant. YeJ1ical drain made of

natural fibre capable of serving the same purpose may be a better alternative in this

regard. Jute, a natural fibre is produced in abundance in Bangladesh. "atural fibres get

degraded when they are exposed 10 the humid weather. In search of improved

serviceability. the C.S. Army has investigated the various preseryative treatment of jute

since 1950. They also considered making fOJ1ifieations permanent by chemical

treatment of jute/sandbags. Adding up to 10% eement to the sand fill or providing a

concrete cap were two options for treatment. Besides. old hessian sandbags were

kno\\n to last longer if they were dipped in cement-wash before they were filled or if

they were painted with a cement-wash after they were installed. Koerner (1997). Jute

fabric soaked in bitumen was used in military road construction by the A Ilied Forces in

the Burma Front of Southeast .-\sia during the Second World War. Kabir et al (1994).

Due to its hydrophilic characteristics. untreated jute products are likely to biodegrade in

saturated environment by 2 months to 4 months. To investigate thc durability of

untreatcd jutc products. Rao G. et al (1994) invcstigated four typcs of woven jute

fabrics embedded in-soil for periods up to 2.5 months and submcrged in normal water

up to -I months and tested for changes in stress-strain behaviour. The durability of jute

yarns \\as also assessed by conducting tests with solutions a1 \"alues of pH ranging from

4.5 w 9.0. Thcir studies reyealed that the tensile strcngth of diffcrent fabrics falls 10

zcrl' \\ith 2.5 months in thc biotic environmcnt. 11011c\er. 11hen jutc was fully

subrccrged in 11~ncr for 4 months. the loss 11as only 3~O;'. I'n1dhan (2008) found that

ul1trL'2.tcdjute is swelled and degraded within six months in \\31cr but some chcmical

treat::,cnts can increase the lifc span up to 5-20 years. I.il",ospan of jute based products

can l1e cxtendcd up to 20 years through different trcatments ~ll1dblending. Abdullah

(2008). They investigatcd the durability of jute based products with various types of

chcmical treatment and showed that the life of these products could be increased basing
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on design requirement. Prodhan (1994) called this enhancement of design life of jute

products as 'Design Biodegradability'. Following their findings, Bangladesh Jute -

Research Institute (BJRI) has developed 'designed biodegradable' jute products such as

jute geotextiles and jute PVD. In these products developed by BJRI, the inherent

drawback of biodegradable characteristics of natural fibre has bcen tried to reduce to a

considerable degree.

So far, few investigations have been conducted to find out the performance of jute

PVD. Lee et al. (1989) developed jute PVD with coconut coir enveloped by two layers

of jute burlap filter for the countries in the South East Asia and studied the variation of

discharge capacity with hydraulic gradient. Kabir et al. (1994) carried out performance

tests (ex-soil) on jute wickdrain similar to Lee's Test and found out its discharge

capacity. As of now, research findings on in-soil performance of jute PVD are not

available. Before using jute PVD in any project, its in-soil behaviour needs to be

determined.

1.5 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

To address the issues identified above. this research has been undcrtaken for the

follo"ing objectives:

(I) To assess the performance of jute PYD and synthetic PVD in soft soil.

(21 To analyze technical and econontic feasibility of jute PVD in comparison to

synthetic PVD.

1.6 RE..\L\RCII :'I1ETIIODOLOGY

In order h.' achieve the objectives as l1lL'ntioncd. the following methodologies \\ ill be

adoptcd:

(II Clay soil ;;'om a ponion of Zia Colony 10 \;1irpur Cantonmcnt Road

Prl)ject will be collectcd. All the index propcrties of the samples "ill be

determined following standard tcst methods.
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(2) Synthetic PVD with known properties will be collected from a project of

Bangladesh where it has been used. Jute PVDs made of coconut coir enveloped

by jute burlap will be collected from BJY1C. The physical and mechanical

properties of these samples will be determined employing ASTY1 tests standards

in the BUET geotechnical laboratory.

(3) A cylindrical steel tank of diameter 502 mm and height 930 mm will be

fabricated.

(-+) Soil slurry will be made of known moisture content. This slurry will be

placed in the tank without using jute PVD and settlement with time will be

recorded for a given surcharge load. Small portion of the same slurry will be

tested in the oedometer for counter checking the settlement result in the tank.

(5) In the same tank. jute PVD and synthetic PVD will be used as vertical

drain and time settlement pattern will be assessed to evaluate the performance

ofbOlh PVDs.

(6) An analysis will oe made to determine the economic feasibility of jute

PVD in comparison to synthetic PVD.

1.7 THESIS LAYOt;T

The comple:e research work for achie\ing the stated objectives is divided in number of

chapters so that it becomcs easier to undcrstand the chronological development of the

work. B,ie!ly the contents of each chapter are presented here:

/\ rc"ie\\ L':~ soft soil. its index prOpCl11cS. vanous correlations for son soils. soil

consiste::~: "nd consl)lidation paramctcr; ha\c been discussed in Chaptcr T\\o. This

chapter ~~b,lincludes the literatures n:g~:rding various types or \ ~rtical drains.

lhcrcaf:~r. !I contain:- detailed thcon:tical considerations of sand drains. band/strip

drain 3::d P\'Ds including the effect of spacing of drains. smear and \\ell resistance.

Finally. Chaptcr Two ends with thc rc\"ic\\" ofjute/jute products including thc rcscarch

work on durability and engineering properties.
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Chapter Three deals with the tests methodologies. Index properties and consolidation

parameters of clay soil those were found out following ASTM standards are mentioned

in this chapter. This chapter includes the test programme on hydraulic conductivity of

jute PYD (Filter and core). The important part of this chapter includes the fabrication of

cylindrical stcel tank for testing in-soil behaviour of synthetic PYD and jute PYD. In

addition to assessing the time- settlement profile of soil slurry under surcharge. vane

shcar test and unconfined compression tests were also conducted to compare the change

in shear strength.

The physical and engmeenng characteristics of soft soil and their correlation with

various parameters have been discussed in Chapter Four. Soil senlement under

surcharge with om drains. with synthetic PYD end with jute PYD along with change in

water content and shear strength has been analyzed with graphs and charts. These

settlements also have been compared with theoretically calculated settlement with

consolidation parameters (eo, Cc and C) obtained from oedometer tests. Economic

analysis in terms of cost comparison with synthetic PVD is included in this chapter.

Chapter 5 presents the major findings and conclusions of the present investigation.

Recomn-:endations basing on the present research and also recommendations for further

research in this field are also presented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERA TURE REVIEW

1.1 GE:\"ERAL

Suitable land for construction of embankments and other infrastructures is becoming

scarce day by day. Sometimes construction projects such as embankments. bridges.

highways etc are undertaken at sites which are underlain by very soft compressible

deposits. Dissipation of excess pore water pressure from these soils under surcharge

takes place gradually at a rate controlled by the consolidation parameters of soils and

magnitude of surcharge. Since in the traditional pre loading method, dissipation takes

place only in the vertical direction, in most of the eases, time required to achieve a

desired amount of settlement (say 80% to 90%) for any civil engineering work becomes

excessive. There are number of techniques that are used to accelerate the consolidation

rate in soft soils. Using one of the important techniques i.e. vertical drains. pore water

dissipation can be expedited which in turn reduces the compressibility and increases the

strength and stiffness properties of soft soils. This improvement is due to reduction in

the void spaces. These vertical drains are already available in many forms such as sand

drains. wickd,ains. prefabricatcd vertical drains (PYD) etc. PYDs available nowadays

are made of synthetic fibres and are imported in Bangladesh from foreign countries.

Jute. a naturai libre \\'hich is abundant in Bangladesh has the potential to be used in the

products that can be employed in place of synthetic prefabricated vcrtica; drains. This

review 10l,k; into the fundamental concepts of soft soil consolidation c~arocteristics

and theories. ~!1hancement of pore water di~sipation though silllulta:~colls u::,c or
\'crtical and r~dii.11drainage along with m3!h':-1112tical soltltions~ discllssiOJ~s 011 requisite

specitications "f PYD and analysis of potc;oci"l coroperties 0 f jute prefabr::ated \ cnieal

drains (.hlle P\'DJ.

1.1 CIIARACIERIZ,\TIO,," OF SOFT SOlI.

Soli soils arc generally characterized by 1,,\\ shear strength. high compressibility and

large sC1l1Cm~nl under surcharge or strllctllr~"!l load. The consistency of na:ural cohesive
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soil deposits is expressed qualitatively by tenns such as soft, medium, stiff and hard.

However, the meaning of these terms varies widely in different parts of the world

depending on whether the local soils are generally hard or generally soft. Soft clays arc

highly plastic fine-grained soils with moderate to high clay fraction. Soft clays have

following typical characteristics, Gol (2005):

a) Predominantly fine-grained i.e. more tila,} 50'/0 of soii passes through

#200 sieve.

b) High liquid Iimit(LL) and plastic limit(PL)

c) High natural water content (w,. normally more than 34%) and even

higher than the LL.

d) La\\' material permeability.

e) Undrained shear strength usua!I). :~ss than 25 kPa.

f) High compressibility.

2.2.1 Occurrence of Soft Soils

Soft soils are generally recent sediments laid down by rivers. tributaries. lakes and

other sediment-carrying water flow in the flood basin. These deposits arc characterized

by bedding and laminations interrelated with sand or silt seams and arc usually subject

to repeated desiccation and wetting near the surface. Generally. soft soils exist in the

following environments. Gal (2005):

a) In Ilm land areas near coasts \\ hcre marine sediments are often ;'ound.

b) In the vicinity of rivers. especially those which have been suo.:ected to

meandering

c) In local depression where the runoff is restricted and the soil comains

apprceiable amount of organic matter.

In the Indian Suo.C,'ntinenl. major proportions of sl,li clays are marine and r:\ cr delta

deposits and arc l)f Pleistocene 10 recent origin. The colou;" or 111\:51:ce;'l)sits is

50111c\\h31 blue bll!l:k. blackish or blue gn:y. These soli clays arc generally ligl~:ly(J\'Cr-

consolidated \\ ith natural water content in the majority of cases greater than .:":'{Yo. Go!

(2005 ).

Occurrence of soft soils at vanouS depths and at a varYIng layer Ihicknc::.~ is \'Cry

common in most parts of Bangladesh. These soli clay deposits arc mainly a\ ailablc in
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the alluvial flood plain deposits, depression deposits and estuarine and tidal plain

deposits in the country. Taiyab (200S). 'vIost of her area is extremely flat. Bangladesh is

situated in the Bengal Deltaic Basin floored primarily with quaternary sediments

deposited by the Ganges-Padma. the Brahmaputra-Jamuna and the 'v1eghna river

systems and their tributaries and distributaries. Hunt (1976) has grouped soils of

Bangladesh into six groups namely. (1) Hill soils. (2) Raised alluviai terrace deposits.

(3) The Himalayan piedmont deposits. (4) Alluvial flood plain deposits. (S) Depression

deposits and (6) Estuarine and tidal flood plain deposits. Ansari et al (1993). In a study

carried ou! by Serajuddin et al (1993) of thc upper strata of about 2m to 3m in 12

greater districts of Bangladesh showed that about 91 pcrcent of tested soil samples are

silty and clayey soils and falls under A-4. A-6 and A-7 soil sub-groups according to

AASHTO ,oil class!fication system. 'v1ajority ;" ,he soil samples have low to medium

plastic it)' "ith soil particles 5 I to I 00 percent finer than # 200 sieve (0.075 mm). These

vast alluvi21 silty and clayey deposits are highly compressible and arc more pervious in

thc direction of bedding plane than perpendicular to it. Safiullah et al (1993).

2.2.2 Consistency of Soft Soil

One of the ~lost significant index propel1ies of tine-grained soils in the natural state is

the consisl~ncy. In 191 J. Allerberg. a Swedish agriculture cngincer mcntioned that a

tine- graill~d soil can exist in four states namcly. liquid. plastic. semi-solid and solid

statc. The" atcr comcnts at which thc soil changes from onc statc to the other arc

knoml as ~onsistency limits or Allerberg limits. Quantitatively thc consistency of an

undislUrbe~ cohcsivc soil may be cxpressed by the undrained shear strength. So or

uncontlncc comprcssivc strength. quo On the othcr hand. in abscnce of unconfined

compressi\ ~ strength (qJ. a rough estimate can be bascd on thc SPT .\. valuc for

finding Ol:: consistency of soil. It is usual I: seen that unconiincd cOl11prcss:\'l~ strength

and SPT .,. \aluc jIJll~)\\5 a correlation such asqu = ~-. \\here q~l is in to:~per square

fOOl (tsf). :'abk 2. I sh,m 5 qualitativc and quantitatilc exprcssions for co::sistency of

chtl's.
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Table 2.1: Qualitative and Quantitative Expressions for Consistency of Clays

2.0-4.0

: Over 4.0

I 0.25-0.50
I
IIOjO 10

1
1.0-2.0

I
I

'\' ! CnconfinedI SPT

by 116-32

I
by ! > 32

I,

several I 2 to 4
i,,,

difficult

indented

I
Readilv

I thumbnail

! Indented with

I Can be penetrated several i 4 to 8

\ inches by thumb with I
: moderate effort i
i Readily indented by thumb 18 - 16

but penetrated only with \

great effort

I Easily penetrated

I inches by thumb.

Hard

Very stiff

: Stiff
!
I

I

, \1edium
I:
i
I

. Soft

6.

2.

. thumbnai I
I

After Peck et aL (1973) and Bergado et al. (1996)

Serial I Consistency I Field Identification

,4.
:

\0 i
I Compressive! Values

I

I
Strengt~.

i I
q,

I
(tons/ft-)

'I. I Very soft ! !:.as!1y penetrated several Less than 2 I Less than

I i inches by fist I 0.25 I, ,,
,

2.3 PROBLE:\IS ASSOCJ..\TED WITII SOFT SOILS

Thc scttlement of structures ab"vc bds of soft clay. sometimes buried dceply bcneath

stronger and less compressible matcrials. may take place slowly and reach large

magnitudes. Becausc of thc time lag between thc end of construction and the

~!ppear3nce of crzcking. such ~l.?ttlcl11CnlS \verc once considered to be l11ir.:1culou~. The

first successful effons to c\pbn the phcnomenon on a scientitic basis \\ere made by

Terzaghi in 1919. Peek et ,II. (1973). The low shcar strength of soil results in 10\\'

bearing capacity cd~fOllnd~!tilH1. ~lI1ddue to high compressibility. the foundation on such

soils suffers vcry I:.lrgc 3n1l1unt ofscnkmcn1. Clay with 10\\ shl.?ar strength is not strong

enough to support the mO:,t Cllmmon structures with cOIl\"cntional shallo\\" foundation

systems. and therefore. pose a :,('\"t.~rcproblem for economic design of foundation 011 the

soli deposits. Anothcr problem associated with thc structurcs constructcd ovcr this soli
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soil is, severe serviceability problem due to large settlement related to the compressible

nature of the soft subsoil. Csually, embankments are constructed to provide a raised

and stable subgrade for road structures. Often the alignment of this embankment goes

through cross-country dircctions where it cncounters marshy and low lying areas. In

Bangladesh, soft clay layers exist in these alignments at different depths. The

embankments constrJcted traditionally over these alignment fail due w !~rge

settlements that take place over a long period of time. In Bangladesh, extreme

settlements have been noticed in many roads constructed over this type of

embankments.

2.4 SETTLL\IE:\T 1:\ SOFT SOILS

Clays are nearly impervious because of attraction of dipolar water molecule to the

negatively charged f~ces of clay minerals. So, \vater actually remains trapped in the

pores. When an increment of load is applied, this pore water can not escape. Since the

clay pat1icles tend to squeeze together, pressure develops in the pore water. This

pressure tc.lds to make the water flow out. The flow is rapid at first, but as it continues,

pressures drops and the rate of flow decreases. As the water is forced out of a clay

sample. the particles can move close together. So. the surface of the clay specimens

settles. Analysis of settlement in soft soils demands basically tWO important parameters

layer and (2) total time rcquircd to occur the most amount of settlement to OCCll!",When

a foundation or embankment is constructed o\'Cr soft soil. the following three

eomp,'nen!; of settlement take place:
(2.1 )

\\'here, S:= Total settlement

S .. = Immediate sctt!CI11C!1l ('II' clastic sealement

S~.::.Primary settlement or Cl)115~)lidation ~cnJcmcnt

S~:;-Secondary :,cnlc.:mcnt

2..1.1 Immediate ~etllement

This is also eoml11onh kno\\n as clastic settlcmem or initial undrained settlcment. This

takes placc on account of shear strains which occur instantaneously 1'0110\\ jng the

13



application of load. If the clay is saturated, settlements take place at constant volume

caused by shear strains beneath the loaded area. Immediate settlement though, is

predominant in granular soils. in saturated clays it is of littlc significance. In this

research. immediate settlement wil1 not be considered. However. elastic settlement due

to a uniformly loaded area at a depth ofz can be given by:

(2.2)

Where, q = Load per unit area (t/ml
)

b = Radius of the circular loaded area (m)

v = Poisson' s ratio

E = Ylodulus of elasticity of the soil solid (t/m
2
)

I{= :\on dimensional function of zlb

b = Influence number and a function of sib

s = Distance of a point from the centre of the load (m)

2.4.2 Primary Settlement

This is also known as consolidation se!!lement. This is a time dependcnt process and

continues for years after years. When load is applied on clay layer. hydraulic gradient is

set up and gradually pore water pressurc is transferred to the soil skeleton which

undergoes volume change. Primary settlement in one dimension can be determined

using the famous onc dimensional consolidation theory of Tcrzaghi. To calculate total

primary settlement and time-scttlement profile. consolidation parameters such as

coefticiel11 of consolidation (C). compression index (C,) and initial void ratio (eo) etc

necd to bc determincd from oedometer test. For the calculation of settlement in this

rescarch. primary consolidation scttlement \\ill be considercd. The mathematical

c,'mputation proeedurcs for prim"ry consolidation settlement \\ill be describcd in detail

iJ: the following scctiuns.

2.4.3 Secondary Settlement

Clays cominuc to scttle under :,ll:,lainco loading at the end of primary consolidation.

This happcns duc to the cOl1linucd readjustment of clay panicles. This is also
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commonly referred to as 'drained creep' or 'time-dependent creep of the soil skeleton'

and main part takes place essentially after dissipation of excess pore water pressure.

There is at present no general agreement on how to separate consolidation into its

pnmary and secondary components. In this research. secondary consolidation

selliement will not be taken into consideration. However. to calculate secondary

selliement we need to define coefficient of secondary consolidation as. Das (1985):

C _"'H, * ]a--- ---
H, "'Iogt

Where, Co = Coefficient of secondary consolidation

H, = Thickness of the clay layer

t = time

(2.3)

It has been reasonably established that Co decreases with time in a logarithmic manner

and is directly proportional to the total thickness of the clay layer at the beginning of

secondary consolidation. Thus. secondary consolidation selliement can be given by:

t
S, =CuH .. log-., t

p

Whcre. H" = Thickness of clay layer at the beginning of secondary consolidation

= HI oS,
t "= 1~;•.•..•r> "t \1I1...;,...'h C'"P"'A"r1'lr\l r'nn,nrAC'C-;"'" ic rpnlliri"r!
• • ••••• _ •.•••. _ •• -----.- •.••. "'-'1'- ---- •

t, = Timc at the end of primary consolidation

2A ..! Fundan:cntals of Consolidation

(2.4 )

When 2. soil with low coefticienl of permeability is subjected to rapid loading. there

will bc insufficient time for drainage of pore water. This "ill lead 10 an increasc in

exccss h\drostatie pressurc. On the other hand. if a load is applicd 510" Iy l'n a soil such

that sllff:ci~nt till1L' is al1o\\L'd for pore ''''itcr to drain out. lhcrc will be praL'tically no

increase of pore \\~l1er prcssun:. \Vhcl1 a satll;'aled soil clement is subjected to ~m instant

isotropic st:-css increase of magnillldL' .\0. this total incrcas.: in stress \\ ill he taken by

pore \\~Hcr i.e. pon: pressun: will also increase by L\U. In that case _\0 \\ ill bt.: equal to

~\u. t\ller applieation ofsurchargc (i.c. at time t>O). the water in thc "nid spaccs nfthe

elay layer" ill be squeezed out and "ill now toward permcable layers and pore water
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pressure will be reduced. This will in turn increase the effective stress. According to

Terzaghi (1943). "a decrease of water content ofa saturated soil without replacement of

the water by air is called a process of consolidation". Theoretically. at time t = 00, the

excess pore pressure will be dissipated hy gradual drainage and effective stress will be

increased by the 'arne amount of surcharge. So, the "gradual process of increase of

effective stress in the clay layer due to the surcharge will result in a settlement which is

time-dependent and is referred to as the process of consolidation".

2.4.4.1 Theory of One Dimensional Consolidation

Dissipation of excess pore water pressure takes place toward the permeable layers.

Geologically, clay layers are often bounded by penneabie sand layer(s) at top and/or

bottom. In the radial direction, if clay layer is considered to be infinitely long. flow of

pore water is not significant. So, drainage is allowed in the top or bottom that is only in

the vertical direction. The theory for the time rate of one-dimensional consolidation

was first proposed by Terzaghi (1925). There were some underlying assumptions in the

derivation of mathematical equations by Terzaghi which are as follows:

al The clay layer is homogenous.

bl The clay layer is saturated.
c I The compression of the soil layer is due to the change in \.olume only.

which. in llIrn. is due to the squeezing out of water from the void spaces.

d i D2.rey's I.aw is valid (v = ki. \ ~ disehargc velocity. i = hydr2111icgradient

al~J k = coefficient of permeability).

c: De+'.'fmation of soil occurs only in the direction of the load application.

fI Ti~eeoeftiejent of consolidation C is constant during the co:lsoJidmioll.

Lsually. ::K,e ,~,sllmpti()ns are generally \alid for clay formations whicl- ha\e widths

greater t::.'n :::e thiCKness. Chin et al (2000). If the clay layer has the theKness more

than the \\ id::~.[':orizontaJ (radial) now of pl1r.: water may he morc sig.ni::-:~!ntand one

dimcnsic,::~:l :::c,Jry tends 10 underestimate the rate of consolidation.

Terzagh: :,'r;~:::Ll\ed an equation for one dimcnsional consolidation and ai,,' ,.,ked that

equation. TI:;,;:'1<Jsicdifferential equation of Tcrzaghi's one dimensional \,.'l)lbOlidation

IS.

(2.5)
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~.. ~_.
Where, u = Pore water pressure,

z = Clay layer thickness in the direction to which drainage takes place.

Thc solution of this equation is

(2.6)

(2.7)

Where, U,v= Average degree of consolidation

J[
:v1= (2m ~ 1)-

2

m is an integer.

Tv is known as non-dimensional time factor which may be found out

from oedometer test in the laboratory.

T _ Cvt
v--

H2

Where, C = coefficient of consolidation (mm'/min or m'/year). C, is not a soil constant

but decreases with increasing vertical stress. Pal1icularly around the preconsolidation

pressure, Cv could drop sharply. say by a factor of one-half, although no general rule

can be given. S0il disturbance or remolding (moce relevant if vertical drains are

installed) can similarly lower the C value. Hausmann (1990).

H = length of tlte longcst drainagc patlt. If the clay layer is bounded by permeable

layers at both top and bottom. tlten it will be considered to have two-way drainage and

H ",ill h~ h8.1f "f rhp fnt::ll fhirknf"" flf fhf' rl~y lay~r. If clay la:'cr is overlain or

undcrlain ~y permeable layer in one side only, tit en H is taken as full thickness of the

clay layc:. Terzaghi suggested tlte follo".ing equations for L" to approximate thc

values obtoined from Equation (2.6)
,

T = ;;0 ( C% r
, -1 \ 100 )

T,= J.781-0.933[log (IOO-L %)]

(2.8)

(2.9)

From Eqt:.ltion (2.7). it is clear Ihal if,,~ Know tltc duration of load (t). ,clcl1icient of

eon50Iio,,:'c1l1 (C,) and tltickness of clay layer (II). Ihen lime I~lclor (T,) can be

calculatec. Tltis T, can be used in [quaiiclils (2.8) and (2.9) to h,\\c " variation of

averagc c~grcc of consolidation \\"ilh timc. Tltc variation ofT, with L" [Eq. (2.6). (2.8)

and (2.9)J is sltown in Table 2.2 and FiQurc 2.1.
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Table 2.2: Variation ofT,.with U" [Eq. (2.6), (2.8) and (2.9))

0 0 60 0.287

10 0.008 65 0.342

20 0.031 70 00403

30 0.071 75 00478

35 10.096 80 0.567 I
40 0.126 85 0.684

,

45 0.159 90 0.848

50 0.197 95 1.127

55 0.238 100 ---

I UII\,%

0
I I10

?t 20
:j
C 30

.2
" 40:g
"0
on 50"0u 60'-0
"" 70~co
"0 80

90
I I

100 I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2
Time factor, Tv

Figure 2.1: Variation of Average Degree of Consolidation with Time Factor
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2.4.4.2 Settlement Computation from One Dimensional Consolidation

Settlement of the subsoil supporting the embankment will take place during and after

the surcharge filling. It is necessary to evaluate both the magnitude and rate of

settlement of the subsoil when designing the embankment so that the settlement in the

long term does not influence the servieeabiiity of the embankment. If a clay layer of

totai thickness H is subjected to an increase of average effective overburden pressure

from Po' to (Po' -;- lip). it will undergo a consolidation settlement of liH. Hence the strain

can be given by:

liH
[;=--

H
(2.10)

Where. € is the uni: strain. Again. lct an clement of an undisturbed specimen DC

assumed to consist of soil solid with a height (Hs) equal to unity and a void space with

an additional height equivalent to eo. The total height of the element will thercfore be

(h eo). If that specimen is subjected to the same effective stress increase, the void ratio

will decrease by lie. Thus. the strain is equal to

(2.1 J)

Where. eo is the void ratio at an effective stress of Po' or in other word eo is called initial

void ratio.

So. from fqs. (201 U) ana (.1. I 1 )

I'\e
tVI=--f{

I+ eo

For a normally consolidated clay
( , '
'1 Po -- /'.1' .

.-'c=C,loglo ,
" Po

(2.12)

(2.13)

C is the compression index ,",d it can be ")und li'om oedomeler test in the laboratory.

It actually dCIll'ltcs the compressibility of soil. p~)is the cffccti\L' overburden pressure at

mid- depth orlhe clay laycr.

. )II
- ~/-'V -p,,-l, ," 2

Where. '( 0 unit weight ormoist soil and

Yo = unit weight of water (9.81 K'\/m!)
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But from Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) consolidation settlement tl.H or in other notation S, can

be given by:

S _ CoH I (p'c +"'PJc --- agio ,
1+ eo Pc

2.5 OI'TIO:'\S FOR ADDRESSI:\"G THE PROBLEMS OF SOFT SOILS

(2.15)

Generally. alignment of an embankmcnt project passes through well established

habitation area to indomitable low lying and difficult terrain. Situations like

constructing structures such as industrial parks, multi-storied buildings, bridges and

other civil engineering works at locations of soft ground are also common. Often

e~;;i,terS need to estimate economic and structural feasibility before finalizing the

project. When engineers are faced with difficult soft soil before the construction of

structures, following options are open to them:

a) Avoid the particular site: Alignment is adjusted or relocated so that areas

containing difficult and problematic soils can be avoided. This option entails

extra cost to the project.

b) Remove and replace unsuitable soils: Removal and replacement is one of

the oldest and simplest methods of soil improvement. Where soft and

compressible soils ~~isl. soil layer up to certain height is removed and

replaccd by good quality bOlTow.cd material. This is a usual practice for

constructing highway embankment in Bangladesh whcre soli and organic

top soils are replaced by imported sand or good quality dredged materials.

c) Design the planned 5truCwrc accordingly: Structures arc designed in a \\"3Y

in which e~tra hcight is ,:clnsidercd bcforehand to accommodate subsequent

settlement. Construc::c1J1 ;s also donc in stag.:s to addr.:ss the time dcpendent

SCl1lemen1. Construcilm ~'\.;riod stretches cn:n mort: th~~n2 to 3 years. This

mcthoJ is ustlalJ~ ~H.:~)pted iI1 Banglutksh for the construction of

cm bank ment.

d) Attempt 10 modifY :111.' c\i:,ting ground: This option calls for modifying in-

siw soils by variot:s gr(~und improvement techniques. Though mechanical

modifications like static or vibratory rollers. impact roller or plate vibrators
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and deep compaction by heavy tamping are used for cohesionless soils, fine

grained soils are modified by chemical treau':,ent, preloading, vertical drains

etc. Admixtures are used to chemically modify the existing soils. \1oreover,

soil can be modified by reinforcement such as strips. bars, fibres. meshes

etc.

Similar options must be considered in the case where there is a lack of good-q;,ality

granular materials needed for the construction of dams, embankments, roads, or

foundations. As more and more land becomes subject to urban and industrial

development. good construction sites and borrow-areas arc diftlcuit to find and the

alternative for improving the in-situ soil becomes the best option.

2.6 ~lODIFICATIO~';TECH:\'IQUES FOR SOFT SOILS

The ground modificaticn techp.iques can be grouped under main four headings,

Hausmann (1990) and .-\nsari (1993):

a) \1eehanical modification technique

I. Blasting

11. Viuro-eom paction

Ill. Vibro-replacement

I\' . Composer system

1". Other casing drivers.

b) Hydraulic modification technique

I. Prcloading

11. Preloading with vel1ical drains

111. Vacuum consolidation

11". Electro-osmosis

Y. Lowering the ground \\~l1cr table through ptlmpi:~g fro111

horeholes or trenches

c) I'h, sica I and chemical moditication tcchniquc

I. \loditication by admixtures

I!. Grouting

111. Thermal stabilization

d) \lodilication by inclusions and contincmcnt

I. Soil nailing
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II. Ground anchors

III. Strip, bar, mesh and grid-reinforcement

lV. Flexible geosynthetie sheet reinforcement

This classification of ground improvement techniques is to some extent arbitrary.

particularly where one or more of the possible physical, chemical, hydraulic. or

mechanical processes are combincd. All four main ~odification techniques and their

sub-techniques are employed for improving various types of soils. However, in the

following sub-sections, techniques and sub-techniques that are particularly meant for

modifying soft cohesive soils are described in brief. Preloading with vertical drains

under hydraulic modit,cation is described in detail.

2.6.1 :Ylechanical .\Iodification Technique

This is an in-situ 50il improvement technique. In this technique, soil density is

increased by the applications of short-term external mechanical forces. including

compaction of surface layers by static. vibratory, or impact rollers and plate vibrators

and deep compaction by heavy tamping at the surface or vibration at depth. 'vIany of

thesc methods are provcd to be cost effective. Out of all the mechanical modification

techniques, only vibr0-replacement can be employed for modifying soft soils.

2.6.1.1 Vibro-Replaccmcnl Technique

This is applicable ,)[]Iy when soil is relatively impervious and cohesive having

consolidated undraiced shear strength (e,,) in the range of 15 to 50 kPa. Ansari (1993).

These soils arc read:'y penetr'lted \\ ith low pressure large volume bottom jets and the

cisplaced materials ~ct transponed \\ ith the water flow to the surface. On reaching the

desired depth. a grn\ el backlill is tipped around the machine 10 fall down the annulus

against continuing l:~"\-nl)\\ 1'n):ll the t'lOllOI11 jet. As gravel accumulates at the base of

the column. this Illl':ion togcth~r \\ ::h vibration lends to ral11 it into the sides of the

bore. Resistance enc,'unlered as the r:1achine sinks al each level indicates compleiion of

the coiun ...n to a diat::.:tcr tkpcnding (Ill the soil resistance. shearing ano flushing. action.

The process is self.eompen>ining I" IhaI: diameters are wider in softer strata. The

columns arc nonnd\' ahout O,S 111to 1.0 m in diameter. So. in soli soils. the

replaccment proces; does 110t in\oll'e gross dislurhance between columns. Some



variation in the execution method is adopted pal1icularly in case of stable insensitive

soils (c
u
= 30 to 60 kPa). Ansari (1993). The machine penetrates both by vibratory

impact and by its weight. There is no removal of soil which is displaced laterally

involving local shearing like driven piling.

2.6.2 Hydraulic Y1oriifieation Technique

Free pore water is forced out of the soil via drains or wells. This technique is applicable

for both coarse-grained and fine-grained soils. For fine-grained soils expulsion ofwatcr

is expedited by the long term application of external loads (preload), by introduction of

additional drainage path or by means of electrical consolidation process.

2.6.2.1 Preloading Technique

The preloading technique is one of the most economical and effective means for

improving soft compressible soils. It is a method of preempting potentially damaging

settlements on soft soils. The objecti\ e of the pre loading technique is to cause all or a

portion of the settlement (primary or secondary) to occur before the final construction

takes place. The soil is precompressed using a permanent or temporary load. When the

required degree of consolidation has taken place. only then the final load is placed onto

the soil. In the case of a building. the surcharge would normally be cquivalent or higher

than the e'pected bearing prcssure. Pretoading tcchnique may be cmploycd by placing

dircct load such as carthfill or thc same may be achieved by incrcasing effcctivc strcss

on the soii by indirect "l1ieanS such as ~rollnd-water lowering and vacuum method. The

surcharge ge!1erally consists of earthtill from a ncarby borrow pit. In Bangladesh.

drcdged i112terial mostly of sand is "sed for preloading and as embankment corc

materials. Sometim~s in \cry soft soils. pbcing of canhfililo design height may induce

soil shc.~~lrl~lilllrc. 111 such ca~es. loads ;:r-:placed in stages \\ hich arc commonly kno\\11

as 'st~~C~ cons1rLlction lllcthcHl". Figu:';,; 2.2 iliustr31CS the soft ground imprlnCl11Cl1t by

prcJ(l~~Jing.technique. In the vacuum 11::...•dwd. loads arc placed on an air tight membrane

over ~ht:'~r()und. The mc:nhranc is ~.:~d('din slurry trenches or in illlpcrlll.:able soil

around the cdges. Suction tubes arc put through the membranes. scaled and then

cOIll~cct('d to vacuum pumps. The ncg~~li\"t,:.pressure created by the pumps. causes water

in the pores of soil to move towards the surface.



Beight of Fill

Soft Ground
Consolida tes
under Load

Firm Ground

Figure 2.2: Pre!oading with Earthlill (without Vertical Drains)

2.6.2.2 Pre loading with Vertical Drains

Vertical drains alonc can not expedite the consolidation process. It can only accelerate

pre loading tcchniques such as earth fill method or vacuum method. Vcrtical drains are

only applicablc for soft cohcsive soils. Without installing vertical drains, settlement of

clay soils may extend over many years. :\owadays, highly efficicnt drain installation

methods have bccn dcveloped. so. prcloading combincd with vcrtical drains has

bccomc an economic alternativc to the dccp foundations or othcr mcthods of ground

improvemcnt. Vertical drains arc also uscd to advantagc in thc construction of

pcrmancnt fills. such as highway cmbankmcnt on soft ground. VCl1icai drains aid

primary consolidation only. becausc significant watcr movcmcnt is associated with it.

Secondary consolidation causes only very small amounts of water to drain from soil;

thcref(,re. is not speeded up hy vertical drains. Vertical drains may be in the form of

sand drains. wickdrains or band-shaped synthetic or natural fibre prefabricated vertical

drains. Elaborate concept of vertical drains again will he presented in this chapter.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the soft ground improvement by pre loading with vertical drains.

2.6.3 Physical and Chemical :\1odification Technique

This technique deals with modifying soils by the mechanical addition of granular

materials into soft ground or mixing chemical compounds such as cement. lime.
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bitumen and calcium chloridc. This tcchnique also compnses of grouting which is

executed by injecting fluidized materials into voids of the ground or spaces between the

ground and adjacent structures. generally through horeholes and under pressure

Sand drain

Soft clay ~

Separator {SyntheticfJute
Geotextile !

• Drainage occurs both in
vertical and radial directions

• Time required for achieving
a particular degree of
consolidation reduces

Sand layer

Figure 2.3: l'reloading with Vertical Drain

2.6.3.1 Modificatinn by Admixtures

Stabilization hy physically mixing additives with surface laycrs or columns of soil at

depth falls under this category. Additives include natural soils. industrial by-products or

waste materials. and eementitious and other chemicals which react with each other

and/or the ground. Improving the engineering propel1ies ofa soil by admixtures is olien

referred to as 'soil stabilization', particularly in roadworks. Traditional surface

stabilization hegins with excavating and breaking up of the soil. Then the stabilizer is

added if necessary. Soil and additives are mixed thoroughly. compacted and allowed to

cure. :v1ost commonly, mix-in-plaee equipment is used. The term 'deep mixing' is

applied to techniques where piles. walls. or loundation hloeks arc lormed hy

introducing lime. cement. slag and other additives into the soil below the ground

sur"lee. The most common artificial additives arc:

a) Portland cement (and cement fly-ash)

b) Lime (and lime-fly-ash)

c) Bitumen and tar.
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Portland cement is the most common admixture for stabilization technique. When

mixed with the soil, it forms a material called soil-cement. The reason for the

popularity of additives is that they are applicable to a considerable range of soil types,

they are widely available, their costs arc relatively low, and they are environmentally

acceptable. Figure 2.4 and 2.5 show the techniques of ground modification by lime.

50.mm-thick layers of quicklime.
confined in filter fabric
on both sides/------<

/ "
/ "/ " -- 700-1200 mm

/ "T/ / / / ;I' ;I' ;I' ;I' / / / / / ' ;I' / ;I' / / / / / / ;I' / ;I' / ;I' / / ;I'

700-1200 mm

Figure 2.4: Embankment Construction using Quicklime Sandwich.

Figure 2.5: Lime Columns below Emhankment
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2.6.3.2 :\1odification by Grouting

When additives are injected under pressure into the voids within the ground or between

it and a structure, the process is called grouting. It has been extensively used for the

past several decades, and is a well-established method of soil improvement. There are

1'.\'0 kin~s of grouts namely, cementitious grout and chemical grout. Grouting methods

are also of four principal types. 'Intrusion grouting' or 'penetration grouting' or 'si~rry

grouting" consists of filling joints or fractures in rock or soil by injecting grout by

pipes. 'Permeation grouting" is the thin grouts into the soil such that they permeate into

the voids. Once the grout cures, the porous soil is transformed into near solid mass.

:vIost pem1eation grouting is performed using chemical grouts. That is why it is often

called 'chemical grouting'. 'Cor,.paction grouting" or often called 'displacement

grouting' uses a stiff grout (about 25 mm slump) that is injected into the ground under

high pressure through a pipe to form a series of inclusions. Compaction grouting IS

often used to repair structures that have experienced excessive settlement, since it

Improves the underlying soils and raises the structure back into the positio~. 'Jet

grouting is Ihe newest method. This method uses a special pipe equipped with

horizontal jets that inject grout into the soil at high pressure. The pipes are firs: ;,,,crted

to the desired depth, and then they are raised and ,.otated while injection is in progress.

thus forming a column of treated soil. This technique was developed in Japan during

the 1960s and 1970s. Based on solubility state. grouts are of three compositions.

'Suspension ;tate' means sndl particles of solids arc distributed in a liquid dispersion

medium such as cement and clay in watcr. 'Emulsion statc' describcs a two-phase

system containing minute (c"lloidal) droplets of liquid in a disperse phase such as

bitumen 3.!1d water. .Solution state. means liquid homogenous molecular mi:-;.wrcs of

two or morc ::.ubstanccs. Examples arc sodium silicate. organic resins and wide variety

of ehemic31 g:'OlllS.

2.6A ~Iodifiealion hy !n<:iu,ions and Confinement

Son. soil llh.,diiicmion by !nclusion and confinement IS the latest and updated

technology 3I1l0ng all ground impn)\cml?J1l techniques. It is well kno\\l1 10 ci,"il

engineers Ih~H concrete and 50il arc simihlr in regards to their weak tensile strengths.

Like concn:tc. reinforcing m2.1L'rials can be used in the soils to overcome the weakness



of soils. Modifications by inclusions and confinement may be achieved by ground

anchors, soil nailing and soil reinforcement. The primary purpose of reinforcing a soil

mass is to improve its stability. increase its bearing capacity, and reduce settlements

and lateral deformation. Reinforcing materials may includc natural fibrcs. strips. spccial

plastic grids, geotextiles, bars. meshes etc.

2.6.4.1 Modification by Ground Anchors

Ground anchors are struclUral units which transmit forces into stable rock or soils by

means of tendons: they replace a support which would otherwise have to be providcd

by gravity blocks and steel. concrete or timber element'. The simplest form of soil

anchors consists of single or multiple plates attachcd to a rod or cable. either buried,

pushed or drilled into the ground. taking on loads up to 150 to 300 K:\. Ansari et al

(1993). There are many civil engineering situations where lateral. uplift or pullout

forces have to be resisted or where confining pressures may have to be generatcd.

Ground anchors may provide a solution to these problems of . foundations in tension'.

Their purposes may be to
_Tie back sheet piles. slurry walls. and similar temporary excavation support

systems.

-Rehabi litatc-exislin~r('tain in~ walls.

-Resist uplift in hydraulic structures. such as dams. weirs and spillways.

-Stabilize existing 'lild p,)tentiallandslides.

-Prevent rock falls in r"3d cuts. lUnnels and undergrl1und mining.

-Tic down a pipeline ai~d its foundations.

-Prevent heaving du~W 3 swelling soil.

tn-situ reinforcem.cnt is 3(,:lic\ cd by nails and anchors. The concepts of reinforcement

and confinement ~~!"cvcr~ .:11..15.:1;; associated. Confinement rnay be produced by internal

;:1Clusiol1S or external form\\ ('l:'~.supports or abutments.

2.6..1.2 :\Iodifieation hy Soil \ailing

Soil nails arc more or less rigid bars driven into soil or pushed into borel1l1lcs which are

subsequently filled with grout together with in-situ soil. They arc intended to form a

coherent structural entity supporting an excavation or arresting the mo\'cmcnt of an
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unstable slope. Soil nailing construction is flexible and allows adjusting the direction of

the nails to maximize the reinforcing action and construction efficiency. The size of

nails varies from thin steel bars to light concretc piles such as root piles and micro-

piles. Most of the nail-supported struclllres arc classed as temporary. This is partly due

to concerns about corrosion. Uncertainties with regard to design assumrtinns also

suggest caution in the application of the nailing technique.

2.6.4.3 Soil Reinforcement

The term 'reinforced soil' refers to a soil which is strengthened by a material ablc to

resisttc:1sik stresses and which interacts with the soil through friction and/or adhesion.

The broader detinition of soil reinforcement also includes methods of erosion control

and stress transfer via anchors and piles. Soil reinforcement or reinforced earth is

constructed of composite material consisting of alternate layers of compacted backfill

and tensile reinforcing materials. Inclusions of tensile reinforcements of soils may be of

two types: namely; ideally inextensible materials such as metal strips and bars, and

ideally exte~s:ble materials such as tibres. roots. and geotextiles.

In reinforced earth. soil is made stable by the interaction between soil. which is weak in

tcnsion and reinforcements. which is strong in tension. Reinforced eanh structures pose

flexibility' ane can tolerate some deformations without distress. As a result they can be

used in sitllat:l)nS where some ground 1~10vements are anticipated. and in combination

with other forms of ground improvcmeJ:l. Soil rcinforcement is usually done over soft

soil but in order to ensure adequate devclopment of friction. normal practice for the

preliminary cc-sign of fc-inforced C3I1h structures requin:s that the percentage of fines

«O.07~ ::lIn):n the bac!dill bc less than 15% and the backfill be pbccd cOld compacted

at a moi;tlIrc c,'ntC11l equal to or less !:lan optimum. Hausmann (19QO). This tcchnique

all'l\\s <"pc ,I v: J H) "f the cmbankJ:'cnt to be steepe:' than tradit:,'nai (I V:211) and

\\alls !0 be :~~adceven \cnical. Thus :::is lechnique san~sextra h!::d ~l('quisilion and

also rL'd~:ccs :11(' amount of backfill m~::('ria15. Figure 2.6 illllstralC~ ~!rdnlorccd earth

\\all.
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Figure 2.6: Reinforced Earth Wall (with Concrete Face Panel)

2.7 VERTICAL DRAI:\S

Dissipation of excess pore water pressure from fine grained soils ca~ be accelerated

with the use of vertical drains. Vertical drains are artificially-crcated drainage paths

which can be installed by one of seleral methods and which can have a variety of

physical characteristics. The installmion of the ver1ical drains in the clay reduces thc

Icngth of the drainage path and thercby reduces the timc to complete the consolidation

process. These are used when pre loading alone is not effectivc to bring expected

amount of consolidation within thc stipulated time. Vertical drainagc can be achieved

by the usc of sand drains. sand wiCKS.band drains, prefabricated l'Crtica! drains etc.

Venical drains. their types. theoretic2i analyses. limitations. advantages dC will be

described in the following sections.

2.7.1 Background of Dneloplllclltllf Vcrtical Drains

Vcrtical drains have been cmploycd j,'r more than half a ccntury to prol11ote more rapid

consolidation ofrclatively thiCKdcposi!> of soli tinc grained soils. The tirst installation

of vertical drains dates baCK to 193., in California. LSA using 20 inch diameter sand

drains at 10 feet centres. AtKinson ct al (1982). A lieI' Second World War. sand drains
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were used in the reconstruction works of );agasaki Fishing Port and also the

replacement work of a main highway at Kanaura Bay, Okayama Prefccture. bypassing

the town of the bay. Aboshi (1993). The basic thcory of sand drains was presented by

Rendulic (1935) and Barron (1948) and later summarized by Richart (1959). Das

(1985). entil 1970, the majority of the vertical drains were used to be large diameter

sand drains. In the USA sand drains were constructed by driving down casings or

closed-ended mandrels into the soft soils which caused a considcrable thickness of

smcar around the drain. The smear problem was overcome in the ~etherlands during

the 1950s with the development of jetted sand drains. This method had its own

problems. such as the additional cost of large jetting pumps and the difficulties of

disposing of large quantities of water. The principal alternatiye to large diameter sand

drains was the much smaller band-shaped cardboard wicks tirst employed by Kjellman

in 1948. These wickdrains became susceptible to biodegradation particularly in acidic

groundwaters. In the 1970s, various band drains made of mainly synthetic materials

were introduced. Due to the rising cost of providing large quantities of suitable sand for

sand drains and the great technical advances led to development and use of band drains

made of synthetic fabrics such as polyethylenes, PVC, polypropylenes and polyesters

etc. C\owadays. there are a large number of these manufactured drains available in the

markets. Generally. they consists of a central core. whose function is to act as a free-

draining water channel, surrounded by a thin filter jacket. which prevcnts the

surrounding soil entering the central core but allows frce entry of excess pore water.

2.7.2 Fundamentals of Vertical Drains

In case ofins:'liling vertical drains. two fundamental cases arise:

(I) Free strain case: \\"hen the surcharge applied at the ground surface is of

tlexibk nature. there" ill be equal distribution of surface load. This "'ill result

in an ~lnc\'cnsett!cmem at the surface. Prcloading. witil imp0rll'd :-;3.ndover soft

soil c"lIld be an example of such a case.

(2) I:qual strain case: Wben the surcharge applied at the ground surface is rigid.

the surface settlement "ill be same allover. Ilo\\e\er. this will result in an
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unequal distribution of stress. One good example of this category could be mat

foundation.

2.7.3 Type ofVertieal Drains

Though there were number of shapes for vertical drains, the main two types are either

round or flat band-shaped, :vlcgown et al (1982). These two types again include fe\\' sub

groups:

(I) Round Shaped Vertical Drains:

(a) Sand drains

(b) Wickdrains

(c) Wrapped flexible pipcs

(2) Band (Strip) Shaped Vertical Drains:

(a) Synthetic PVD

(b) :-\atura! Fibre PVD

2.7.3.1 Sa:;d Drains

These are constructed by filling sand into a hole made by casing or mandrel. These

holes can be made by number of \\ ays such as displacement method. drilling method

and wash boring method. DisplacelOlent method creates a smear zone near the drain

\\ell circumference thereby reducing the horizontal permeability. On the other hand

\\ashing method results in irregularly shaped drains as a result they can often hale an

etlective radius in excess of that estimated. Few commonl\' adopted methods for

i:"!5t2Iling vertical dr~ins arc gi\en it: Appendix A. Large diameter sand d;-ains may also

2ct 25 column or pile effect thereb; ;cducing the actual scnkment. Sometimes cost of

i111pc'l1cdsand and its quantit, 1113, :wcclude thc usc of sand drains. Bcsides. problem

li~e ':1ulking of sand during it:' ;,1~!c~:~1entin the drain can be ~1probkm leading to the

1~)rn:ation of cavities ::lnd colla~"':,l.~I.':: tlooding.

2.7.3.2 Wickdrains

These arc readymadc small di:!mcter sand drains pre-packed in lilter stocking. In early

days. these used to be covered \\ith woven jute burlap, but polypropylene woven and



melt bonded fabrics are now used. Wickdrains provide economy in the sand quantity,

offer large variety of drilling methods and least amount of disturbance in the adjacent

clay layer. The fabric stocking allow the sandwick to be extremely flexible and

tenacious which makes them particularly attractive in number of situations. 'v1cgown ct

al (1982).

2.7.3.3 Wrapped Flexible Pipes

These drains consist of flcxible, corrugatcd, plastic pipes surrounded by either a natural

fibre or an engineering filter fabric. They can be inserted into the ground using all

driving systems but normally they are placed by means of a mandrel which is then

removed. A non-recoverable conical sealing and driving tip is used to anchor the pipe

on withdrawal of mandrel. They are easy to install and cause little soil disturbancc. Onc

advantagc of this system is that checks can bc made down the pipe whethcr any

clogging has occurred.

2.7,4 Analysis of Sand (Radial) Drainagc System

The purpose of a deep vertical drain is to relieve excess pore water pressure by

reducing the length of the drainage path through the soil. To estimate the performance

of the drains. 3 number of analytical approaches have becn developed. all basically

deri\ed II'om Terzaghi's theory of one dimensional consolidation. This was later

extended to take account of radial flow by Rendulie (1935). Carillo (1942) and Barron

(1948) and a \Cry informati\e review of these theories is given by Richart (1957).

'v1CgO\\ll et al ( 19821.

2.7,4.1 Con\'cntional Sand Drains and Smcar Znne

Figure 2.7 sh()\\:, the basic ia;lHlt ora traditional sand drain. r\ clay layer is underlain

by rock strata a"J l)\ erlain b) permeable sand layer at top. This top sand layer either

natural or laid bel' fur liltrati'11l purpose is called 'sand blanket". Ground water level

normally is abll\e the elay layer. The theoretical considerations applied lor all

derivations assume th~ clay la;cr In be saturated. In the figure it is seen thaI pore water

travels only a small distanee!L> get into the sand drains and thereafter it moves towards
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the upper direction through the sand drains. So, initial radial drainage is converted to

later vertical drainage. During instalJati;n of sand drains, clay particles adjacent to sand

drains are disturbed and thereby both vertical and horizontal permeability appreciably

reduces. Thus 'Smear Zone' in sand drains is created by the remolding of clay during

the drilling operations for building it.
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Figure 2.7: Sand Drains with Smear Effect.

2.7.4.2 \lathematical Assessment of Sand Drains

The assessment of the al'era~e degree of consolidation due 10 radial drainage is morc

difficult than evaluation of \ <".tical consolidation. It i5 u5ual to approximate the

?roblt.::111 to that l)j' a cylinder l't ,-'t)J1Sl)lidating soil. figure ~.Sshows the general pattern

!.)fthe layout of 5and drains. In ::,12 ligun:. notations used ~1:-t:':

(I) r, ~ Redius of the equivalent inf1uence circle.

(2) r" ~ Radius of sand cr"in \\eli.

(3) rs ~ Radial distance ii'om lite centre line of the drain \\clllO the farthest point

of the smear zone, In C..!:,C arno smear casco r\\ ,= r~.
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Figure 2.8: Genrrallayout of Sand Drains. (a) Plan. (b) Cross section at 5S

For radial drainage. Tcrzaghi's one dimensional consolidation equation can be writtcn

in partial differential fonn as:

(2.] 6)

Where.u = excess pore water pressure.

r = radial distancc mcasured trom centre of drain well.

C, = cl'effi~ient of consolidation in radial direction.

The ;'roblem of equal strain case with no smcar (rw = r,) was solved by Barron (19-\8).

Thu5 the c:\c(.'~~pOI"': water pr~ssllrc at any given time t and radial distance r is given

by:

,." - ,.,~ I:

~ (2.17)

Where.

, 1
. /1- 3/1--1
1'(n)=-,-ln(I1)- 1

/1- -1 411-
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Uav = Average value of pore water pressure through the clay layer

).= ue

_ -87;".=--
F(n)

Time factor for radial !low:

T = C,,,.!
,. 2

de

The average degree of consolidation due to radial drainage is

[
-87;. ]U,. =l-exp--
F(n)

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.2 I)

(2.22)

,.
One important point here is that for-L <I>5, the free strain and equal strain solutions

rll'

give approximately the same results for the average degree of consolidation, Das

(1985). Figure 2.9 gives the values of time factor T, for various values of U,.

Time Faetor(Tr)

c:
.S!
~ 40
:E
'0
ono
U 60
'0
"l-ot
" 80:::

100

0.01 0.1 10

__ n=5

1.-_-n-10
-~'r-n= 20

-.- n=40
-)(- n = 80I

Figure 2.9: Variation of Degree of Consolidation, L,. with Time Factor, T, (After

Das, 1985)
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2.7.4.3 Degree of Cons ali dati an far Combined Vertical and Radial Drainage

In the derivation of Terzaghi's one dimensional consolidation. radial drainage was not

taken into account. At the same time. when average degree of consolidation for radial

drainage was found out, one dimensional consolidation in the vertical direction 'yr<

disregarded. But actually the d;ssipation takes place in both directions simultr:neously.

The combination of two solutions as alrcady stated in Equations (2.6) and (2.22) give

the total average degree of consolidation that was first prescntcd by Carillo (1942):

U=l-(l-U,.)(l-Url (2.23)

C = Averr:ge degree of consolidation for simultaneous vertical r:;1d ra:;al

drainage
C,. = Avcrage degrcc of consolidation calculated on the assumption that only

vertical drainage exists.
C, = Average degree of consolidation calculated on the assumption that only

radial drai.1age exists.

2.7.5 Synthetic Prefabricated Vertical (Band Shaped) Drains

The first band (strip) shaped vertical drain was de\eloped by the Swedish Geotechnical

Institutc. It was made of cardboard with internal ducts dcveloped by Kjcllman (1948).

This type was later superseded by thin !luted PVC drains. Currently. there arc more

tha,] 50 diffcrent types of drains in the markct. Thcsc arc mostly of composite make up:

a corrugated or studded inner core wrapped in synthetic filter fabric. Figure 2.10 shows

some typical core shapes of band drains. These are vcry light and casicr to handle at

site. The installations of band drains causc little disturbance to the adjacent soil. The

band drains made of synthetic material arc usually dril'Cn by displaccmcnt mcthod.

Auger and washing mcth('li:-- arc not usually used. The mandrels used for synthetic

drains arc holloll and rcctangular or trapczoidal in cross scction. Similar to Kjcllman

II ickdrain. band drains 'Ire generally about 100 mm II idc and 2 to 6 mm thick.

!lausmann (1990). Detail; elf some synthctic band (strip) shapcd drains arc glvcn In

Appcndix A.
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Figure 2.10: Typical Core Shapes of Synthetic (Band Shaped) Drain.

2.7.5.1 Designing with SYnthetic I'VDs

Design" ith I'VDs here ::lcans tinding out the spacing l,f drains once drai;1 sizes (" idth

:1I1d thiCKness) arc Kll,'" n. The main focal point is on the time lor required

eonsolid~tion of the su':'soil ll' occur. Gcnerally. the' limc feW90% c0;,solidati"" is

desired. out other values might also be of interest. rhis design is possible proviced.

other da:~l r~la1cd 10 d:';~ill~i/l,.'.soil permeability. cl.'I1:,olidaiion paran:ctcrs etc are

kno\\ n. T\\'() approacht.:'s :0 such a design arc possible:

The first is equivalent s":ld drain approach that uses the PVD to estimate an equivalent

sand drain diameter ~mdtben proceed with the design in a manner of sand dr3ins. This

is done by using aewal cross-sectional area of the candidate I'VD and maKing it into an
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open void circle. This open void circle is then increased using the estimated porosity of

sand to obtain the equivalent sand drain diameter.

Equal void area method. Koerner (1986):
I

..J 415111d / ff

Equivalent diameter, de = 11
s

Where. B = width of synthetic strip/band drain

t = thicKness of strip

Void area
nd = Total cross sectional area of the strip

ns = porosity "f sand drain

Equal circumferencc method:

The equivalent diameter of band drain is

d = 2(b + t)
e ff

Where. b = width of band drain

t = thickness of band drain

(2.24 )

Equation (2.25) is preferred by Hansbo (1979) and is usually more conservative than

Equation (2.2.\). which means it results in a smaller equivalent diamcter.

Another approach to PYD design is straightforward than the preccding approach and is

the preferable onc. Hansbo (1979) developed this equation modifying original Barron's

(1948) formula in which time (t) of consolidation is given by the following:

D'
t=-

SC ..

D

~_d __ L_~( iY In(-I-I
I
f d 'I' 4 .\ \!J) I \ 1- L )

1- II,D,

(2.261

\Vhere. l .::Time for c('nsolidation

e" _ Radial (C,l/horizontal eocfiicielOt of consolidation. (m'/year or mm'/min)

D - Intluencc ctiamcter of drain.

For square grid. D = 1.13"Sp:1cing (111)

For triangular grid. D ~- I.D5"Spacing (111)

d ~ Equivalent diameter of the PYD (d = 2(b-t)/,,). (m)

L = A\ crage degree of consolidation.
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d
Since D is small for synthetic drain, the equation can be reduced to

D
2

[ D 3] 1t=- In--- In--
8ch d 4 1- U

(2.27)

Since the discha'bc capacity of rVD is not infinite as compared to sand drains. the

following revised fonnula is used which is being also followed by 'Flexi Drain'

D2 I (D '\ 3 7 r k )' ( 1 '\t=--11n. -1--+0.64nt- _c lin --'. I
8eh L \ d) 4 \ qw _ \ 1- L)

Where, I = Drain length at unilateral flow (m)

k, = Soil permeability (m/s)

q" = D:scharge capacity of drain (n)3/s).

2.7.5.2 Advantages of Synthetic PVDs OWl' Sand Drains

(2.28)

Synthetic prefabricated vertical drains (synthctic PVD) have number of advantages

over traditional sand or wickdrains. Synthetic PVDs can be easily and rapidly installed

than other types of vertical drains. In a study. it was obser':c:! that 120 Alidrain. a type

of synthetic PVD \\ere installed per day. On the other hand, only 7 to 8 sand drains of

similar depths were installed per day with same resources, Davies et al (1982).

Synthetic PVDs are made of uniform and non degradable materials which can be easily

stored and transported. Sand drains require large and heavy rigs whereas synthetic

PVDs require lighter equipment. Synthetic I'VDs have a tensile strength which helps to

preserve cominuity. Sand drains arc costly whereas synthetic band drains arc low cost.

Trcaul1cn\ of soli soil site may bc possible for only one-fourth the costs of traditional

sand drains. Hausn13nn (1900).

2.7.6 .Jute !'\ill

.Jllt~ i~a biodcgr~\(.bhlc n2.tural tibr~ \\hieh i~produced in abundance in Southeast /\sia

particularly in Bangladesh. Tlwugh Ihnghllksh and India arc the leading producers of

jtlte. it is also grCl\\n in \:epal. Chill". Thailand. Indonesia. Burma. Brazil. Vietnam.

Tai\\an. Cambodia and in sOl11eOlher countries of Africa. Before the production and

usc of geosymheties. jute used \0 be applied for versatile uses. Because of its topmost
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role in earning foreign currency. jute is callcd "Golden Fibre" of Bangladesh.

);owadays, this fibre has lost its position to many synthctic materials. Researchers are

still looking for the potential uses of jute espccially as civil engineering matcria!.

Y1ultifarious uses of jute may include soil rcinforcement, soil separator, filtration,

erosion control and soil drainage etc. To achieve rapid consolidation, sand drains and

synthetic PYDs are currently being used in many countries. Jute based vertical drains

may be used in place of sand drains or synthetic PYDs.

2.7.6.1 Jute Fibre

Jutc is one of the world' 5 most important long \'egetable fibres. being exceeded in

production quantity only by cotton. It is collected mainly from two comme::;;;::y

imponant species, namely, Whitc Jute (Corchorus capsularis) and Tossa Jute

(Corchorus olitorius). It was first used as an industrial raw material for making

packaging materials as a replacement for European-grown flax and hemp. A temperate.

wet and humid climate with alluvial soil is conducive for the growth of jute. It is a

photo-reactive plant and for that long hour of day. light is necessary for its ,'apid

growth, 'vlohy (2005).

2.7.6.2 Physical Properties of Jute

Jute cons:sts of fibre bUlOdlesarranged in sevcral layers betwccn thc ccntral hollow

woody core and the outer skin. Thc individual fibrcs are held togcther by non-ccllulosic

matcrials such as lignin. hemi-ccllulose. pectin etc !l' 10r111libre strand. Jute's quality is

normally characterized b,' colour. lustcr. strength. cleanliness. flexibility. Icngth.

proportion of roms and I~~"istllrc conten!. "aturall,. ~l'"d quality jute should possess

good co!C'ur. This 5hl'llild ~(: lustrous as more lUSlJ\.1l!S .:~:t~is found to be stronger. An

Indian \'2.~ic!y of ju:c Klh'\\"n as "Shamla Daisec'". ~~lt!~\.'ughdarkish blue in colour. is

\\\::11 kl~O\\ n for its h~t.h 5~:'cl1g:h. lusre:- r:nd lincnc~~. T::(' !ibn.:: should be linc. long ::nd

5trong ane the body shoui,] bc clean. The perccnwg,' l,f:,,','ts should be low. Faults likc

knots. sti(,KS. speck:, ('Ie 5hould be absent. The \\ate:' content must not exceed the

standard limit. Impon:\I11 physical propcnic, orjutc libre arc listcd in Table 2.3. :\ jute

fibre is Cl111sidercd to bL' of good quality \\'hen :'arl1 :,pun having:
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Table 2.3: Important Physical Properties of Jute Fibre

! Ser :\0. Parameters Values

II. Jute cell/ultimate width I 15-20 microns
I

,
!7 I Jute cell/ultimate length 11-6 mm
1-' I -

,

I 3. . Jute fib~e/ultimatr width (Average) i 184 m
I I

14. Jute fibre/ultimate width (Average) , 751_' m

I 5. Tenacity 12.7-5.3 g/tex

! 6. Specific gravity i 1048

17.
' \1oisture regain at 65RH/22°C I 13.8%

I

i 8. ' Fineness(gm/1 OOm) I 104-1.65 tex

i 9. , Breaking elongation i 0.8-1.8%
I

10. I Refractive indcx(Parallel) 11.577

II. i Refractive index(Perpendicular) 11.536

12. I Fluorescence with corning filter I Bluish white
I

I 13. ! Phosphorescence I Yellow
114. Phosphorescence(time) i 15 sec
115. , Swelling in water(Diameter) 120-21%

i 16. Swelling in water(Area) ,40%

. 17. Stiffness(Average) 185

18. Specilic heat 0.324 cal/gJOC

19. \Valcr retention 70%

20. YOl,ng's \1odulus

a) White 0.-86-1. 74 dynes/cm'x I000

b) Tossa 0.96- I.94 dyncs/cm'~x 1000

-- --_. - --~,--,~ ---_._._---"
dyncs/cnn; I09

.. _ . .+.42 d;;;~~/cm:;}(i9----
a) \\hitc

21. \1odulus of Rigidity
.- - --,-- _ ...._--------_.------- ---_._-_._-----_ ..- '.-

------_.--_._----_._._------------~ -------------

22. Lill(,~H'density 0.94-2.94 te,
- --_.__ ._--_.- .._----

7-_.1. Density
---_._--- -_.- •.. -_..'-------- ---

1.52-1.59
_.---- --.-"- - ---- - ---_.-

Atier Abdullah. (2008)
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a) Quality ratio (Q.R.) above 90

b) A low coefficient of variance (C.Y.)

c) Fibre possesses high clasticity and low frictional properties.

Q.R. indicates the strength of the yarns, being expresscd as the ratio of breaking

strength in pound (Ib) to the strength of yarn in Ib/spindle of 14400 yards and

multiplied by 100. c.Y. indicates the irregularity in the weight pcr unit in a sh0l11ength

of the yarn. Q.R. above 90 and c.y. below 23 indicates fibre of good quality. Q.R.

above 80 and c.y. below 25 indicates fibre of medium quality whereas Q.R. below 80

and c.Y. above 25 means fibrc of poor quality, \1ohy (2005).

2.7.6.3 Chemical Cumposition of .Jute Fibre

Jute is lignocellulosic fibre composed of cellulose (58%-63%), hemicellulose (21%-

22%), lignin (12%-14%). protein (0.8%- 1.5%), pcctin (0.2%-0.5%), fat and wax (0.4%-

0.8%), mineral matter (0.6%-1.2%) and traces of tannin and colouring material. Except

for cellulose. all other components arc functioning more or less as cementing materials.

Stiffness and lower wet strength of jutc fibre are closely related to the rcinforccd

resinous structurc. It has been obscrved that the molecular weight, fibre length and

degree of polymerization of jute ccllulose arc comparatively smaller than those of

cotton. Jut~ fibre consists of crystalline. para-crystallinc and non-crystalline,

amorphous ,esin. Cellulosc is the major portion within the crystalline part of jute fibre.

Thc high moisture regain propcrty of jutc fibrc comparcd to othcr fibrcs is attributablc

to thcse special characteristic of jute fibre, The hcmicellulose units of jutc are fairly

simplc and of low molccular wcight and sc:sceptiblc to action of alkali. Lignin is the

single-most important componcnt in jute \I'hich in fact distinguishes it from othcr

tc\tile fibre. Some of the peculiar charactcristics of the fibrc such as ycllowing or photo

d~gradation arc attributcd to its presence.

Jute is acidic in nature and its acidity is dw: ~\.) the presence of phenolic hydr0~yl group

pn::scI1t in li~nin.The contribution of cementing materials {lignin. hemicellulose) on the

tensile prop.:nics of jute fibre both in dry .:nd \\'et conditions is enormous. il has been

obscrvcd thm \lhcn jute is treated \I ith chcmical reagcnts cmploycd in tcxtile

pretreatments and bleaching processes. lignin. hemicellulose and other encrusting

substances arc attackcd and to somc cxtcnt rcmovcd. Lignin also protects jutc from
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ultra-violet and visible radiations emitted by sun. Jute IS degraded by heat, mildew

acids and alkali. Jute burns like other cellulosic fibres.

2.7.6.4 Treatment "f,lute Fibre

Jute is a biodegradable natural fibre: This fibre is also hygroscopic. Bangladesh is

situated in a tropical, humid and flood affected country. Jute used for geotechnical

engineering purposes has to sustain an unfricndly environment where it loses it's all the

propel1ies very rapidly. One of the single most problems of using jute in the soil watcr

interaction phase is the biodegradation. To increase the design life of jute. limited

works have been carried out by some researchers like Prodhan (1994), and also by fcw

organizations and institutes. l<.eeently a wide' range of geo-jute has been developed at

BJRI by blending jute with hydrophobic fibre like coir or by modification with

bitumen, latex and wax resinous materials. These treatment techniques may enhance

the life of jute geolextiles up to or even more than 20 years. Khan (2008). A summary

of blending jute with different materials is shown in Table 2.4. Following are three

different types of blending:
a) Jute \\ ith natural fibre i.e. jute with cotton, coir, !lax etc.

b) Jute \\ ith synthetic fibre likc jute blended with polythene. polypropylene,

nylon. polyester. poly-acrylic etc.
c) \10citication/Treatment ofjutc \\ith bitumen. latex. wax, resinous matcrial.

Blending jutc \\ ith natural tibre Iike colton for making finished and apparel products is

a common technology where jute is modified \\'ilh chemical and softening agents.

Again union f::~:'icsof jute mixture are made by inserting warp and weft thr~ad with

difI"erent fibrc;. Fl)r making geotcxtile materials. Jow quality cotton is usee in blending

and union fabr:e'.
Sl,.)IllC researc:~(':'s h.1\"\.' tried 10 blend Jute \\ iih synthetic materials 1i~.:~~crylinc.

polyethylene. ;~,'lyprppy1cllc. polyester ra:on etc. In this process c~)m~~~nibililYof

bknding items ;,],:ys the significant role. \lodilicnion of mixing 1ibrcs is n~ccs:,ary for

increasing 1hc::- c\Jmputihility through chemical. bin-chemical or mechanic~:l treatment.

An investigalil)11 \\as curricd OUI by Rao. 1'. CI "I (1994) at Central Roud Research

Institutc. :\C\\ Delhi. India on six types or blended jute products. These \\crc non-

\\oven fabrics cl'nsisting or varying proponions or Jute (.I) and I'olypropylenc (1'1'). It
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is seen from the results that mechanical properties (grab tensile strength, interface

friction angle etc) and survivability properties (puncture resistance, index elongation

etc) are enhanced when synthetic materials are added with jute. On the other hand,

hydraulic prope.1y (permittivity) is reduced with the addition of synthetic material.

Table 2.4: Summary of Blending Jute with Different :\1aterials

300-800

: 30u-800
I

i Tensile

I Strength
II (Ib)

\ \1ass/unit

I Area
I
I

\1oisture

content

I Biodeg-

1 radabil-
Ii ity

: Durabi-

i lity

! Possible
I

Compo-

sition

I :\on-woven Jlite &. ' 6-18 I Slow 8-12%
1
800

I blanket months I
!

I

Woven with different Jute & 5-20 Long 5-7% i 2:800

construction late~ years run

~on-woven jute Jute. 5-20 Long 5-7% 2:800

blanket & years run

. latc\.

\Voven jute In Jute , 2-6 I Quick 12-14% I 220-280 1120-140 I
,

\

I

different structure months I i II

Woven jute In Jute & ! 5-12 Slow 7-10% 220-280 240-660
I

,
different structure Coir ! months iI

Woven jute but Jute,
1
6-48 Long i 3-8% Variable

\

140-700 I

i
treated composite Bitumen I months run I weight

&. Carbon I
I II

\ Type

I
I

I

------------------------------------ --_.__._---
After Khan (2008)

2.7.6.5 LSC of .lute in \'crtical Drains

Inherent dra\\ back iJf ll~iJ~~jute in humid condition i~ its gradual biodegradatil1n. Very

fe\\" people cl1uld th;J~k ~~:ldstill can think of using this material in any' permanent or

longer duration work~. But ~lccording to studies so far carried Olit. it can be deduced

that there may be t\\-O approaches to use jute in civil engineering purposes. Firstly. lise

of jutc based products may includc as transitional layC1's in the staged construction



method, in civil engineering works that have short design life, as a construction aid and

repair of structures during emergencies. Secondly, jute ean be used in any projects

spanning any duration up to 20 years by treating them according to deigned

biodegradability. Lse of jute in vertical drains falls under first category though some

amount of treatment might be necessary. Vertical drains are employed to expedite the

consolidation process. As a res:;lt cor.,truction period is also reduced. With the use of

vel1ical drains. consolidation time may be reduced to 6 months to 2 years which would

have otherwise taken many times more duration th::n this time. After achieving the

desired consolidation. vertical drains become useless ano if it is synthetic material. it

will continue to degrade the environment. Few endeavours have been made to study

jute based PVD as an alternative. A flexible prefabricated jute drain made out of jute

fabric and r0i~ ropes suitable for consolidating s()ft comp;'cssibie soils. has been

developed and field tested at Changi Airport by Lee et al. (1989). Rao, G. et al. (1994).

They also developed and tested fibre drain (FD) at the National Lniversity of

Singapore, Kabir et al (1994). These drains were installed up to 22 m depth. For the

observed period of over two years. back analysis using observed senlement under

reclamation fills showed that these drains have adequate discharge capacity and

functions very well. Rao. G. et al. (1994 ).This FD has been used in several countries in

South East Asia. FD is a band shaped products consisting of four strands coconut coir

enveloped by two layers of jute burlap filter. The size ofFD is 90-100 nll11wide and 7-

9 mm in thickness. Park et al (\\\\w.geosynthctics.net/tech_docs/GeoAsia04Park)

carried ,.ut tests to evaluate discharge clpacity of both plastic board drains (PBD) and

fibre drains (FD) using large scale test apparatuses.

Kabir e: al. (1994) prepared two types of FDs similar tll that dC\e!oped by l.ee et al

(1989). Both the types had a couple of layers of twill fabric filter jackets. In one type.

twistee coconut coil' rope \\as used. T:c other type had twisted ju:c libre ropes. The

drains \\ere 100 mm \\ idc and 10 ::::" thiek. each having "'t1l' ,'opc channels for

hydrau::c C(\J1\cyancc. In that \(,S1. 1:1;,.': j(,)Lllld that thL'rc is in S(':~t?ral. reduction in

disch~~r;;('ratL' due to ilh:rcasc in cont1:::::g pressure bCl\\Ccn:2. kPa !l..) 90 kPa. They also

found :::a1 discharge ratio for FD \\ ith .i~:~('rope core at all pressures \\as lo\\cr than thu~

with e,'eOlllll coir. Abdullah et al. (1'194) also carried out'rcsearch on engineering

propel~:cs ofjutc and jutc based produc;s at B.lRl. They also dC\.c!oped ,'Cnieal drains

withju:c and called thcm '!lanana Drains (BD).
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2.7.6.6 Designing with Jut,!' PVD

Banana Drain (130) is a special type of fibre drain where jute with higher content of

lignin is used as lignin is more resistant to biodegradation. Abdullah et al (1994)

developed this Banana Drain with two to three types of woven. nonwovei, a~d netting

materials. where the innermost part is enveloped by nonwoven jute materials. The

woven outer part is made with specially blended cloth with jute, coil' and jute cuttings.

This drain works like wickdrain and for the mathematical analysis of BD. an equation

developed by Prod han (1984) has been used for finding out the spacing of 130 and time

of consolidation. This equation closely resembles the equation developed by Hansbo

for synthetic PVD. Prodhan's equation for solvir.gjute PVD is explained below:

(2.29)

t
Where ).Z= B.D ;c 1.0, t

J1'.D

t8 ~= Time for Banana Drain

t" ~ = Time for Band-shaped wickdrain

0= Influence diameter of vertical drains

d, = Equivalent diameter of drain.

e,= Average degree of consolidation due to radial drainage.

(. = coefficient of radial consolidation

d d - 2(a; b), a = width of drain. b = thickness of the drain.

Here. ).z ;hows the drainagc characteristic of BD which is morc clTective than any typc

o I'band ;:~aped drain. H(mc\"cr. in this equation. Az needs to bc found out. So. with this

equation. if drain 5pacing. drain pattern. drain size and C~ arc knO\\-Il. th('n spacing or

timc of pc:nicuiar (legree ,)1'consolidation can be found out. Equation (2.29) is cxactly

similar t.' the equati()n dC\eloped by Hansbo (Eq. 2.27) exccpt the factor IJ

incorpor:::ed by Prodhan in his Equation (Eq. 2.29).
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2.7.7 Some Controlling Factors of Radial Drainage

Radial drainage through the venical drains is immensely affectcd by the smear cffect of

soil that occurs mainly during drain installation. It is clear from many cxpcriences that

soil panicles near the drains get severely disturbed thereby reduces the permeability.

Performance of dr~ins also depends on the drain spacing. shape and size of the drain

well. Drain internal resistance is another factor that slows down the drainage through

the channel or core of the drain.

2.7.7.1 Grid Spacing, Shape and Size of Vertical Drains

Csually drains ar~ installed in some triangular or rectangular grid pattern ane therefore

the problcm is not axisymmetric. :\0 analytical solutions exist for these real situations.

For triangular spacing of sand drains, the zone of influence of each drain is hexagonal

in plan. Figure 2.11 shows both square and triangular grid pattern of vertical drain

layout. The diameter of equivalent cylinder of soil surrounding each drain d,

(equivalent diameter is also expressed by '0') is calculated on the basis of equivalent

cross-sectional areas. i.e. for drains on a square grid pattern with a drain spacing ofS:

0 0 TO
s

,- - ------- - -, S

~O
, ,

,
I

,,,
0 0

, y 0
: Ii

I:
I '-- --' I

I'-d -J
i e !

~

'-- ------- --:
, 0 ', ,

L':, ,

:_- ------- -_:

o o o o o

o

Square pattcrn

Figure 2.11: Vertical Drainl'atterns
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(2.30)

for a triangular grid this becomes:

(2.31 )

Where sand drains. or their modern derivatives Eke wickdrains or plastic tube drains

are used, the cross-sectional area of the drain is the same as that used in the derivation

of radial consolidation (Eq. 2.22) and there should not be any shape eITor. This is not

the case with band or strip drains where the flow pattern around the drain is

considerably different from the cylindrical case. Thus a strip shaped drain has to be

converted into a circular cylindrical drain producing the same consolidation effect as

the strip shaped drain. Two different approaches are possible. The first is an equivalent

sand drain approach that uses the band drain to estimate an equivalent sand drain

diameter and then proceed wlih design in the manner of sand drains. This is done by

taking thc actual cross sectional area of the candidate band drain and making it into an

open void circle. (Eq. 2.24). This open void circle is then increased using the estimated

porosity of sand to obtain the equivalent sand drain diameter, Koerner (1997). Another

method folic'" s cqual circumference method. (Eq. 2.25).

2.7.7.2 Smear Effect on Sand Drains and PYDs

The effect "f smcar zones on the consolidali"n capacity of sand drains ,,"as also first

analyzed b, Barron t 1948). The analysis is ba,ed on the assumption thal the clay in the

smear zon\? \\ ill hm.: one boundary with Z('iC ~xccss pore water pressur~ al~d the other

boundar) \\;::1 an cxcess por.: \\:.ltel' P;-(,~~l:!"(:which \\-ill be time l~i.?pL':1(.:ent. Das

(1985). ll:t5c,: "n this assumpti'111:

( )
, ,

I r r--r-
11 = -u(/\.i'nl- - i .\

111 I r ..,.-
J! _II!

-
k ' ' c')_" 11--.'- I "I

, n.' I
ks \ II"

(2.32)

Where. k,' eoeflieient of permcabi lity of smeared zonc.



(2.33)

It should be pointed out that for the case where no smear is assu1T.ed, i.e. S= i, the

expression for m reduces to F (n) of Equation (2.18). Barron assumed for the analysis

k rthat -k" was 10 and _._s_ was 1/6. as such time required to achieve a particular
s 1 \I' .

degree of consolidation would be increased by about 20%. If the thickness of the

smeared zone was increased to twice the drain radius, then the effect would be

approximately to double the consolidation time. In the case of an 18 inch (457 mm)

diameter casing, a typical size for many sand drain installations, the thickness of the

remolded zone would be about 90 mm. The effect of such a thick smeared zone of

greatly reduced permeability would be to negate any potential beneficial effects of such

a drain. Cassagrande and Poulos (1969) therefore concluded that the drains installed by

displacement methods were generally uneconomic and cited a number of installations

where such d,~ins had not only failed to produce any beneficial effects. but probably

caused additional problems due to the disturbance during installations. Atkinson et al

Currently available PVDs arc 100 mm in width. about 3 to 4 mm thick and are installed

using a lance about 140 mm wide and 30--\0 mm thick. Csing the same approach as

Cassagrande and Poulos, a smeared zone about 10 mm thick would be expected along

the \vall of the hole made by thc lance. Alier a period of time when the hole had closed.

the smcar zone w0uld lie against the filter layer of the drain. Another research showed

that a fabric filter initially allows the finer soil panicles pass through the filter. i.e.

piping occurs. ;\$ th~sc smaller particles pa~$ through the fabric. a bridging :lCt\\ ork of

thc larger Sl,il ;"!nicles builds up adjacent \l) the drain. thus forming a I~~,:~::'algraded

liltcr within the ",ii. the thickness of which was found 10 be several milli:~~ctres. The

( 1982).

effect of pipin~ i::. 10 reJ110\.~ the clay particles from the smeared zone i::ll11cdiatcly

adjaccnt to the drain. In the case "fthe PVDs installed by the typical 5i/c "iiancc used

at prcsent. the ihickness of the smear zone is similar to the thickness of the :latural soil

filter crcated by piping. Consequently. it appears probable that the mail'rity of the
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smear caused by installation process is removed by formation of the naturally formed

graded filter, Atkinson ct al (1982).

2.7.7.3 Effect of Drain Resistance on Sand Drains and PYDs

The design of vertical Jrain 5Y5tem is generally based on the classical theoretical

solution developed by Barron(1948) in which the drains are assumed to be functioning

as ideal wells, i.e. their permeability is considered infinitely high as compared to that of

the soil in which the drains are placed. This assumption is justified when the drain sand

fulfils the requirements of an ideal filter material. However, in practice it is doubtful

whether such an ideal condition can be achieved. If the permeability of the sand is in

the order of 500 1000 m/year, the effect of well resistance cannol be ignored. Hansbo

(1982). In general, consideration for drain resistance has been given to the case where

drain spacing is comparable to halt~depth of the soil layer. For this case, the effect of

the well resistance is not excessive, increasing the time required to obtain a particular

degree of consolidation by about 25% by comparison with the ideal case of an infinitely

permeable drain. Hansbo (1979) modified the equations developed by Barron (1948)

for PYD applic~tions. The modified gencral exprcssion for average degree of radial

consolidation. i.e. Eq. (2.22) becomes:

U I .' -Sf,
r = -exp --I

I F

and. F = F(n) - J-~- F,.

(2.34 )

(2.35)

Where. F(:,) = Effcct due to spaci:Jg of drains

F,= Effect due to smear

F,= Effect due to dmin resistance

Sincc I'VDs do not ha\ c unlimited discharge capacities as assumed by Barr,'n (1948) In

ease of sa"" drains. Ilansbo (1979) developed \\ ell resistance factor as folk'" s:

(2.36)

Where z is the depth of the drain under consideration. L is the Icngth "I' the dmin

having on~-\\'ay drainag~ or hair this valut: for two-way drainage" kh is the cocfficicl1l

of permeability in the horizontal dircction in the undisturbcd soil and q" is the
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discharge capacity of the drain's longitudinal direction (in-plane), Park. et al

(www.geosynthetics.netltech _docs/GeoAsia04 Park.).

However, in majority of the cases examined by Cassagrandc and Poulos (1969), the

half depth of the drained stratum was considerably in excess of the drain spacing and

the internal resistance of the d~ains may well have made a significant contribution to

the lack of acceleration of the consolidation process. The recent trend towards using

band drains, of considerably smaller cross section than sand drains, and with drain

lengths of up to 50 m in some cases, makes it imperative to consider the effect of the

drain internal resistance. Atkinson et al (1982). Clogging should be an important

consideration when the potential for internal resistance is analyzed. If the drain

functions correctly in the verY early stages of the consolidation, the excess pore water

will contain a small proportion ui soil particles which may collect within the drain and

clog. The discharge capacity of the PYD will be a function of the effective lateral earth

pressure against the drain sleeve. In the majority of the cases the filter will be partly

squeezed into the channel system of the core by the pressure of the surrounding soil and

this will reduce the channel volume and consequently the discharge capacity. The filter

permeability should not be higher than required with respect to the discharge capacity.

The filter permeability of the existing PYDs (which according to the results of

laboratory tests have short-term discharge capacities of maximum 10-25 m
3
/year) need

not be higher than 0.01-0.05 m/year, Hansbo et al (1982).

2.7.7A [ffeet of Drainage Blanket on Sand Drains and PVDs

Drainage blanket is a layer of sand placed over the existing soli clay formation where

sand drains or PVDs arc to be installed. This blanket pro\ ides a working platform for

\cl1ical drains installing L'quipment. Its primary function is w provide a free draining

outlet for the watcr disch~'.q~.L'dfrom the drains. In certain cas.:s. where a large volume

l1f soil is being drained. (l1IhidL'rahk quantities of \\~nLr can be discharged into the

drainage blanket. particlll~'.rly in the carly stages of consrdicatil)J1.

2.7.S Advantages of Vertical Drains

Venieal drains reduce the drain~ge path. So. it increases the rate of consolidation of the

clay under load. Figures 2.12 and 2.13 demonstrate the difference in excess pore ,,'ater
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Figure 2.12: Slow Dissipation of Excess Pore Pressure only in the

Vertical Direction

Figure 2.13: Quirk Dissipation of Exrcss Pore Pressure Through

Radial and Vertical Direction
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dissipation in cases of without and with vertical drains. Besides, in non-homogenous

soil. the horizontal (radial) permeability may be considerably greater than the vertical

permeability. This anisotropy confers an additional advantage on the usc of drains,

Atkinson et al (1982). Following are the main advantages:

(1) Time required for primary conso!ic?tiop can be ?l'l'ceciably reduced by thc

installation of Yertical drains. As a result, structures like embankments can be

constructed and can be commissioned much before the time that would have

been required without the use of vertical drains. Hence, subsequent main\e~ance

and overhead cost can be considerably reduced.

(2) With the accelerated rate of dissipation of excess pore water through vertical

drains, shear strength also incrpases. This ,dl enable applicatioCl of subsequep.t

stages of loading more rapidly than would not otherwise have been possible

without the use of vertical drains. This increased ratc of gain in shear strength

will allow the use of heavy construction equipment. As a result rate of

construction will be increased.
(3) :Vlany soft clay strata contain thin bands. or partings, of silt or sand.

Instability of embankments or tankage built on such strata is sometimes due

primarily to the horizontal spread of excess pore pressure along these bands or

partings. Atkinson et al (1982). Vertical drains relieve thesc excess pore

pressures and thus avoid the occurrence of instability.

(4) When Yenical drains arc not used and embankments/structures are

constructed without allowing sufficient time for considerable amount (say 90%)

of primary consolidation. the serviceability of the embankments will be

jeopardized. This will incur extra cost to the project later for reeonst,'ac:ion.

renovation. repair. maintenance etc.

2.7.9 !.imitations ofYl'rtieal Drains

Vertical drains acct.:kr~Ht.: prlll1ury consolidation only. because significul1l \\,11cr

movement is associ;.l~cd ",ith it. Secondary c0l1so1id.Hion causes only ycr~ 51l1all

amounts of \\;lIer 10 drain from the soil: secondary sellicment therefore is not speeded

up by venic;,\ drains. Since vertical drains have vinually no effect on secondary

settlement. that is \\'hy soils subjected to extreme magnitlldes of secondary settlement.
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such as peat and organic soils, may not bcnefit considerably from vertical drains.

Vertical drains will be only effective where.soils are relatively impermeable. According

to Rowe (1968) vertical drains may potentially be beneficial in soils with vertical

coefficient of consolidation (Cv) of less than 3x 10.7 m'/sec (18 mm'/min). Soils which

are more penneable will usually consolidate under a surcharge at an acceptable rate on

their own. Yertical drains are particularly effective where a clav deposit contains

number of thin horizontal sand or silt lenses (so-called micro-layers). However. if these

layers are continuous in a horizontal direction, only little may be gained from vertical

drains ,mder a surchargc of limited extent, since rapid drainage of thc foundation

material then occurs. whether the drains are placed or not, Hausmann (1990)

2.7.10 Prop~~l)'Requirements of I'YD

PYDs consist of mainly a fdter jacket and a water draining core. Synthetic PYDs arc

produced by number of manufacturers where filter jackets are synthetic geotextile

conforming to number of mechanical and hydraulic properties of drains. Core is made

of synthetic channel. But in case of jute PYD product varieties arc yet to be developed.

Few specimens have been developed that are made of jut~ ~nd coconut coir. One type

was made of two layers of OW twill filter jacket with twisted coconut coir rope in

between. The other type was almost same with jute fibre rope in the middle. Kabir et al

(1994). As synthetic PYDs arc already in usc even in Bangladesh. their full

specifications namely. physical. mechanical. hydraulic. and endurance propertics arc

already included in the tender and design requircments. Howcvcr. spccifications for

jutc PYDs are yet to be formulated. For the purpose of rescarch \\orks. specitications

for I'VDs h2\e been taken as base values. Onc such important project where soft soil

was encountercd is Kald:oir Hypass under Roads & Highways Department. Figures

2.14 to Figt:~e 2.16 show the synthetic PYD and its ins13l1ation methods. Thcre werc

number of cclcthods adopted 10 deal with thc impw\Cment of ground. \1casures

included the ~ISCof gCl,;synthci.ic reinforcement. gcotc~lilc :,cparator. PVDs. dewatering

ell'. The rcql:ircll1CnlS for :,ckcting PVDs \\LTC based on three common criteria those

arc as 1'0110\\5:
(I) P,'ssibility 10 providc a safe installation of thc drain. which 15 also

dependent on the installation procedures.
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(2) Long term performance of the drain, during preJoading and later with

respect to the following properties:
i. The drain should be suffieicntly flexible to cope with the anticipated

settlement of soil while maintaining continuity and without offering any

significant support to the structure. The drain material should be inert

and the drain should maintain its propel1ies through thc rcq~:rcd period

of consolidation.
ii. The drain should offer the minimum resistance to the passage of

water from the surrounding soil without loss of fines from the soil. and

"ithout clogging the filter.
iii. The drain should be capable of transmitting water along its length

without significant resistance to flow and should retain its required

discharge capacity at the maximum specified working depth.

The PVO materials should conform to the specifications that are listed in the Table 2.5.

The requirements for PVO listed in the Table 2.5 refer mainly to the properties of filter

jacket and in few cases PVO system as a whole. Kabir et al (1994) have conducted

some investigations on hydraulic properties of jute PVO. But a more number of tests

have been conducted by number of researchers on physical, mech?nical. and hydraulic

propel1ies of OW Twill. Canvass, Hessian and other jute products. Rao et al (1994).

:vlohy (2005), Prodhan (2008) and Abdullah (2008) have found out almost all the

properties mentioned in the Table 2.5 and also many other physical. mechanical and

engineering properties of jute and jute geote,tiles. Since performance of PVO demands

a good drain'~ge capacity. in this research only the hydraulic conductivity that includes

apparenl,'pe,~ing size (AOS), permillivity (cross-plane permeability) and transmissivity

(in-plane permeability) will be investigated. Tests results for the rest of the

requirements" ill be used Ii'om :v10hy (2005) to evaluate the compatibilit\ of jute PVD

,,'ith the speeilleations set out by RHO. Test methodology of hydraulic ennductivity

and their :'es~:':s including the tests results l'btained I'rom vlohy (2005) "ii: be analyzed

in ChapiC:' .' .,,~,:-l.

2.7.10.1 Properties of I'VDs Related to Hydraulic Condueti,.;ty

The function:, t,r hydraulic conductivity dcm~!lld the movement of pore \\~ltcr through

the geote'tiic Iliter "hereas. at the same time. it should serve the purpose "fretaining
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Table 2.5: Technical Specifications Set By R&H for Synthetic PVD (KaHakoir

Bypass)

1<90

\ > 0.35

; > 0.10

I
,Requirem
ents,

AST\14833-88 I> 0.10
I

, AST\1 3786-80 A I > 900
AST\1 4716-87 I > 500

I
\
I> 50

Test Designation
I

I
I
! ASTvl 4751-87

I AST\1 4632-91

AST\1 4533-91

Filter

i Composite Drain
I

of PYD Jacket & ; Properties of
,
I
I Filter
i Filter

i Puncture Resistance. K:\

: Trapezoidal Tear Strength. Ki\ I Filter,

i Apparent Opening Size. 11m

i Grab Tensile Strength. K:\
I

! Properties
II Core
I

3,

4.

i 2.

I ,
I ,.

, Ser
I

I :\0

I 5. i Burst Strength. K:\ Filter

6. ! Discharge Capacity at 7 days. Composite Drain
I
; 200 kPa at hydraulic Gradient.

l of I. m3/year

i 7. j Equivalent Diameter. mOl

GoB (1999)

the soil on its upstream side. Both adequate permeability retaining an open structure.

and soil retention requiring a tight fabric structure arc required simultaneously. A third

factor is also involved. that being a long term soil-to-geotextile filter flow compatibility

that will not clog excessil'ely during lifetime of the system. Another important property

of I'YD as a system is the in- plane permeability (transmissil'ity) that is the way liquid

is conveyed within the plane of their structure.

2.7.10.2 Filtratinn Properties of PYDs

Filtration is defined as the "~quilibrium soil-geotextile s, stem that allows for adequate

liquid flOl' with limited s";1 loss across the plane of the geotextile OI'er a service

lifetime compatible II'ith th~ application under considcra:i,'n". Koerner (1997). Two of

the important contradicti:::; rt:qllir~ment$ in filtntlioi; .H~ pcrmcabilit: and soil

n:!cmion. These t\\'o par.1l11c:('rs need further discussion:
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Permittivity (Cross-Plane Permeability)

Any given soil mass consists of solid particles of various sizes with interconnected void

spaces. The continuous void spaces in a soil permit water to flow from a point of high

energy to a point of low energy. Permeability may be defined as the property of soil

which allows the seepage of fluids through its interconnected void spaces. A simple

relation between the discharge velocity and the hydraulic gradient has been given by

Darcy:

v ~ ki

Where, v ~ Discharge velocity of pore water

i ~ Hydraulic gradient

k ~ Coefficient of permeability

From this equation, another relation can be obtained for discharge rate (q):

(2.37)

q ~ kiA (2.38)

Where, A ~ Cross-sectional area of the geotextile filter.

This type of permeability refers to cross-plane permeability when water flow is

perpendicular to the plane of fabric. Some of the geotextiles used for this purpose are

relatively thick and compressible. For this reason, the thickness is included in the

permeability coefficient and is used as a permittivity which is given as:

k
VI=-"

1

Where, VI ~ Permittivity.

k, ~ Cross-plane permeability coefticient

t ~ Thickncss at a spcci:ied normal stress

Soil Retention

(2.39)

When por~ lIat~r flows throug'ljute PVD lilter openings. smaller soil particles are also

carried along II ilh the flow. A: one time. this leads to an unacceptable siwation called

soil pipi,,)!. in IIhich the larger soil void spaces arc left b~hind. The velocity of the fl'1\\'

then increases. accelerating the process. until the soil structure begins w collapse. The

process is prevented by making the geotextile voids small enough to retain the soil on
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the upstream side of the fabric. It is the coarser soil fraction that must be initially

retained and that is the targeted soi I So;ze in the design process. These coarse-sized

particles eventually block the finer-sized particles and build up a stable upstream soil

structure. There are many formulae available for soil-retention design. most of which

use the soil particle size characteristics and compare them to the 95% opening size of

the PVD filter, defined as 09, of the PV[l fi!te~. The ASTM describes this value as

apparent opening size (AOS) and it is a dry-sieving method. The simplest of the design

methods examines the percentage of soil passing a :\0. 200 sieve. According to the

Task Force # 25, the following is recommended, Koerner (1997):

For soil :0 50% passing the :\0. 200 sieve:

09S< 0.1i0 mm, th~t is. AOS of [he fabric 2: :\0.30 sieve

For soil> 50% passing the :\0. 200 sieve:

09; < 0.30 mm, that is, AOS of the fabric 2: :\0.50 sieve.

Beginning in 1972. a series of direct comparisons of geotextile-opening size (09;, 0;0,

or 0,5) was made in ratio form to some soil particle size to be retained (d90. d;o. or

d,;).The numeric "alue of the ratio depends on the geotextile type, the soil type, the

flow regime and so on. For example Carroll (1983) recommends the following:

09; < (2 or 3) dss
Where. ds; is the soil panicle size in mm. for which 85% of the total soil is tiner.

Long Term Flow Compatibility

O!1e of the important issues in the PVD functions is the clogging of the ch~nnel or core

of the PVD. The tincr soil particles embed themsei"es in the core and ~ measur,:!:'lc

reduction in permeability or permittivity occurs. There are guidelines a\'ai!able for non-

critical. 11()Il-SC\ ere ca:,cs. but the question can be ans\\cred directly by :aking a soil

sample and the candidate I'VD and tcsting thcm in Ihe laboratory. Either gmdient ratio

(GR) teSI to sec th", the e,l' " 3.0. long lerm 111m (1."1"]-") lests \() sec that the terminal

slope of the flo\\ rate versuS time Cline is adequate 1~)J" site spccific co::ditions. or a

hydraulic eonducti"it)' ratio (IICR) \\ ith resulting lieI' values between 0.7 and 0.3

should be performed. Koerner (] 997). 1\ different approach \() the clogging issue is

simply to avoid situations that have been known to lead 10 excessive clogging
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(2.40)

problems. The soil-geotextile compatibility assumes the establishment of a set of

mechanisms that are in equilibrium with the flow regime being imposed on the system.

There exist a number of possibilities, including upstream soil-filter formation. blocking,

arching. partial clogging, and depth filtration.

2.7.10.3 Drainage Properti~s of I'VDs

Pore water is collected from radial directions and PVDs convey this water through their

core or channels. This type of flow is known as in-plane drainage function. Drainage is

thus defined as the equilibrium soil-to-PVD system that allows for adequate water flow

with limited soil loss within the plane of the PVD over a service lifetime with the

application under consideration. Almost all geotextiles both synthetic and natural fibre

provide some in-plane drainage function, but to widely varying degrees. For example,

DW Twill, a filter material of jute I'VD in isolation having, by virtue of their fibres

crossing over and under one another, can transmit water within the spaces created at

these crossover points but to an extremely low degree. When the DW Twill is used to

make composite drain system. it's in-plane permeability as a whole increases many

times.

Transmissivity (In-Plane Permeability)

In case of now- in the longitudinal direction ofPVD. cross sectional area of the drain is

a function of \\idth ~nd thickness of the I'VD. With increasing normal stress on the

I'VD. it's thickness also decreases. For this reason. a new term for in-plane

permeability is introduced called lransmissil"ill' which is as follo\\s:

8 = k,t

\Vherc. e =: tran::.miss\\ ity
k?'" in-pbne :'crmeability coefficient

1 "'- thicknc:->s ;~~a spcci1icu normal SIn::,::'.

2.8 DCRABILITY OF .JUT BASED E\GI\EERI\G .\IATERIALS

Jute is a biodegradable natural fibre. The degradation takes place within ecological

cycle. climatic conditions and soil properties. Though number of studies h"s been
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carried out on the physical, mechanical, hydraulic and other properties of jute, the

aspect of durability has not been taken care of by many researchers. Some professional

engineers expressed no hope for use of jute in civil engineering applications because of

quick degradation of jute in soil-water interaction conditions. Somc people comment

that jute should have a minimum life of one season when it is addressed for a soil

erosion problem whereas, the same for the purpose of drai~~ge ,~ould ~ot bc less than

the time required for the consolidation of the highly compressible soil, Rao, G. et al

(1994) have conducted tests on durability of 4 types of jute geotextiles in both soil

water environment, submergence in water and submergence in solutions of different pH

In the first test they buried the samples in a 0.3 m deep pit in Indian Institute of

Technology campus. The specimens were exhumed from time to time up to 2.5 months

and tested for narrow strip tensile strength. Re<q1ts showed that strength of the jutc

fabric as well as initial tangent modulus rcduced with time. It was found that jute

geotextiles when exhumcd from the pit 2.5 months after the burial had strengths so

small that they could not even withstand thc handling. A number of black spots were

observed and fungus gro\\1h visible.

reduced ':Jiological actiyity on jH~C under full submergence. So. jute geotextiles can be

used to ~d\'antage for surface protection works in canals and river banks where jute

comes i:: contact with a I OO~/O saturated environment. In the :hird casco jute samples

\\ere sU':"::lcrgcd in a(:~!COlIS solution ofp;": ranging from 4.5 to G,O. These samples \\cre

periodic,lly tested fl':' 1-+ days. They "l'V that nla\ill1um strength reductions it)r all

types \\",:S at pH ~~ 5.:. This resuli also conformed to the findings of C;h()sc and 8asll

(1962) ~11~nfungus anack on jutc is most sevcre when pH is kss than ~.8. Thus the

lowcr p;":.rangcs of acidic environment are most dctrimcntallO the jute fabric

In the second case, jute gcotextile samples wcre kept submerged for four months in

water and after drying they were again tested for narrow strip tensile strength. Their

tests ,'esults are presented in Table 2.6. They saw that the reduction of strength was

only 35~o. The slower rate of reduction in strength in water than in soil indicates that

the grow1h of particular micro-organisms that acted on jute in water are either different

or less intense than those that acted on jute when it was in soil, This finding of Rao G.

ct al (199~) closely matched witn the stlldy of Ghose and Basu (1962) who observed
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Table 2.6: Reduction in Strength of Jute Geotextiles after 4 Months Submergence

in Water

Type Direction of Yarn ! Reduction in

Strength, ~

A :v1D 35
A X:v1D 25
B \-10 22
B X:v1D 43
C :v1D 36
C X:v1D 40
D \10 45
D X:v1D 38

Type A = B-Twill, Type B = A-TwilL Type C = Hycee cement, Type D = DW Plain,

:v1D = :v1achine Direction and XMD = Cross-:v1achine Direction, After Rao G. ct al

( 1994).

Prodhan (1994) conducted study on the treatment of jute products for increasing thcir

life in the biotic environment. Abdullah (] 999) carried out study on various types of

jute product ,,"ith a view to reducing the biodegradability. He prepared fe".types ofjutc

geotcxtiles treated "ith various chemical composition designated by Treatment I.

Treatment II. Treatment III and Treatment IV. All these samples "ere testcd for

biodegradability. durability. moisture holding capacity in a standard laboratory

environmcnt. The results are shown in Table 2.7. It is seen that increasing the durability

can be C1ehie\cdby adopting suitable treatment. In fact. life of jute based product can be

extended [\\ controlling the treatment methodology and this can be increased up to or

more t:1an ('\('11 20 years. /\ccoi'ding to thL'sL' findings it is concluded th~H jute can be

treated iO c...'\I1\Cr1lO "Design Riodcgr~ld~!blc" material.
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Table 2.7: Biodegradability, Durability, Moisture Holding Capacity of Treated

and 'Cntreated Jute

Light Weight Hessian 0.25

i >\0
'>\0I

I Type of Product

I

i Treatmentl
I

: Treatment II
iI Treatment III

Treatment IV

After Abdullah (1999)

Biodegradability

Time in Year I Weight Loss, %

i
I

130
I
i 15
I

! 10
I

\5
I \-3
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\ Durability, I Moisture

\ Time in Years \ Ho\ding

i \ Capacity, %

I 0.25-0.80 \ -

I 0.50-1.25 \ 9- \ a
! 2.0-5.0 I 6-8,

\5-6
I 3-4



Figure 2.14: Synthetic I'VD Used in the Kaliakoir Bypass, Bangladesh

Figure 2.15: Flexi Drain Installation :Y1ethod in Kaliakuir Bypass
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Figure 2.16: Flexi Drain Installation Proccss in Kaliakoir Bypass

I
Figurc 2.17: Banana Drain :Ylanllfactllred by Prodhan (1994)
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGA nONS

3.1 GE:\ERAL

The investigations in the laboratory were conducted on soft clay collected from :viirpur

Cantonment side of Zia Colony to :vIirpur Cantonment link road project, Dhaka in order

to find out various consolidation characteristics and to analyze time-settlement

behaviour. The fabrication of testing equipment, samplc collection, preparation and test

methodologies are discussed in this chapter. Settlement was observed in the stecl tank

without vertical drains. Then in-soil performance of synthetic PVD and jute PVD was

evaluated in tenns of settlcments that occurrcd, and compared with that of first phase.

Hereinafter. in this papcr, this 'in-soil performance test' of synthetic PVD and jute

PVD will be referred to as 'pcrformance test'. The total work carried out in this

research is presented in the fOrl:l of flow chart in Figure 3.1.

3.2 COLLECTIO:\ OF SOIL SA:\11'LES

Construction of 6.3 km lone link road project between Zia Colony of Dhaka

Cantonment (Oppositc to Hotel Radisson Water Garden) and :vIirpur Cantonment is

bcing cxecuted by 16 [ngince Construction Battalion (16 [CB) of Bangladesh Army.

The projcct ks been sponsoreJ by Dhaka City Corporation (DCC) under \1inistry of

Local Go\crnmcnt Rural De\ dopmcnt (LGRD). About 5.0 km length of this 6.3 km

road projcet pelsses through k\\ land and marshy areas. watcr bodies. lish ponds etc.

\\here. son eby soil esists at .:iflcrem layers. DCC (2007). For laboralOry testing. soil

sample \\as ,'"Ileetcd as per\ST\1 D -l20-S7 at a chainage of 05- 600 km which

remains subm-:rgcd during 111(':::'0011. For cnlkclion of soil sample. approx.imately 2 111

by 2. m arC3 \\ ~~sC;";C,lY,HCd tl' .'. depth of 2. 111to 2.5 111using hand shovels. Proper care

was taken to n:mo\"c any 1005-': material. debris. coarse aggregates and \"Cgc1ation from

the lOp ofthc csea\.ated pit. :\c'llll1d -\00 kg of samples was collected fro111thc botlom

ofthc excavatcd pit. Samples \\cre also collected 10 assess thc licld unit \\eight and
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COLLECTIO~ OF SAYlPLES OF
Clay Soil, Synthetic PYD, Jute PYD
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Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of Test Programme
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natural water content. All samples were packed in used cement bags and were finally

transported to the BeET Geotechnical Laboratory.

3.3 COLL£CTIO~ OF SY~THETIC !,VD

For accelerating the sett'ement. synthetic prefabricatcd vertical drains (synthetic PVD)

are already being used in some of the projects in Bangladesh. Kaliakoir Bypass is one

the projects \\here 'Flexi Drain', a type of synthetic I'YD has been used by Abdul

Ylonem Ltd, a contractor of this project. For the laboratory investigation of this

product. 2 m of synthetic PYD has been collected from Abdul Ylonem Ltd. It has got a

drain body. a central continuous plastic core made of high molecular polypropylene

specially designed to provide high discharge capacity. The core configuration confc~ms

to a corrugated extruded type. The core functions as a free-draining water channel. It

also has filter jacket which surrounds the drain body, is a strong and durable non-

woven spun-bonded polypropylene filter with high permeability and effective filtering

properties allowing free access of pore water into the core while eliminating the

movement of soil particles and preventing piping. It is of 100 mm wide and 3.2'" 0.03

mm thick (Design guide of Flexi-Drain). Its colour is white. Flexi-Drain is available in

different core configurations and filter fabrics to suit various soil conditions and

engineering practices. Figure 3.2 and 3.3 sho\y the photographs ofFlexi-Drain roll. core

configuration. tilter sleeve etc.

3..J COLLECTIO\ OF .JeTE I'VD

In Banglades::. for the production and dC\ek'pment of Jute products. Bangbcesh Jute

Research InS"ulle (13JRI) and Bangladesh Jute \'lills Corporation (13J\ICI are the

overall IT~Pl):::.\ibk l,xganizations. Becall~(, l1f pion~ering role in the ju:~ :,CClOr by

Bangladesh. 1:1iern:1iionalJute Study Group (USG) and Jute Diversiiieari,):l P,',)motion

Centre (.IDPC) :lre ~lso located in Bangladesh. Considering the climmie e,'ndition.

BJRI has de\e1oped as many as 50 types ofjUle products by blending \\iih ~Yl;rophobie

fibre like Ct,ir or b\ modification with bitumen. latex. wax or resinous mll!erials. \-tohy

(2005). Jute prcl;\bricated vertical drain (jute PVD) is not produced and marketed

commercially neither in Bangladesh nor in any other countries of the \\orld. For the
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purpose of civil engineering research, sample was developed by BJRI and was prepared

in the then Adamjee Jute Mills. After the layoff of this Mill, the machines have been

transferred to Latif Bawany Jute Mills located at Delma, Dhaka. Recently in the month

of July 2008, BJMC was contacted to produce samples of jute PVD. BJMC had a piece

of jute PVD prepared by Latif Bawany Jute Mills and cost estimation has also been

done. However, in the laboratory investigation, jute P\lD ,h2t W2S !:'2de previously in

the Adamjee Jute Mills has been used. It is of 90 mm wide and 7 mm thick. This jute

PVD consists of four strands of coconut coir (each of 3 mm diameter) covered with jute

burlap. The jute burlap used is known as OW (Double Works) Twill according to

BJMC specification. In normal uses, this OW Twill is extensively used for making

sack. Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 show specimens of jute PVD used in the test.

3.5 LABORATORY TESTI~G PROGRA\n1E

In order to examine the engineering characteristics of soil samples, a comprehensive

laboratory investigation programme was undertaken. Details of laboratory tests carried

out. standards follo,,'ed: type of samples tested and number of tests performed is

presented in Table 3.1.

3.6 DETER\ll~ATIO~ OF I~DEX A~D OTHER PROPERTIES OF SOIL

3.6.1 Soil Sample Preparation

Soil sample collected from Ikld in the month of December contained high water

content. Because "ala table \\25 just 5 to 7 feet belo'" the ground level in that se3son.

the collected soil "as nearl~ saturated. This soil was air-dried in the BLET

Geotechnical'LaboralOr,' for I~'urweeks until the "atcr content reached to 4 to 5

pereentt;'Oll1 its namral "aler ,,'nlent of 38.3%. Soil lumps "ere broken manually with

\,.ooden hammcr. 13('1'01"(' car:":ing OLlt routine tests like ind('~ properties. soil \\'a~

further ('lYen dried.. Other labor~Hory investigations \ycn~carrico out on remolded soils.

For conducting al:ttl~li pCrrCI\T;~~mCC test in the steel tank. soil slurry \\-as made by

mechanical mixer.
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Table 3.1: Details of Test Programme

Tests Type \ Type of Samples

~\-F-ie-Id-u-n-it-,-v-ei-g-h-t-----\ Field sample

I "atural moisture content Field soil sample

i Liquid Limit I Dry soil

Plastic Limit Dry Soil

i
I -
[ASTMD2216

\ ASTYI D 4318

: ASTYlD4318

size/Hydrometer Oven dried soil

I Remolded sample i ;,STYI D 4186

Remolded sample ! BS 1377,
I Remolded sample i ASTYI D 2216

Consolidated remolded I ASTYI D 2166

Samples collected I ASTYI D 5 I99

from BJMC \ ASTYI D 4751

! ASTYI D 4491

!I Soil slurry

! settlement tank

in - . 01

01

I ASTYI D 4716

InslurrySoil

w;thout vertical drains

1J:-soil Performance of

Vane Shear test

, Cnconlined compression Test
I

i Phvsical and engineering

! pr~perties of Ju;e PVD -

(thickness, AOS permittivity,

transmissivity)

Consolidation Settlement

I Water content determination,

. Grain

. Analysis

i Oedomet~~ consolidation

01in -slurrySoil

settlement tank

II:-soil Performance of .lute

Synthetie PVD
--------------------'---- ---------

P\'D settlement tank

3.6.2 Determination of Field Cnit Weight of the Soil Sample

,\ :c~ctalcylinder h:lving a height of 304.8 mm (12 incil) ,\11<1 an internal diameter of 185

mr~ \\as used for this lest. Both the ends \\cn~ npen. ,\ftcr clea;ing the debris and

rej~:o\'ing the lOp soil. the metal cylinder \\.as \cnically pushed dowl1\\ards. The

pu;hing \las continued up to a soil lilling height of 240 mm. Immediately aller

cX::-l.lcting the cylinder tilled with soil from the site: its both ends were \\'axed to

pre' ent moisture loss. Figure 3.6 shows a metal cylinder used for unit \leight
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measurement. The sample was taken to the BUET Laboratory and weighed. Then the

unit weight was found out from the simple calculation of weight-volume relationship.

3.6.3 :\"atural Water Content of the Soil Sample

After carrying out the field unit weight test. wax was removed from the metal cylinder.

Immediately three specimens of small quantity (appro x 20 gm each) were weighed and

placed in the oven for measuring the water content. Water content was Determined

according to ASTy! 0-2216.

3.6-4 Index Properties of Soil

The disturbed soil samples collected were dried in air for about four weeks and soil

lumps were broken carefully with a wooden hammer so as to avoid breakage of soil

particle. About 500 gms of soil sample was oven dried. The required quantities of soil

were then sieved through sieve No. 40 (0.425 mm). The tests carried out to determine

the physical and index properties of the disturbed soil included specific gravity. grain

size analysis. Atterberg limits tests. The different fraction of sand. silt and clay of

sample was found follo\\"ing the YIlT Textural Classification System (1931). Thc soils

wcre classified according to Lnified Soil Classification System (ASTYI 0 2487) and

AASHTO classification system.

3.6.4.1 Atterberg Limits Tests of:\lirpur Soils

Tests for finding out liquid limit. plastic limit and plasticity index of the sampks were

carried Ollt on air-dried pulycrized samples. The Cassagrandc liquid limit dc,"icc was

used for the liquid limit tcst. Pulverized soils passing thrrnlgh sieve '\0. 40 (0 ...+25111m)

wcre used for this test. Car.: \\as taken to prepare unilllrm ~nil-\\'atcr paste. 8) plotting

the moisture content \ crS1l5 number of blo\\ s in the semi 1l1~gr~~phpaper. a oest fit line

\\as obtained. \Vatcr Cl)!1!Cnt corresponding to 25 hlo\\:, dctl"nnincd the liquid limit of

the soil. Liquid Limit t~;\ '''IS conducted according to .\Sl\! D-43\ 8. For finding out

the plastic limit. approximately 50 gms of rcprcscnlati\l.~ air- dry' soil passing through

\040 Sie' c "as taken. Thr~c specimens \\cre tested i,'r plasti~ limit follo\\ing i\ST\1

D-4318.
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3.6.4.2 Specific Grayity Test

Specific gravity of the soil sample was determined following AST\1 standards D-854.

A volumetric !lask of 500 ml capacity fillcd with water was weighed. 50 gms of air-

dried powdered soil was put insidc the flask and water was added. This soil water

mixture was then placed in a boiling container and agitated for 10 to 15 minutes.

Vacuum was applied by a pump for removing the entrapped air. After the temperature

of the solution came down to room temperature. water was added to bring the levcl up

to 500 ml mark and weight was again recorded. Soil and water was poured into an

evaporating dish of known weight and kept for one day for sedimentation. );ext day

clean water from the upper portion was removed by plastic squeeze bonle and thcn the

evaporating dish with soil water mixture was placed in the oven for 24 hours. Then the

mass of the dry soil was determined and specific gravity found out.

3.6.4.3 Sieve and Hydrometer Analysis

In order to analyze the gram size and classify the soil. first of all. sieve analysis

following AST\1 D-421 was carried out. Approximately 100 gms of oven dried soi I

was broken into individu~1 particles using mortar and wooden pestle. A stack of sieves

was preparcd with LS sieve #200 at the bottom. The pulverized soil was weighcd and

then poured on the top of the stack. After shaking the stack of sieves for \0 10 IS

minutes: sieves were separated. Soil retained on each sieve and bottom pan \\'as

measured. It w"as found that around half of the quantity of soil passed #200 sieve and

rest was retaincd on the "200 sieve. This retained soil was wash-sieved and only 5%

was still retained on the sieve. To carry out hydrometer analysis. a sample of 50 gm

O\oen-dry. well puherized 51,ilwas dispersed in I litcr of water in a graduated cylinder.

Aftcr few drop of det10cculating agcnt was added. thc suspcnsion was thoroughly

shaken and cylinder \\a~ kept upright on plane lwrizl1nt~l1 table . .-\ hydrometer \\as

inscl1cd in the cylinder ~mdreadings were rccordL'd at ~~nintcryal of 2. 4. S. \~. 30

minutes and so \In. Each time the hydrometer w'" taken out from the suspension and

kept inside another cylinder filled with normal v"liCr. rhe readings were plotted l'n a

semi-log paper and computations were made. Percent liner than 0.002 mm size gave

the clay-size fractions. Soil diameters between 0.06 mm and 0.002 mm were silts. This

tcst was conducted follow ing AST\'\ \)-422.
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3.7 DETERMI!'\A TIO!'\ OF CO!'\SOLIDA TID!'\ PARA:\1ETERS

The oedometer consolidation test is usually performed on saturated clayey soils to

study the load deformation characteristics of soil mass as a function of time and excess

pore pressure. This type of consolidation is one-dimensional; all water-flow and soil

movement are in the ",,1ical direction. The two most important soil properties

furnished by a oedometer test are (I) the compression index. C, which indicates the

compressibility of the specimen. and (2) the coefficient of consolidation, C. which

indicates the rate of compression under a load increment. An oedometer consolidation

testing programme was chosen for this study in order to investigate the consolidation

characteristics of soft Mirpur clay. to use the data to compare the actual settlement in

the steel tar.k. '!"~.:main focus was to find out the e-Iogp relationsilip. volumetric strain.

compression index. and coefficient of consolidation. Oedometer consolidation tests

were accomplished according to the procedures outlined in ASTM D-2435.

3.7.1 Oedometer Test

Oedometer test ::,d soil settlement in the steel tank were conducted simultancously.

One inch height (25.4 mm) and 2.5 inches (63.5 mm) diameter cylindrical sample was

taken from the soil slurry actually prepared for settlement test. Water content

determinations \\"ere made ti'0111 the soil slurry sincc samc water content was

maintaincd for both ocdomcter and settlement tests. The density of soil was also

mainwined same in both the cases \\ hieh were 16.51 K'\/m'. The bottom porous stone

was placed on the oedometer base and the sample was positioned on thc porous stone

very carefully. Soaked tilter paper a:1d saturated poruus stones were used at both ends

of the sample. In this test ti~ed ring container method was used i.e. under applied

pressure soil specimen mon:mcnt \\~:~ do\\ I1\\ards relative to the container. The

carefully placed samples \\ere then assemhled in the oedomcter. Water \\"as added to

the c'."':1~olidatiollunit to $ubm~rgc t!lC si..")il and to keep it s~;wratt.::d.A small seatiiig load

of 5 kl'a was used to place the equipmcnt in compression before the displaeement-

recording dcyicc \Vas scI. Di~ph:cc1i1cnts \\ere recorded by deformation dial gauge

(readability 0.0001 inch). Since the actual scttlement in the steel tank \\as studied in a

Jaw stress condition (appro~imatcly Ie" than 30 kpa). oedomcter consolidation test was

also eonductcd \\ ith low to medium range of stresses. In this tes1. stresses were applied
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in the sequence of 10.20,40, 100,200, 100,50 and 5 kPa. Unload-reload cycle was not

studied. The loads were kept unchanged for 24 hours. At the end of testing programme

the soil sample was taken out from the ocdometer, weighed, oven dried and weighed.

After plotting the reading, useful parameters like initial void ratio. compression index,

coefficient of consolid3tion, tso. t90, e-Iogp relations and cv-Iogp relations were

determined. Both Taylor and Cassagrande methods were used to calculate t90 and tso

respectively in order to find out coefficient of consolidation (cv)'

3.8 PROPERTIES OF SY\THETIC I'V])

'Flexi Drain', a type of synthetic PVD has been used for performance test in the steel

tank. This is colleciec f.uln Abdul :vlonem Ltd, a contractor in the KaliaKoir Bypass

Road Project. );0 tests for engineering properties of synthetic PVD have been

conducted in this research. Test properties of this drain have been provided by the

manufacturer to the user organization. A list of properties is tabulated in the Table 3.2.

Ta ble 3.2: Properties of F1exi Drain (Synthetic PVD)
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3.9 DETERMI:\'A TI01\" OF PROPERTIES OF JUTE PVD

PVD needs to conform to a set of requirements before it is accepted for usc by the

sponsor organizations. One such specification by Roads and Highways Department of

Bangladesh for Kaliakoir Bypass Road Project has already been cited in Chapter 2 of

this paper. Those requirements include properties of both ::!:er :~brie ~~d drain system

as a whole. "v1ohy (2005) has carried out laboratory tests on jute products which satisfy

all those requirements of filter fabric. Besides. he has found out numbcr of other

physical, mechanical and endurance properties. This study will cover tests

methodologies related to hydraulic conductivity such as thickness, apparent opening

size (AOS). perminivity (cross-plane-permeability) of filter fabric and transmissivity

(in-plane perm~abiiity) of filter fabric & also jutp PYD system.

3.9.1 Thiekncss of Filter Fabric of .Jutc I'YD

Jute PYD consists of filter fabric made of DW Twill and core material made of coconut

coil' or jute rope. To find Ollt the thickness of PYD as a whole. first of all. method of

finding out thickness of DW T"ill is discussed. Thickness of geotextile or jute based

products is a physical property. This property is often mcntioned in the specification for

geotextiles. In certain industrial applications. the thickness may be rigidly controlled

"ithin specified limits. Bulk ?::d warmth propcrties of jute based products are olien

estimated based on their thickness measured before and alier abrasion or shrinkage.

\lohy (2005). Though. thickne;; is not indieativc of field performance and therefore is

not included in the specifications (Kaliakoir Bypass). this value is required in the

calculation of some geote\tiic and geomembrane parameters such as permeability

coefficients. permittivity. tr~~nsJ:"jissivity.tensile strength (lncle\:) etc.

Thickness is measured as :i:e ci;tance between the upper and lower surfaces of the

fabric. measured at a speci::cc :1;'essure. Koerncr t] 997). The thickness of geotcxtilcs

and geomembrane'S may \ ~:.:.~considerably depending on the magnitudes and the

duration of pressure applie,'. \\';:"11 pressure is ir.crcased. thickness deereeses. ;\ST\'1 i)

~199-98 specifies that spee!:ic s:;mpk size and zpplied pressure should be indiczted 10

t:nsurc all results arc cOl1lp~~ra~k.According to this standard. thickness of geotcxtilc

should be measured 10 an "ecu:'"ey or at least 0.02 111munder pressure of 2.0 cc 0.02

kl'a. The thiekness testing instrument should ha\'e the thickness gage having a base (or
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anvil) and a free moving presser foot plate whose planar faces are parallel to each other.

A gage with a 56.4 m~ diameter presser foot (the base should extend at least 10 mm in

all directions further than the edge of the 2500 mm2 circular presser foot) should be

used for measurements of geotextiles. This instrument is capable of measuring a

maximum thickness of at least 10 mm to an accuracy of at least = 0.02 mm.

Test specimens are removed from DW Twill collected Ii-om BJ\1C in a randomly

distributed pattern across the width with no specimen taken nearer than 100 mm from

the roll edge. From each unit of DW Twill. tests specimens are cut such that the edge of

the specimens extends beyond the edge of the presser foot by 10 mm in all directions.

Total 10 specimens arc taken for the thickness measurement of DW Twill.

An important consideration is to check whether the strain gauges have truly come into

equilibrium under placement. The introduction of a weight would induce compression

of the fabrics. Thus it is important to read the gauges as quickly as possible once the

presser plate is deemed to have come to equilibrium at the standardized duration.

According to AST\1 D 5199-98. suggested time interval for recording the dial reading

is 5 second only whereas the thickness test carried out by \1uhammad (1993) shows

that jute fabrics continues to compress and it takes about 2 minutes to come to

equilibrium. \1ohy (2005). Thus the average thickness, TO', is calculated from the

summation of thicknesses of all specimens (total 10) divided by the number of

specimens. \1uhammad (1993) has also tested thickness by taking number of layers of

DW T\\ill together under a \\ide range of stresses. The average thickness, T", was

calculated from lOtal thickness. T:o,,;' \\ hen number of layers tested. :\. by

T.,., = T10,,: /:\

Where. TO', = Average thickness of all specimens

T:,.,,:0" Total thickness of number of individual specimens

\" c::" Total !lllmbcr l)fspccimcns"

(3. 1)

Figllrc 7 ~ho\\~ the thickllC~~lll('a~lIrClllcntill~trtllllcnt and thickn':5s lllcaSU:.lIlg

proccdun:.

3.9.2 ,\pparent Opening Size (AOS) of Filter bhric of ,Jote 1'\'1)

The procedure fix measuring the apparcnt opening sizc was developed by thc Corps of

I:nginecrs of LSA Army tLlcvaluatc woven gcotc:\tilcs. Thc test has been c:\tc:ldcd to
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cover all geotextiles including the non-woven types. AOS is a property of geotextile

that determines the soil retention capability and at the same time allowing water to

Dow. The ideal retention criteria for fabrics should specify an appropriate fabric pore

structure in order to provide adequate seepage and to prevent piping in the soil and

clogging in the fabric. The AOS is defined as the U.S. standard sieve number that has

openings closest in size to the openings in the geotextiles. The equivalent ASTM test is

designated as 0 ~751. The test uses known diameter glass beads and determines the 095

size by standard dry-sieving. Sieving is done using beads of successively larger

diameters until the' weight of beads passing through the test specimen is 5%. This

defines 095 size of geotextile's opening in millimeters. It may be noticed here that 095

value only defines the one particular void size of the gcotextiles and not the total pore

size distribution.

Calhoun (1972) developed a test for equivalent opening size (EOS) to determine the

soil particle retention ability of various fabrics. The test involves in the determination

of the size of the rounded sand particles which when sieved through the fabric will pass

only 5% or less by weight. The EOS is defined as the "retention on" size of that

fraction expressed as U.S. standard sieve numbers. The EOS test only provides a

method for determining the relative size of the largest straight through openings in a

fabric. Two fabrics may have similar values but dramatically different pore sizes and

poros:ties, for example. those found in "oven and non-woven fabrics. The AOS. EOS

and 095 all refe to the same specific pore size. thc difference bcing that AOS and EOS

are sieve l1umbc:"s. while 0':;5 is the corresponding sieve-opening size in millimeters.

As per the A5T\-1 04751. a geotextile specimen as shO\\J1 in Figure 3.8 is placed in a

mechanical sicI c frame. and then standard glass beads arc placed on the geotextile

surface. A mec:lanieal sievc shaker shakes the geotextilc and the frame laterally. It

imparts late~al 2nd vertical Illotion to siel'c. causing the particles thercon to bounce and

lllrn so as to pr~sent difkrem lli'ientations to the sieving surface. The proeedu~e is then

repeated on nc\\ srt:CiJ11t:ll~ l1f the same type of gcotcxtile \\iIh varinus sizes of glass

beads u;,til its ..\OS is delerJ11ined. AOS is that bead si/e for" hieh ~~oor less of the

beads pass throc:gh the ",brie.

In this researei,. frum a roll l,f [)W T" ilL initial 1m is discarded. Then a full "idth

swatch 1m 1001g from lhat rl,ll is taken. ")r preparing the test specimen. Total ~

specimens of 280 mm X 280 mill sile arc cut 1(l lit the appropriate siele pan. In this

tcst. sand of difTerem sizes is used instead of glass beads. Sand sizes include (I) passing
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sieve # 16 but retained on sieve # 30, (2) passing sieve # 30 but retained on sieve # 50,

(3) passing sieve # 50 but retained on sieve # 100, (4) passing sieve H 100 but retained

on sieve # 260. 50 gms of sand is used for every size. The passed fraction of sand is

captured in the pan which is then weighed and fraction passing determined.

\1r.ny ~eotextiles do not have surface films and in general natural geotextiles may not

build up much static current during shaking. According to AST\1 for this test, :he

geotextile has to be changed after using a particular uniform size of glass beads or sand

to maintain the jute fabric opening at each time of testing. But in this test all four sizes

of sand are used on one specimen to evaluate the AOS value. In this way all four

specimens are tested. As alternative to dry-sieving method. there are a number of wet-

sieving methods. The ISOIDIS 12956 test is a wet-sieving test and will be seeing

greater use than dry-sieving in the fUlUre. In general, the wet-sieving tests avoid many

of the problems of dry-sieving and arc more representative of site conditions, Koerner

(1997).

3.9.3 Permittivity (Cross-PI2.ne Permeability) of Filter Fabric of Jute PVD

Permeability in the cross-plane direction of jute PVD filter is an important proper:y.

This el'oss-plane permeability through the DW Twill filter fabric is quantified and

named as "Perminivity" and designated as 'l'. Perminivity is an indicator of the

quantity 0f \\aler that can pass through a geotextile (or jute based tilter fabric) in an

isolmed ce'ndition. As per AST\1 D -1-139-98.perminivity (\1') or geotextile is defined

as the \'o!umc-tric flow rate of water per unit cross sectional area per unit head under

lami,~"r fem' condition in normal direction through that geotextile. As it is already

discussed in determination of thickness that geotextile/jute geotextile is considerably

comr~esscd ,mder load. thickness is included ;n its determination. Thus Eq. (2.39) is

rc\\ ri::~n::cr(':

(2.39)

Lsin~ thi~ 1..'L!uatinll in the Darcy.s formula ~!:> folk)\\"s:

q ~~i;\

,. M,',,-A
I
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Where,

q = flow rate, m3/s
i = hydraulic gradient (unit less)

Llh= total head loss (m)
A = total area of DW Twill test specimen (m')

This test can be conducted in two ways, namely; constant head and falling head

method. The AST\;l D 4431-98 specifies the standard for constant head of 50 mm. The

important test consideration for this test are preconditioning of the fabric, temperature

and the use of de-aired water. AST'V1 D 4491 requires a tii"o\ved oxygen content of

less than 6.0 mg/1. Tap water is allowed unless dispute arises, in which case de-ionized

water should be used. The constant head test is uscd whcn the flow rate of water

through the geo:extile is so large that it is difficult to obtain readings of head change

versus time. In the falling head test, a column of water is allowed to flow through the

filter fabric and the readings of head changes versus time are noted. In this case, the

flow rate of water through the filter fabric must be slow enough to obtain accurate

readings.

As per the AST\1 standard thc minimum diameter of specimcn should be 25 ml11.To

make the test mace representatives of field conditions, numerous anempts to construct a

permittivity-undec-Ioad devicc have been made. Gcnerally. a number of layers of

geotextile are ploced upon one another with an open mesh stainless steel grid on top

and bonom. This assembly is placed inside a penneameter and loaded normally via the

ceramic balls of 2pproximately 12 mm diameter. Though the normal stress is imposed

on the gcotextik. 110\\ is nominally restricted. Loading by soil itself (\\hich \\ould

delinitely affect :io\\) is completely avoided, The tcst is standardized b, ..\ST\1 D

5-.+93.
,

Fl)r the prcpar~!::...)J1 l)f specimens. 111- of rcpn.:sclltati\'c D\\' T\,"ill i5 :~lk(,J1 and

specimens h,,, ii:; diameter of 104 mm arc cut with a cutting machine "f IllXT

Geotechnical L;:",m:nory so that these lit in the testing apparatll5. Total 20 piccc~ arc

cut which arc th.:-n conditioned by soaking in closed clJl1taincr of dc-aired \\ater. at a

rOom conditions. for a period of 24 hours. Total height of 20 pieces of 1)\\' T\\'ill is

measured \\'ith a scale. After sening a head dilTerence. tIow is allowed to occur in the
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permeameter. Time duration is taken for collecting 1000 ml of water. With the same

head difference. the time durations for collecting 1000 ml of water are recorded for

another three times. From the average of time durations and discharge (1000 ml). now

rate q (m3/s) is found out. The same procedures are repeated for other three head

differences. The test methods and conduct of test are shown in the Figures 3.9.

3.9.4 Transmissivity (In-Plane Permeability) of Filter and Jute PVD System

In-plane permeability is an important property of any PVD. Water is collected radially

through cross'plane filtration but it is the in-plane drainage property of PVD that takes

the water out of the soil. For the now of water within the plane of the geotextile (e.g. in

the utilization of the drainage function), the variation in geote'Ctile thicimess (its

compressibility under load) is a major issue. Eq. (2.40) is repeated here to explain the

in-plane permeability of PVD.

0= kpt (2.40)

But according to Darcy's Law,

q = kpiA

= kpi(Wxt)

kpt = 0 = q/iW (3.3)

Where.

e = transmissility ofgeotextile (m3/s-m)

kp = permeabi'ity (hydraulic conductivity) in the plane ofthc geotextile (m/s)

t = thickness of the geotextile

q = now rate (:n' Is)

W = width of:he geotcxtile (m)

i = hydraulic fradicnt (dimensionless)'~ .\h/L.

!\h -. total he2.' i,'s5

L. c length of ~eotextile (m).

,\5 per i\ST\1 [) 47 J 6-95. hydraulic transmissivity for a geosynthetie is the ",Iumctric

!lO\\ rate per unit wic:h of specimen per unit gradient in a direction parallel w the plane

of the specimen. i\ number 01' test devices arc conligured to model the Eq. (2.40).

\\here liquid flows i:1 the plane of the geotextile in a parallel Ilow trajectory: i\ST\1

4716 and ISO/DIS 12958 use such a device.
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This test method is intended either as an index test or as a performance test and used to

determine and compare the flow rate per unit width under specific conditions. This test

method may be used as an index test for acceptance testing of commercial shipments of

geosynthetics but it is advised that information regarding multi-laboratory precision of

this test is incomplete. The hydraulic gradient (s) and specimen contact surfaccs arc

selectcd by the user cither as an index tcst or as a performance test to model a given set

of field parameters as closely as possible. Measurements may be repeated under

increasing normal stresses selected by the users. Hydraulic transmissivity should be

determined only for tests or for spccific regions of tests that exhibit a lincar flow rate

per unit width versus gradient relationship. which is laminar flow.

The test set-up consists of a base and a rescrvoir. The sturdy metal base has smooth flat

bottom and sides arc capable of holding a test specimen of sufficient area ami

thickness. The reservoir is a clear plastic or glass cxtending the full width of the basco

The height of the reservoir is at least equal to the total length of the specimen. A catch

trough extending the entire width of the base is provided for collection and

measurement of the outflow from the specimen, Mohy (2005). The system is connected

with the water flow and facilities arc availablc for varying the hydraulic head. In the

reservoir there is also an extra outlet at the top to allow remo\.ing of water if anytime

head is increased. );ormal stresses are applied and varied by using weight disc of 10 kg.

5 kg. and 2 kg along with loads of other accessories. The schematic drawing of test

asscmbly and the sample preparation arc shown in Figure 3.10 to Figure 3.12.

This test is carried 0111 in two phases; firstly with only DW Twiil and secondly with thc

composite drain system as a whole. Specimens from DW Twill are Cll1 such that the

longcr dimension is parallel 10 the Twill's directions to be tested. According 10 AST\1.

the width and length should be kept as 300 mm and 300 mm respectively. or thc length

to allo\\- th~ specimen to extend into the reservoir and \\-cir a distance of 25 111m.

whiche\cr is greater. Howe\.er. in the BLET Geotechnical La:1lwalOry the instrumem

I,tbricmilln is such that it allow s a size of the specimen to bc i 65 mm X 100 mm. So.

specimens e,f the latter sizc arc cut to lit in the test set-up. TI,c thickness of the \)W

Twill h,,, ,dready becn found Oll1 in the lest that has been cone'ucted (2.3S mm). This

piece of specimen is then covercd with yellow colour rubber membrane with super glue

so that water can only now through the specimen. nO\ in betwecn the specimen and the

l11cmbr;:mc. The first test is carried out at varying hydraulic gradient but with same

normal stress of 20 kPa. Time is recorded for collecting 100 miDI' water. The samc
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procedure is repeated for four times with each hydraulic gradient. in the second phase,

jute PYD system as a whole is tested for transm-issivity. The width of the specimen

closely resembles the instrument set-up i.e. 90 mm. The length is cut as earlier one i.e.

165 mm. The thickness of the jute PYD as a whole is 7 mm. This specimen is again

fixed with rubber membrane to make it water tight so that system allows only in-plane

flow. As per the AST\1 method. this test is performed using a minimum of three

applied normal stresses selected from the values of 10, 25, 50, 100, 250 and 500 kPa.

:\ormally three gradients are selected from 0.05. 0.10, 0.25 and 1.0. In the Kaliakoir

Bypass Road project. Roads .and Highways Department of Bangladesh has specified

this test to be conducted with hydraulic gradient of 1.0 which is tried to maintain in this

test. :\ormal stress in this test is varied between 2 kPa to 27 kPa. Discharge capacity at

hydraulic gradient of 1.0 and norm21 stress of 20 kPa is obtained from the graphical

plot. Figure 3.13 to Figure 3.14 show the test method of single layer of DW Twill and

jute PYD system respectively.

3.10 l'ERFOR:\1A:>\CE TEST OF PVDs

S0il settlement behaviour was studied in three separate phases. in the first phase. soil

slurry was placed in the steel tank and put under surcharge load without using any

vertical drains. The total settlement achieved within a timc period was recorded and a

settlemcnt profile "as obtained. In the second phase. in-soil performance of synthetic

PVD was investigated and time set:lement profile was evaluated in the same "ay. In

the third phase. jute PYD was used in place of synthetic PYD and performance ""as

observed for the same duration. The detail procedures arc explained in the following

scctions.

3.10.1 Description of the Stcd Tank and Accessories

A Siecl tc;:1k"as Etbricated "ith (, :1:mthick stcel platc by rolling inw a hollow cylindcr

"lwsc b,'th cnds "cre opcn. its hcight ""s 0.93 m (36.61 inch), inner diamctcr "as

0.502 m [19.75 inch) and outcr Oic;"1ct,'r""s 0.5 J-! m. Bottom end "US closcd "ith 6

mm thick rl'lll1d platc and tightcncd "ith 16 nurr.bcrs of 10 mm scrcws. ,\ 2 mm thick

rubbcr g"skct was used bet" ccn the cylinder and bottom COlcr plate to make it

watertight. It created the condition l1f onc-way drainage. The" hole tank was painted
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black to avoid rust. The inside of the tank was rubbed with sand paper to make it

smooth and greased sufficiently to reduce frictional resistance between soil slurry and

the tank. Two measuring tapes were fixed inside the tank to note the reading of soil

settlement in addition to the use of two dial gauges. A round stecl plate of 3 mm thick

and 49.5 mm diameter was prepared to place it on top of the soil slurry. It was

perforated to allow vertical dr~i~age. This steel plate provided equal strain condition

for radial drainage, equal distribution of surcharge on the soil slurry and helped in

placing the load easily. A wooden beam of 1050 mm X ISO mm X 100 mm was made

that had one perforation each at the ends for inserting the rod and hanging the load. The

surcharge loads were applied with the available circular load disc of 10 kg. Since total

surcharge could not be accommodated on the load hanging beam. discs were also used

by placing an extra rr"'er plate on top of the beam and then addition a! 10 kg disc plaee

over it. The steel tank with the described attachmcnts is shown in the Figure 3.15 to

Figure 3.19.

3.10.2 Prcparation of Soil Slurry

HOBART \1echanic21 mixing machine available at BlJET Geotechnical Laboratory

was used to prepare soil slurry. Water content of dry soil was first determined. To attain

thc required percentage of water contcnt (Approximately 43%. which was 5% less than

liquid limit) in the slurry. quantity of additional water for pcr kg of soil was calculatcd.

In cach mixing effon. 10 to IS kg of soil and knO\vn quantity of water was poured into

the mixing bo"l. The mechanical mixer was operated for I 0-12 minutes until uniform

slurry "as made. If there was a lump in the soil. it "as broken manually. The preparcd

slurry was then immediately transferred to the steel tank. While pouring the siurry in

thc tank. efforts wcre lakcn to avoid any air void in the slurry so that consistcnt and

uniform density could bc achic\cd. Figure 3.20 siJ()\\, the mechanical mixing methods.

3.10.3 Water Contcnt and Density Determination

Though soil slurry "as prepared "ith the addition ofcCllculated quantity of "ater. "~lter

COlllent determination was again carried out. Befort: tht: application of surcharge. three

samples "ere taken li'om various depths and tested for ,,'ater content according 10

ASTYI D 2216. Density of slurry was I('lllld out fromlOtal weight of soil. water mixture
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filled up to known height (825 mm) of the steel tank. The same procedures were

repeated after the removal of surcharge at the end of consolidation settlement. In each

phase of the test, watcr content and dcnsity detennination were donc in the same way.

3.10.4 Conduet of Vane Shear Test

Shear strength of soil slurry in the steel tank was found out using vane shear apparatus.

Sincc soil slurry was very soft to be put under unconfined compression test, only the

dircct reading hand vane testcr was used. The instrument used was 'The Pilcon Hand

Vane Tester" that has bcen adapted from B.S. 1377. This is a portablc instrumcnt that

can be used to determine the in-situ shear strength in the field or on the remolded elays

in the laboratory. The inst,~;1;ent comprises a torque head with a direct reading scale

whieh is turned by hand. A non-return pointer indicates the reading. Two types of \'anes

can be used. 19 mm vane is used for 0- I 20 kPa of shear strength whereas 33 mm "ane

is used for measuring 0-28 kPa of shear strength. Since soil slurry was very soft, 33 mm

vanc was used in the laboratory test. Before conducting the test. thc vane was screwed

in the vanc spindle. The \ane was pushed inside the slurry with as littlc sideways

movcmcnt as possible: to a depth of about 70-80 mm. Holding the instrumcnt in onc

hand, the head was rotated clockwise at a speed equivalent to a complete revolution in a

minutc. After the slurry w'as sheared, the pointer remained sct and a reading was taken.

Thc manufacturer of PilcO:1 Hand Vane Tester had calibrated the instrumcnt al:d a

constant of I. I 45 must be multiplicd to convert each reading to shcar strcngth of clay.

Figures 3.21 to Figure 3.~3 sho\\' the vane shear apparatus and method of taking

readings.

3.10.5 l'rrformance (Settlrmrnt) Test withnut Vertical Drain

The height of soil slurry \\~:S S25 111m ~md a censity of ] 6.51 K~/m; \\'as ~1chit?\cd.

:\tier the conduct cd"\'anc ~::l'~i.rtesl and \\ater content determination. a 5~!I1d blankl't of

2:' 111mto ':;0 mm \\as placed ;,;DO\C the soil slurry for casy drainagl.? Then a ge01c\.iilc

layer was laid on top of s;l"d blanket. Finally perforated sleel plale was placed on lhe

geolexlilc layer. Circular load disc (25 mm thick and 250 mm diameter) weighing 10

kg each was applied centrally on the perl(wated steel plate and alier a certain heigh: was

aehicved. woodcn beam was fixed on its top. \1aximum loads were hung on both sides
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of the beam. A circular steel plate having diameter of 610 mm was placed on the beam

and few pieces of 10 kg load disc were also used on the centre of the beam. It made the

system more stable. Total surcharge applied amounted to 27.406 kPa. Two dial gauges

were set to take settlement readings. The first dial gauge had the scale of 0.0 I mm for

each small graduation and maximum measuring capacity at one setting was 10 mm.

The second one had the scale of 0.001 inch for each small graduation and maximum

measuring capacity was 1 inch at one setting. After the loads were applied. readings

we~e taken in a sequence of 0, 5,10,20.40.60.120,240, 4S0, 1440 minute and so on.

Readings \\ere also noted from measuring tapes. Test was continued until a reasonable

settlement with respect to applied surcharge took place. From the parameters of

oedometer test. it was found that for occurring 55-60% consolidation would take about

30 days. So. the settlement test was run for 2S ciays. Then the test set up was

dismantled. Reduction of slurry height \\'as also noted from measuring tapes. Vane

shear apparatus was used to find out shear strength. Samples were tested for water

content. Soil slurry was taken out and prepared for next setting. Figure 3.24 and 3.25

show the test methods.

3.10.6 In-Soil Performance Test with Synthetic PVD

Before soil slurry was put in the steel tank. a piece of 'Flexi Drain' of 900 mm long

was hung fr,'m a horizontal steel rod placcd o\'er the top of the tank ... \ Oat plate of

6"x 1.5 "x2/S" size that was hung from the synthetic PVD did not touch :he bottom of

the tank. A gap of 40 mm between Oat plate and bottom of the tank W25 intcntionally

maintained 50 that \\ hen settlement took place. synthetic "VD remained 5tiJlupright. It

also helped in keeping the synthetic PVI) kinks. free and twist-f~ee. Whi:e pouring the

slurry into ::1e \3nk. efforts were taken to keep the synthetic PVD aiway 5 at the centre.

The height l,f 5l1il slurry \\as 825 mm and a density of 16.51 K:\/m' '\C1S obtained.

Vane shear :{.'~tand '\<Hcr content dClcrmi:l~Hi~11lwcre Jone as usual and ,: ~2;1d blanket

of same ht?:~hl ~25 111mto 30 111m) used in ;hc previous lest was piaceLl ;:bo\ c the soil

slurry for t:~::,:drainage. A gcolcxtilc lay(':" \\~l~also laid on lOp of sand t<~lnkcl. Finally

perforated :,:('('\ plate \\:.IS placcd on the gL'()tc\ti1c layer. Same amoUJ~: of surcharge

(27.406 kpal "as applied with the usc of circular disc load. wooden beam. circular steel

plate and oih('I" accessories. Two dial gaugJ.:s \\ ere set to take settlement r.:adings. ;\ ftcr

the loads "ere applied. readings were taken in a sequence ofO. 5. 10.20 . .\0. 60.120.
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240,480, 1440 minute and so on. Readings were also noted from measuring tapes. Test

was continued for 28 days and after which the test serup was again dismantled. In this

case the average degree of consolidation was also more than that of the test without

venical drains. Yane shear test and water content determination were done. To check

the shear strength determined by vane shear test, unconfined compression test was also

conducted. Figures 3.26 to 3.31 show the tests with Synthetic PYD.

3.10.7 In-Soil Performance Test with Jute pvn

Before soil slurry was put in the steel tank, a piece of jute PYD of 900 mm long was

hung from a horizontal steel rod placed over the top of the tank. It was kept straight and

upright in the same way as of test with synthetic PYD. At the ~c~tom, a nat plate of

6"xl.5"x2/8" was attached. This nat plate did not touch the bottom of the tank. A gap

of 40 mm between flat plate and bottom of the tank was intentionally maintained so

that when settlement lOok place, jute PYD remained still upright. It also helped in

keeping the jute PYD kinks-free and twist-free. While pouring the slurry into the tank.

effons were taken to keep the jute PYD always at the centre. The height of soil slurry

was 825 mm and a density of 16.505 K:\/m3 was achieved. Afte~ the conduct of vane

shear test and water content determination a sand blanket of25 to 30 mm height used in

the p,'evious test was again placed above the soil slurry for easy drainage. Then a

geotextile layer was 12id on top of sand blanket. Finally perforated steel plate was

placed on the geotextile layer.

Same amount of surcharge (27.406 kpa) was applied by the use of circular disc load.

wooden beam. circular steel plate and other accessories. Two dial gauges \\erc set to

take scttlement readings. After the loads were applied. readings were taken in a

sequence ofO. 5.10. ::'0. 40. 60. 120.2-10.480.1440 minute and so on. Readings \\'ere

also noted n'om mcasu:-ing tapes. Test was continued for 28 days and after \\ hich the

test set up \\'a5 again d:~manlkd. In this casco the average degree of consolid~::ioll look

place \\ as i1-:orc than ::1al or test \\ itholll vertical drains. Vane shear test 2:1d \\ ater

comC!ll dctcrl1lin~Hiol1::; wcre dOlle. To check the shear strength determined by vane

shear 1(,5l. this time Llc.:onfincd compression tesl \\as conducted. Figures 3.~~to 3.36

Shl'" the tests \\ ith jute PYD
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3.10.8 Unconfined Compressive Test

After the surcharge load and steel plate was removed. and sand blanket was scrapped

of. soil specimens were collected with plastic cylinders. These specimens were

extracted from the cylinder and prepared by trimming machine. These were then placed

inside a split cylinde~ of 3 inch height and 1.5 inch diameter and both ends were

trimmed. After opening from the split barrel, these specimens were weighed. The

specimen was then placed between two loading plates of the unconfined compression

testing machine. A dial gauge was a:tached 10 record the vertical' upward movement.

The machine was turned on and corresponding specimen deformations were recorded.

Reading was continued until a load reached the peak and then decreased or load

reached a maximum value a~d remained ap?roximately constant or deformations of the

specimen were past 20% strain before reaching the peak. Then the specimen was

unloaded by lowering the bottom plate. The specimen was then taken out from the two

loading plates. AST:'vl D 2166 was followed in the conduct of unconfined compression

test.
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Figure 3.2: Photograph Shuwing Rull Size, Core
Contiguratiun and .Jacket of 'Flexi-Draiu'

Figure 3.3: Photograph Showing a Piece of' Flcxi-Drain'
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Figure 3.4: Photograph Showing .Jute PVD with Coconut Coir Core

(
••

Figure 3.5: Photograph Showing .Jute I'VB with .Jute Rope Core



Figure 3.6: Cylinder for Measuring Field Unit Weight.

Fig 3.7: Thickncss \lcasurclllcnl of llW Twill
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Figure 3.8: Photognlph Showiug DW Twill Cut for AOS Test

Figure 3.9: Permittivity Test Sct-l;p Arrangements
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WATER
RESERVOiR

PLATE'..;

Figure 3.10: Schematic Drawing of Transmissivity Test Assembly (after
ASTM Book of Standard, 2004)

Figure 3.11: DW Twill for Transmissivity (Io-Plane) Test
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Figure 3.12: Sample of./ute PVD Beiug Prepared for Trausmissivity Test

Figure 3.13: Trausmissivity Test of Filter Fabrie "Llute PVI)
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Figurc 3.14: Transmissivity Tcst of.Jutc PV)) as a Systcm

Figurc 3.15: Photograph Showing a Stccl Tank for Soil Scttlcmcnt
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Figure 3.16: Loading Beam for Suspending Surcharge

Figure 3.17: Perforated Steel Plate for Equal Strain Case
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Figure 3.18: Steel Cover Plate Used at the Bottom of Tank

Figure 3.19: 2 mm Thiek Rubber Gasket for :Vlaking tbe Tank Watertigbt



Figure 3.20: HOBART Mechauical Soil Mixture in Operation.

Figure 3.21: l'ilcon !land Vane Testcr for Shear Strength \1easurement
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Figure 3.22: Dial Gauge of Pileon Hand Vane Tester

Figure 3.23: Shear Strength Being \1easured hy Pileou Hand Vane Tester.



Figure 3.24: Soil Being Settled without Vertical Drain.

Figure 3.25: Surcharge Removed after 2S Days crest without Vertical Drains)
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Figure 3.26: Synthetic PVD Hung before Pouring the Slurry crest with
Synthetic PVD).

Figure 3.27: Steel Tank Filled with Slurry crest with Synthetic I'VD).
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Figure 3.28: :vIoist Sand Blanket on Top of Slurry (Test with Synthetic 1'\'))).

Figure 3.29: Gcolc,tilc Filter on the Top of Sand Blanket ('rest with

Synthetic I'VIl)
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Figure 3.30: Perfonlted Steel Plate on Top of Geotextile Layer

crest with Synthetic PVD)

Figore 3.3\: Soreharge Load Applied for Soil Settlement crest with Synthetic
PVD).
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Figure 3.32: Steel Tank Filled with Soil Slurry ('rest with .Jute I'VD).

Figure 3.33: Sand Blanket on Top of Slurry crest with .Jute I'VD).
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Figure 3.34: Geotextile Filter on Top of Sand Blanket crest with Jute PVD).

Figu re 3.35: Perforated Steel Plate Oil Top of Geotextile Layer crest with .J ute
PVD).
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Figure 3.36: Surcharge Load Applied for Settlement crest with .Jute I'VD).
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS A\'D DISCUSSIONS

4.1 GE~ERAL

The results of the laboratory investigations of soils collected from \1irpur Cantonment

side of Zia Colony to Ytirpur link road. Dhaka are discussed in detail in the following

sections of this chapter. Test results of jute PVD are also discussed here. Time-

,ettiemem profiles of remolded clay under surcharge load have been in,'estigated in

three separate phases, namely, without vertical drain, with synthetic PVD and with jute

PVD. These settlements have been compared with the consolidation parameters found

from the oedometer tests. Jute PVD has also been compared with synthetic PVD in

regards to specifications set for Kaliakoir Bypass by thc Roads and Highways

Department, Bangladesh.

4. 2 I~DEX A~D OTHER PROPERTIES OF YIIRPl..:R CLA Y

Thc resul:s of laboratory investigations regarding soil properties are shown, in Table

4.1. From il1\'estigation. the shear strength of remolded soil is found to be ,cry low (S,

~ 6 kPa), The physical and engineering properties comprising specilic gravity. index

properties. shear strength. and unconfined compressive strength of test soil samples are

discussec ;n tl~L'following sections.

4.2.1 Soil C1assificatioo

ThL' ill-~i:~: sl,ii ;l'uked bbc..:kish with r:~~t~!rai\\ater Cl)Jl:CI11~llt when L::.i('l~.it turned out

to be grc;. 01:C(, dried it hl.'cumc \'cry ~:ilrFrom the l2.bor~;tory anal) ,('~. :::L' particular-

sile dist:':Dlli;l)]~ has be ell ohtained frl'll1 sicyc analy::.:~ and hycn)l~~(':('r~l1lalysis.

i\ccordin~ to \IIT (] 931) classification system. the test sl,il is prim<lril: :(:;,:n~ilicJ as .. :;

percent ~~;nJ. ~2 percent silt and 53 percent cl<~y'..
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Table 4.1 Basic Properties of Test Soil.

I Parameters
i Specific Gravity

I Liquid Limit

I Plastic Limit

I Plasticity Index

I ;\atural Water Content

i :\alUral Lnit Weight
Ii % Sand (2 mm to 0.075 mm)

I % Silt (0.075 mm to 0.002 mm)
I
I % Clay «0.002 mm)

I % of Material Finer than :\0.200 Sieve

I Unconfined Compressive Strength of remolded

and consolidated sample

Compression Inoex of remolded sample

I Coefficient of consolidation

i Cnified Soil Classification System
I
I

AASHTO Soil Classification

\ Symbol Valoe

Gs 2.70

LL l 48.4% _II

InT : 20.8% II' ~
I PI 27.6% I

I

I \I' n 38.3ryo I
i

lin 16.9 k:\imJ I
i - 5% II

I 42% I
I 530/0

I 95%

q, 12 kPa

ICc 0.12

Ie 4.43 mm2/min

I
CL Inorganic clay, Low

I to 'vledium Plasticity

A-7-6(27) Clayey soil

In the textural method of classitication used by soil scientists of the L.S. Department of

Agriculture. only three ranges of particles are specified and materials coarser than 2.0

111mare excluded. So. the percentages of sand. silt and clay-size panicles are plotted in

a triangular chart used hy the L.S. Department of Agriculture and intersection of three

sizes gives the c1assitication as silty clay. Soil with particles finer than 0.074 mm would

he called silt if its I.L is c8% or kss and its 1'1 is 6% or less and soil ,,'ith I.L ovcr 28

and 1'10\:;1' 6 is c1assiticd as ch1\. Lambe (1993). According to it. thc test soil with I.i-

of 4S.4% ,md 1'1of 27.6% is cbsiticd as clay. According to unificd soil classification

systcm (l'SCS). dc\clopcd by ,,\'1hur Cassagrandc fcw thc Corps of Enginccrs. L.S.

1\r111Y. soil is classified a5 C1.. This classilication means inorganic clays having LL of

50 or less. that is. It", w mcdium comprcssibility. Amcrican Socicty for Testing and

'vlatcrials (ASTy!) has adoptcd LSCS and incorporated in the AST\~ 0-2487 and also
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introduced a plasticity chart for classification of fine-grained soil. The test soil falls

above the' A' line in the plasticity chan in the CL region. As per Association of

American State Highway and Transponation Officials (AASHTO). soil containing fine-

grained materials is identified by its Group Index in addition to its Group :\umber.

From the panicle size distribution plot. thc soil falls in group number A-7-6. The group

index is calculated (GI = (F - 35)[0.2 +0.005(w L - 40)]+ O.OI(F -15XI p -10)) to be 27

and the final classification according to AASHTO classification system is A-7-6 (27).

4.2.2 Consistency of Soil

In the field. soil was very son. From various laboratory investigations. the very soft

consistency of soil was also confirmed. hw methods which were used to verify the son

consistency of soils are described in the following sub-sub sections.

4.2.2.1 :'i"atural State of Consistency

?\atural state of consistency is one of the most significant index propenics of fine-

grained soils. :\0 tests for shear strength of in-situ soils were done. A rough estimate of

unconfined compressive strength can be based on the simple field tests. For field

identification. tist \Vas penetrated several inches easily as an attempt \Vas made. which

confirmed ,he deposit to bc very soft (Equivalent unconfined compressiw strength.

q,<0.25 to~s/sq It or <23.94 kPa). Peck et al (1973).

4.2.2.2. Corrcbtion with Liquid Limit

The liquie iim" is a measure of the shear strength of a soil at some \\ater content. The

liquid lim!: is ":lalogous w shear test. and Cassagrande (1932) has found that each blow

to close tj~;:,q~::~dardgWl)\ c or liquid limit device COITCSrHmds to a0\Jllt I {em: (0.0981

kl'a) of s;:~.!I'>erength. Others h3\ e obtaincd similar results so thelt onc might say that

th~ liquic ::mi: l2~ blo\\:,) represents for all soils a COI1~tant shear strength l)fbct\\ccl1

20 g/cm' (i .962 kPa) and 25 g/cm' (2.45 kPa). Bowles (1978). Thc tcst soil has a liquid

limit of ~8.4 ,ot which shear strength should be around 2.0 kPa. Tltough lield shear

strength \\~:SIwt fCllllld Ollt. vane shear test has been conducted on clay slurry nt a wat!.:r
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content of 43.38%. At this watcr content, shear strength has been obtained as nearly 6.0

kPa. Shear strength, LL and water content togcther verify the corrclations with each

othcr along with the soft consistcncy of test soil.

4.2.2.3. :\atural Water Content

In natural soft clay soils, water contents in saturated condition vary from 30% to 50%,

Das (1997). Soil samples were collected from \1irpur Cantonment area where in the

month of December, water level was just few feet below the ground level. So. clay

layer at 2m depth was nearly saturated. :\atural water content was determined 38.3% in

the month of December. According to the range of natural water content mentioned

abow, the soil was soft clay.

4.2.2.4 Shear Strength from Vane Shear Test

In the laboratory. shear strength was found out by vane shear apparatus. The results of

this test in various phases are shown in Appendix B. These results show that the shear

strengths obtained at a moisture content 5% less than liquid limit (Before the

application of surcharge load for consolidation settlement) arc nearly 6 kPa. Vane shear

tests after the consolidation settlement confirmed that shear strength improved by 45%

to 60% i.e. in the range of 9 to 10 kl'a. Shear strength Jess than 25 kPa specifics soft

consistency and shear strength Je;s than 12 kPa indicates a ,cr, soti consistency of clay

material. Gal (cOOS). In all coses shear strength remained below 10 kPa which

confirmed the very soft consis::ency ofsoiJ.

~.2.2.5 Lnconfined Compression Test

l."nconlined con~,'rcssion tc;: '"'' conductcd on soil slu:':-'" "nly when consolidation

scttlcmclll \\'as S:l1ppcd and ::;~.:'c:~~~rgc\\as removed. lhou~h it \\as difficult to pr.:pare

the s~l111plc for th~test due :(, 50:: consistency. cautious Cn~)n5 \\cre taken to get three

~pccimcns lcstcc each tim ...'. \r~::a content of these samples \\ as ncar about natural

watcr contcnt (38% to 41';o\.Thc results or thcsc tests arc plottcd and shown in the

Appendix B. Lnconfincd c'..1mprc5sive slrength was oblain('d to he more or less 12 kPa.

For any soil haling uncontincd compression strcngths below 500 Iblrt' (47.88 kl'a)
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indicate a very soft consistency of fined-grained soil, Das (1997). Accordingly this test

also confinnee the very soft consistency of test soil.

4.2.2.6 Consistency Correlation from Compression Index and Initial Void Ratio

Compre»lcn index and initial void ratio were found out from oedometer tests. There

exists a correlation between these parameters and compressibility of clay. Coduto

(2007) slated that the range of values of the ratio eel (I-eo) specifics various

consistency of soil. The values greater than 0.35 indicate a very compressible clay.

From the compression index and initial void ratio the value came to be 0.052 which

indicated that the soil was slightly compressible. This result did not correspond with the

speci ticalions mentioned above.

4.2.3 Specific Gra\'ity

There are general ranges of specific gravity for various soils. These ranges vary from

2.63 to 2.9. For clay 2nd silty clay the range is 2.67 to 2.90. The specific gravity test

conducted in thc geotechnical laboratory of BeET gave a G, of 2.7. The G, of 2.7

indicates that the sample was clay.

4.3 TEST RESU.TS OF CO"SOLIDATlO:-; PARA}IETERS

Due to I~,,' shear strength of soil slurry (6 to 10 kPa). performance tests in the stecl tank

wcrc car:ed out under low surchargc load (27.406 kPa). As a result. it was intended

that con;,)lidation paramctcrs should also be obtained from oedometer with low to

medium ;tress. In the ,)edometcr tests. loading stress was applied from 10 kPa to 200

kl'a "hc:as unloading "as done li'om 200 to 5 kl'a. The soil slurry used for oed om etcI'

test \\as :~!kl'nfrom th: same slurry that was placed for pcrron~lancc tc~t in the steel

tank. Th: \\~ltcr contt:'nt and initial density of soil slurry in thl.? ocdOll1c:cr ring \\ere

43.5 % c:cd 16.51 K\ 111"respeet;,'ely whereas in the senlcl11ent lank" ateI' content "as

..L).3WYo \\ ith initi:ll dC:bity being same. I\Jtcr the ocdumclcr lest. \\ater content reduced

to 37.5~, and linal censity increased to 17.3 K\/m". In the steel tank. linal ",ncr

eoment "as .!O.5S%. The values of different consolidation parametcrs obtaincd li'Oill
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oedometer consolidation test on the remolded samples are discussed in the following

sub-sections.

4.3.1 Void Ratio-Pressure Relationship

The relationships between void ratio (e) and consolidation pressure (P) of oedometer

consolidation tests are shown in Figure 4.1 to 4.2. For calculating time factor (Tv), both

square root (ifrimefilling method (Taylor \1ethod, 1942) and logarithm (if time method

(Cassagrande and F'adum \1ethod. 1940) are used. In the Taylor \1ethod. ~t90 is

obtained whereas in Cassagrande \1ethod. tso is obtained.

~.3.2 Coefficient of Consolidation

The relationships between coefficients of consolidation (c,.) and consolidation pressure

(P) for both Taylor \1ethod and Cassagrande \1ethod are shown in Fig. 4.3 to 4.4. Since

the performance test was conducted at a stress of (tip) 27.406 kPa and effective

overburden pressure (po') at the mid height of soil slurry was 2.76 kPa, so coefficient of

consolidation (c,) corresponding to 30.17 kPa was found out. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4

show the methods for finding out coefficient of consolidation. Figure 4.5 to Figure 4.14

show the determination of t50 and ~t90 The c, valucs from Taylor \1ethod and

Cassagrande \-lethod were 2.45 m'/year (4.66 mm'/min) and 4.20 mm:/min

respectively. In lois investigation both the values have been averaged which gme c,

value of4.43 mn~:/min. But for undisturbed sample. usual range ofc,. for inorganic clay

with plasticity incex greater than 25 is 0.19 mm:/min (0.1 m:/year) to 19 mm'/min (10

m'/year). For re:l1olded clay. the valucs reduce to 25% to 50% i.e. lowcst 0.048

mm'/min to hig'lcst 9.5 mm:/min. I-lead et al (1992). The results obtained from

laboratory test rC::1aincd \\ell \\ithin the range.

4.3.3 Comprc"ion Inde\

Thc results of (""Hlpre"ion index (c,.) ,1\ different consolidation pressures (1') llf thc

oedometer consolidation tests on the soil sample h,nT already been shown in Fig. ~.I to

4.2. In both Tayle1r and Cassagrande \1ethod. compression index obtained was same i.e.

0.12. This complession index was also taken corresponding to the consolidation
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pressure level of 30.17 kPa. The magnitude of the compression index varies from soil

to soil. Rendon-H~rrero (1980) has given some correlations between c, and type of

soils. Terzaghi and Peck gavc a corrclation for remolded clay as C,= 0.007(LL-1 0), Das

(1985). The LL of test soil bcing 48.4, C, should be 0.268. This value is marc than the

value obtained in the laboratory investigation. Again, it is found by Isalm (1999) that

the c, value 0; Dhaka natural clay varies from 0.13 to 0.20 and that of reconstituted

Dhaka clay varies from 0.25 to 0.30 all of which are also higher than the value obtained

in this investigatio:l. In fact in the laboratory, oedometer tcst has been conducted with a

stress range of 10 kPa to 200 kPa instead of 25 kPa to 800 kPa. So, the compression

index has been found at a \\orking strcss range. That is the reason of c, being very low.

-1.4 PHYSICAL A:'\D E:'\GI:'\EERI:\'G PROPERTIES OF SY:-;THETIC PVD

"\0 laboratOlY investigations on synthetic PVD were carried out to find out physical,

mechanical and hydraulic conductivity characteristics. But in-soil performance tcst on

synthetic PVD was conducted. For compliance with the requirements set by the user

organizations. PVD needs to bc tested. However, for analvzing its in-soil performance

and comparing with jute PVD. tcst properties havoc been collected from the

manufacturer of synthetic PVD. All these properties haw been listed in Chapter 3 in

Table 3.2.

~.5 PHYSICAL A:'\D E\CI:'\EERI:-;C PROPERTIES OF JeTE !,VD

Thc specitic requirements "I' [,VD as set out by the Roads & Highways Department of

Bangladesh for Kaliakoir Bypass have already been lis:ed in the Chapter Two of this

paper. There arc a numcer of physical and engineeri:Jg propertics that need to be

fullilled fl't" a I'VD to be c:sed fl'r that project. 'Flc~i D:""in'. a synthetic P\'D has been

uscd linai,y in that pr,'.i,'~:. Regarding filter jacket ()1.il':e I'VD. almost all of those

properties have been e"~:,,ated by \10hy (2005). These ,'esults are discussed here to

~:5SCSS if :hosc prop('rti('~ comply' \\ith the spcciti(';::!l,.111S of Roads &. lligh,,-ays

[)cpat1lllem of BangladL:':~. B('~id('s. hydraulic condul':~\ ity being the most imponallt

property of any I'VD. les:s on hydraulic conductivity I~asbeen conducted again in the

BLET Ge,'teehnical I.ab,):",,:ory. First. tests results related to hydraulic conductivity arc

discussed and then rest or:he results will be discussed Ii-,)m\10hy (2005).
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4.5.1 Thickncss of Filter Fa bric and of .J ute PVD System

When water flows through the filter in cross-plane and in-plane direction. the thickness

charactcristics is incorporated to define that flow with the terminologies called

'Permittivity' (cross-plane permeability) and 'Transmissivity' (in-plane permeability).

However. the sponsor organization (Roads and Highways) of PYD has not incorporated

thickness in their specifications but the supplier of synthetic PYD (Flexi Drain) has

cited thickness in their design manual. The thickness of DW Twill is likely to vary

depending on the magnitude and the duration of pressure. As per AST\1 D 5199. 10

specimens were cut for testing. The time after which readings were taken was 5 sec

after the application of presser plate as suggested by AST\1. Initial readings were taken

by the strain gauge before placing the OW Twill. Again after the placement of DW

Twill. readings were taken carefully. The average of all 10 readings is found out to be

2.38 mm. It should be mentioned here that tests have been conducted on untreated DW

Twill.

Kabir et al. (1994) have also conducted laboratory tests on physical and mechanical

prope11ies of jute products. The thicknesses were found 2.82 mm and 1.82 mm by

\1ohy (2005) and Kabir et al (1994) respectively. The thickness found by Kabir et al

(1994) was less because they conducted test on normal Tw"ill whereas test by \1ohy

(2005) was carried out on DW (Double Works) Twill. The thickness found in this test

is sma lie, than \1ohy (2005). This difference might be attributablc to the product

difference of ,arious jute mills. It is to be mentioned here that the filter layer thickncss

of synthetic P\'O such as 'Flexi Drain' is 0.33 mm only which is of non-woven spun-

bondcd continuous filament. The thickness of composite jute PYD has not been tested

but physieal1," has been measured by scale. This thickness is ,'ariable across the surfacc.

Thickncs- at ti:e surface where core is ti,ed "ith stitching is measured \0 be S.5 mm to

9.0 mm ""ere,,, in betwecn the 2 rows of stitches. this thickness is found:o be only 5.5

:nl11. Tht;~ tb~ ~:\crage nominal thickncs,:, ha~ bCl'1l round to be 7 111111.On ::11.: (lther hand

:hicknc:-~ ~,fC"";11posite synthetic PYD (Fk\i Drain) has been mentioned 1l' be 3.2 111m.

~.5.2 Apparent Opening Size (AOS) ,,!".Jute l'Vn

The test ill\'l1!\CS in the determination llf Ihe size or the s2.nd particles "hich when

sieved through the fabric will pass only 5% or less by wcight. Thc AOS (or EOS) is
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defined as the "retention on" size of that fraction expressed as U.S. standard sieve

numbers. The AOS, EOS and 095 all refer to the same specific pore size. the difference

being that AOS and EOS are sieve numbers. whilc 095 is the corresponding sieve-

opening size in millimeters. Total four specimens of 280 mm X 280 mm were cut from

a full width swatch ofDW Twill after discarding I m from the very outside of the roll.

The size of the specimens w~s selectcd so that those fit the sieving pan.

According to AST'v1 D 4751-87. the specimen was placed in a sieve frame. The sample

was secured in such a way that it was taught. without wrinkles or bulges. Care was

taken so that the sample was not stretched or deformed such that no changes or

distortion in fabric openings occurred. 50 gms of sand fractions were placed on the

centre of the fabric started with the smallest size of the sand. Total four sizes of sand

were used st?"i~g from passing" 100 sieve and retained #200 ,ieve. The largest size

used was the sand passing # ]6 sieve and retained on # 30 sie\'e. A mechanical sieve

shaker was used to shake the frame and specimen for 5 minutes. The sand fractions that

passed through and that remained on the specimen were taken in pan and separately

weighed. The process was repeated by using next larger size sand fractions until the

weight of sand passing through the filter fabric were 5% or less. The procedure was

repeated on a new' specimen of the same type of DW Twill with 50 gms of sand until its

apparent opening size was determined.

To ti:ld out the .-\OS of all lour specimcns. a graphical procedure was adopted. The

graph was plotted with the values of pcrcent passing as Ordinate and size of the sand

size (111m) as Abscissa on a semi-log paper. A straight line \\as drawn connecting the

IWOdata points representing the sand sizes. ,,'hich were immediately on either side of

the 5% passing ordinate. Thc panicle size in mm (abscissa) at the intersection of the

siraight line planed and the 5% passing ordinate was the AOS elf the specimen in mm.

i.e, the th~oretic:ll sand size that \\oltld result in exactly 5% pn5si;~g the specimt:n.

The result of AOS is gi\"Cn in the ..\ppendix B and the graphical \lresentation of AOS is

show n in the Figure -1.15. In Ihis lest. ..\OS of DW Twill is !":::1d out to be 0.85 mm.

The required speeiticmion of .-\OS i" the Kaliakoir llypas> I':' Roads & Higl1\\ays

Department is < 0.90 mm (90 microns). \10hy (2005) in his slC','y also got AOS as 0.8

mm.(Figure -1.]6). Kabir el aII199-1) t(lund AOS ofT"ill 10 be 0.6 mm. The synthetic

I'VD (Flexi Drain) has AOS (or pore size. 0,,) of 0.75 m:" (75 microns). From all

these tests resul!s and spccilicnion requirements. it is seen Ihat the AOS (O,s)

COnl(lI"Il1Swcll into the requirement for jute PYD.
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4.5.3 Permitth'ity (Cross-Plane Permeability)

Constant head method was followed according to A5T\>1 D 4431-98 for the laboratory

determination of permittivity of DW Twill. Due attention was given in the important

test considerations for this test i.e. preconditioning of fabric (soaking for 24 hours).

temperature and use of de-aired water. The specimens wer~ cut by a circular cutting

machine with a diameter of 104 mm. Total 20 pieces were used in cylindrical apparatus

that made the total height of 69 mm. After setting a constant head. water fiow was

allowed. Caution was taken to remove any entrapped air from the system. Time was

recorded for tre flow of 1000 ml of water and the procedure was repeated for another

three times. Tte average tim~ and quantity of flow (1000 ml) gave the flow rate (g.

m'/s).
Though it is a constant head test. flow rate was measured at on~ constant value of "'h

and then the test was again repeated at three different values of "'h. These different

values of "'h ?rodueed eOITespondingly different values of q. Koerner (1997). These

test results are shown in the Appendix B. To find out the permittivity of specimens, a

graphical procedure was adopted. The graph was plotted with the values of now rate, q

as Ordinate ar.d head difference*cross sectional area (~h* A). as Abscissa on a plain

paper. A straight line was derived from the best fit method. The slope of the resulting

best fit gave tl:e permittivity (5'\ The graphical prcsentation is shown in Figure -1.17.

The permittivi:y of DW T\\i\l obtained from this test is 0.12/s. The result obtained by

\>1ohy (2005) "\as 0.25/s. A minor difference occurred in the procedure adopted in this

test and that "f \10hy (2005) is that :Y1ohy (2005) collected water for 15 minutes

whereas in th,s test variable time was recorded for cl,\lecting 1000 ml water. One

important poir.: is that in the ?YD specification of Kaliakoir Bypass. permittivi:y is not

included as a '''quiremenl to comply.

4.5.4 Tran,missiyity (In-Plane Permeability)

lran~J11issi\'it: (m.;/s-m) l.t:. tht: in-plane pcnnc~lbility l,.)r gC()lcxti1e made of natural

libre can be .:etennined by number of test methods. Speeilieations for PYD in the

Kaliakoir Byr."s included the test mcthod to be j(ll1o\\ed as AST\>1 04716. Thc now

rate pCI' unit \\ idlh \\us determined by measuring the quantity or \vater passing through

the test speci::H:n in 15 minutes time. The now rate \\"as varied by varying. normal
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stress. Specimens were cut from a roll of OW Twill such that the longer dimension was

parallel to the Twill's direction to be tested. Only one specimen was tested in tne

laboratory. The size of the specimen was 165 mm X 100 mm that was glued with

rubber membrane on top and bottom to make it water-tight. Hydraulic gradient ("h/L)

was varied but kept near about at 1.0. In thc Kaliakoir Bypass specification for PVO.

hydraulic gradient for the test was required to be I.u. The normal stress was kept at

20.0 kPa. The flow rate ( Tota! Flow ) versus hydraulic gradient (Abscissa) is
Timeo! Col/eclion '-

plotted in the Figure 4.18 and flow rate versus hydraulic gradient*width of OW Twill

(i*W) is plotted in Figure 4.19. From the best fit curves. discharge rate and

transmissivity of single layer of OW Twill arc found out. The test yielded the in-plane

flow rate at hydraulic gradient of 1.0 at 20 'Pa normal st,css to be 1.7X I0.
7

17I
3
/S and

transmissivity of 1.7XI 0.6 ml/s-m.

\1ohy (2005) conducted the same test with varying the normal stress from 10 kPa to 30

kPa. He conducted a range of tests with treated and untreated jute. canvas. OW Twill

and Hessian. Rao et al. (1994) also conducted various tests related to engineering

properties of 6 types of jute and polypropylene fibres. The results of both \1ohy (2005)

and Rao et al. (1994) show the simi lar trend, that the curve shows transmissivity

decreasing cxponentially. \'10hy (2005) got flow rate per unit width at hydraulic

gradient of 0.97 to be 1.28X 10.6 m3/s-m and transmissivity of 1.32X 10.
6
m
3
/s-m at a

normal stress of 20 kPa.

The specifications set by the Roads & lIighways Ocpanmcnt for the PVD. sholl' that

dischargc rate (q. m3/s) should be greatcr than 500 mY/year at hydraulic gradient of 1.0

at a normal stress of 200 kPa. But one important point to nOle here. that this discharge

rate is specified for drain system as a whole. not for the filter fabric in isolation. In fact.

discharge rate of PVD system as a whole is many times t~O to 200) more than that of

tilter fabric in isolation. In this research. jutc I'V[) has alsl) been tested as a system for

transmissivity. "hieh "C!S Ill)! conducted by other resea:'ehers. In this test. hydraulic

gradient was kept ncarl: ~n 1.0: normal stresses \\cre \~lricd bct\\ccn 2.27 kPa and

26.05 kPa. The ntH\ rate \ crsus normal stress is pk'!lCd in the Figure -l.20 and

TOf.I! F/mt'
h\'draulic transmissivity (_. '. ) versus normal st:.('s~is l,1]oncd in Fiswrc ..t.:?1.
. . 7/lJh'''''*/V -

Since hydraulic gradicnt is nearly 1.0. both curves as ob;,!ined. arc nearly of thc same

pattern. It is seen from the ligures that flo\\' rate and hydraulic transmissivity decreases
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exponentially with the increase of nonnal stress. Generally, this is true up to a normal

stress of 85 kPa above which, increased normal stresses do not decrease the in-plane

flow through the fabric, Koerner (1997). Because beyond such stresses. yarn structure

is sufficiently tight and dense to hold the load but still convey liquid to convey to some

extent. It is seen from the figures that transmissivity at 2.27 kPa was maximum but

reduces at a considerable rate up to 17 kPa and then it reduce; at a flatter rate.

The flow rate at 20.0 kPa that was obtained in this test is 1.476X 10.5 ml Is and the

transmissivity obtained is 1.45XIO'" ml/s-m. With this flow rate, total discharge in one

year would be 466.74 ml which is close to the specification (>500 ml/year). However,

this discharge rate can be increased in number of ways. A simple method may be to

increase the number of inner core by one or two or increasing the diameter of the core.

4.5.5 Grab Tensile Strength

The grab tensile strength is used by almost all manufacturers of geotextiles and this

property is invariably incorporated in the specifications of user organizations. The grab

tensile test provides an index of the ultimate strength of the specimen at failure. The

test results are expressed in units of load (such as pounds) rather than in terms of load

per unit width. The standard procedure for conducting this test is I\ST\1 04632 which

is easy to perform. inexpensive. quick and taking only minutes to complete. Specimens

are tested for both machine direction (\10) and cross machine direction (X\10). Test

specimens are prepared by cutting rectangular section of number of sizes such as 150

mm X 100 111mor 200 mm X ]00 mm etc.

\lohy (2005) has conduct cd grab tensile test on various jute products including OW

Twill. Aver3gc grab brenking strength of untreated and treated jllt~ products are shown

in Figure -1.22 and -1.23. D\\' T\I ill provided the best strength out of all types of

products bl'th in \1D and \\11). He obtained 0.929 K:\ and 0.75 K:\ of grab tcnsile

mength for untrcated D\\' "1'\1;11 in \]D and X\1D respeet:wl). For the treated 1)\V

T,,:II. grai' tcnsile strengths \lere 0.995 K:\ and 0.98-1 K:\ for \1D and X\1D

rL':,pccti\'cl; .

..\ecording 10 the specification l,f Kaliakoir Bypass. and the properties of 'FIe,i Drain'

supplied by the comractor. it is scen that grab tensile strct,gth is a proper~y of filter

jacket and not the property of composite drain. Spccifications require a grab tensile

strength of greater than 0.35 K:\ lor filter fabric tested as per /\ST\1 D -1632. The
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results obtained by Mohy (2005) cle~rly surpass the requirements. Grab tensile

strengths of untreated DW Twill arc 0.929 KN and 0.75 K" in YlD and XYlD

respectively both of which are greatcr than 0.35 K:-:. The grab tensile strength of 'Flexi

Drain' is mentioned in the supplier's manual is 0.5 K:-:. In this casc jute rVD clearly

fulfills the requirements of PVD.

4.5.6 Trapezoidal Tear Strength

Trapezoidal tearing strength is the force required to break the individual yarns in a

fabric. ASTYl D 4533-91 codifies this test. As per the standard, an outline of an

isosceles trapezoid is marked on a rectangular specime!1 cut for the detennination of

tearing strength. The non-parallel sides of the trapezoid marked on the specimen are

clamped in parallel jaws of a tensile testing machine. The trapezoid tearing strength

method is useful for estimating the relative tear resistance of different directions in the

same fabric. In this test, the rectangular specimen is cut as 76.2 mm by 201.6 mm. For

the measur~ment of the tearing strength in the machine (or warp) direction and cross

machine (filling yarn), the specimens are cut so that the longer dimension remains

parallel to the YlD and XYlD respectively.

Ylohy (2005) has conducted trapczoidal tear test on various jute products such as jute,

canvas. hessian and DW Twill both treated and untreated ...•••verage trapezoidal tear

strength of untreated and treated jute products arc sho\\ n in Figure 4.24 and 4.25. DW

Twill pro"ided the best strength out of all types of products both in \>10 and XYlD. He

obtained 0.-16-1K:-: and 0.153 K:-: of trapezoid tear strength for untreated OW Twill in

\>ID and :\\10 respectively. For the treated DW Twill trapezoid tcar strengths werc

0.400 K:\ 3nd O.IIS K:-: for \ID and X\1D respectively. The results sho\\' a decrease in

the trapezoid tear strength from untreated 10 treated sample. However. the reasons for

such dccrcasl.: in the strength :::.rcnot explained .

.-\ceording 10 the specificatio;) of Kaliakoir Bypass. and the properties of Flexi Drain

supplied b,' the manufacture,'. it is seen that trapezoidal tear strcngth is a property l,f

tiltcr jackct and not the prCl,'crty of composite drain system. Specitications rcquirc

trapczoidal tcar strength of grcatcr than 0.10 K:-: for tilter I:lbri~ tcsted according 10

..\ST\>1 D-I533-91. The results obtained by \'lohy (2005) clearly fulfill the requirements.

Trapezoidaltcar strengths of untreated [)W Twill arc 0.-164 K:-: and (l.153 K:-: in \11)

and XYlD. both of which arc greater than 0.10 K:\. The trapezoidal tear strength of
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Flexi Drain has not been mentioned in the supplier's manual. However, jute PVO

clearly fulfills the requirements of PVO.

4.5.7 Puncture Resistance

f'uncture resistance is an important property of any geotextile but also its importance to

PVO need not be overemphasized. Puncture resistance tests assess the resistance of

geotextile to objccts such as stones and stllmps under quasi-static conditions. During

installation and also during in-soil existence, PVO encounters this sort of objects

frequently. PVO filtcr fabric needs to possess the resistance to objects that might

penetrate the filter under load. Such test has been standardized under AST:v1 0 4833.

According to this method. a penetrating steel rod of 8.0 mm diameter is used. The

geOlextile/jute geotextile specimen is firmly clamped in an empty cylinder with 45 mm

inside diameter and the rod is pushed through it via a compression testing machine.

Resistance to puncture is measured in force units. The use of this test method is to

establish an index value by providing standard criteria and a basis for uniform

reporting.

This test is a popular one due to its simplicity and its ability to be automated. It is

reported by all manufacturers and listed in most specifications. In this tcst method. it is

important to note the exact shape of the end of the metal rod. Three types arc in current

usc: nat. hemispherical and beveled nat. The interrelationships and difference between

these ty pes have not been identified. The AST:v1 J) 4833 specifics the be\cled flat type

with a O,S mm 45' bevel around its eircumfcrence. Due to the small size of the dc\icc.

there is likelihood that there will be di!Terencc of the test results cven in a single

spccimen. That is why a larger sized puncture tcst has been forndizcd as ISOIDIS

122~6 and "5 01'\ 54307. It uscs thc con\cntional CBR soil-tcsting plunger and mold.

How c\ cr. i;l this research. test results of puncture resistance test conducted under

AST\I D ~S33 is used which is also e"lled index punelLlre resistance lest.

\/loh: (~OO~) cIJnduclt.:d puncture r('si:,lance test on various jute prl'Qucts such as .iute.

CaJ1\~:::;. ;~(,s:,ian :md D\V T\\ill both trt:u!('d and untreated. A\'crage puncture resistance

strel1gth ell' untrealed and treatcd jute prc,ducts arc sho\\n in Figure 4.26. [)W Twill

1'1'0\ ,ded t1,e best strcngth out of all ty pes "I' untreated samples. lie obtained 0.840 K'\

for [)\\' Tw ill being thc maximum and 0.405 K'\ for jute samples being 11Kminimum.
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In case of treated samples, maximum puncture rcsistance of 0,4 K" was achieved for

canvas but for treated OW Twill, this rcsistance was 0,305 K",

According to the specification of Kaliakoir Bypass, and the properties of' Flexi Drain'

supplied by the contractor, it is seen that puncture resislance is a property of filter

jacket and not the propeny of composite drain as a whole. Specifications require

puncture resistance of greater than 0.10 K" for filter fabric tested as per ASTM 0

4833.88. The results obtained by \1ohy (2005) clearly fulfill the requirements.

Puncture resistance of untreated OW Twill is 0.840 K" and treated OW Twill is 0.305

K:\. both of which are greater than 0.10 K:\. The puncture resistance of'Flexi Drain' is

0.144 K:\ as mentioned in the supplier's manual. In this case. jute PYO clearly fulfills

the requirements of PYO.

4.5.8 Burst Strength

Burst strength is measured by stressing geotextile/jute geotextile such as OW Twill out

of the plane, thereby mobilizing tension until failure occurs. Burst strength can be

measured in two ways. The first method is covered by A5T\1 0 3786 which defines

burst strength as the force or pressure required in rupturing a textile fabric by

distending it with a force applied at right angles to the plane of the fabric. and under

specitied conditions. In this lest an inflatable rubber membrane is used to distol1 the

fabric into the shape of a hel:lisphcre of 30 mm diameler. The diaphragm is expanded

by fluid pressure to the pl)in: of specimen rupture. Bursting of the fabric occurs whcn

no fUl1hcr deformation is possible. The test is widely used for quality control. Anothcr

method uses a largc rectang"lar tcst specimen and deforms it by an undcrlying rubber

membrane. In this test the :,,-~rie remains \'cry closc to plane strain conditions. As such

the pressure \ersus strain ,cs"onse yields a very accurate modulus. But it is a difficult

test to set up and perform. I:: this test method. strength 1:13"be referred both in force

unit (K'\) or pressure unit (:'-'~)~l).

\1ohy (200~) conducted ~"\:::.~i:,trt?llgth lest on variO~I~jute products such as jute.

can\"as. hessian and D\\" T\\:11 bl.)th treated and unlreatL'l-:. :\\'cragc burst strt:ngths of

untre3ted and treated jute ,':"'duc" arc sho\\ n in Figure :'.27, J)\\' Twill pn" ided thc

maximum being 2373 kP" 3:1djute provided the minimum being 1245 kPa out or all

types or untreated samples. '" case of treated samples. ml1xil11umpunelllrc resistance of

2530 kPa was achieved for D\\' Till and 1560 kPa for jute,
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According to the specification of Kaliakoir Bypass, and the properties of Flexi Drain

- supplied by the contractor, it is seen that puncture resistance is a property of filter

jacket and not the property of composite drain system. Specifications require puncture

resistance of greater than 900 K:\ for filter fabric tested as per AST\1 0 3786-80A. The

results obtained by \1ohy (2005) clearly fulfill the requirements. Puncture resistance of

untreated OW Twill is 2373 kPa and treated OW Twill is 2530 kPa, both of which arc

greater than specification. The puncture resistance of Flexi Drain is 950 kPa as

mentioned in the supplier's manual. In this case jute PYD clearly fulfills the

requirements of PYD filter.

4.5.9 Analysis of DW Twill's Test Results

In Chapter Two, required properties of PYD havc been listed from Roads & Highways

Department for Kaliakoir Bypass Road Project. Most of those properties actually meant

for filter jacket. The hydraulic conductivity properties were meant for PYD system as a

whole. In the present research. only the properties related to filtration and hydraulic

conductivity have been investigated. Properties of other requirements arc analyzed

from \Iohy (2005). The complete range of properties are compiled and compared with

the specification as l11emioned.ln addition, set of properties of synthetic PYD i.c. Flexi

Drain is also collected and put side by side for comparison. Thc total comparison is

presented in the Table -1.2. It is sccn that except in-plane discharge rate (nansmissivity).

all the propcrties fulfill the requircments and even with positive margin. It is very

amazing also to note that the test values alien exceed that of the synthetic PY[) like

Flexi Drain. Specification for AOS has been set to be less than 90 micron (0.9 mm).

Synthetic PYD h~s 0.7 ml11whereas jutc PY[) has got the AOS of 0.85 ml11(0.8 I1lm by

\10h, I. Since the ..\05 is ncar the highcr limit. after a passage of timc at usc. soil

piping :,1ay occur and th~ possihility of clogging Of.iU1C PVD lllay arise.

4.6 ,\\"\1.\515 OF TI:\IE-SETTI.E\IE\T PROFILES

Sctt!cj~1('nt j1rnlik:, 1...11':'I)il slurry madc of \!1irpur clay with kno\\11 \\all:r contC"nt \\'as

il1\cstigmed in thc stcel cylindrical tank in three separate phascs. In thc lirst attcmpt.

time-settlement pl\)tilc \\"as obtained \\ ithoUl any usc of vertical draill~. In the SL'cond

phasc. combincd \wtical and radial drainage was obtained with thc placcmcm of
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synthetic PYD in the centre of the tank. In the last phase, combined vertical and radial

drainage was achieved with the_use of jute PYD. Time-settlement results are discussed

in detail in the following sections.

Table 4.2: Comparison of Properties of Synthetic and Jute !,YDs with RHD

Specifications

\ Jute PYDI SyntheticiR8.:HPYD 'Propert- Test,of

! Puncture Resistance, K?\ I Fiher AST'v1 I> 0.10 \ 0.144 \ 0.840

4833-~8 I
I

Burst Strength, K:\ Filter AST'v1 I> 900 i 950 (kPa) 2373 (kPa)
!

3786-80 A

Discharge Capacity at 7 Compos AST'v1 > 500 >2500 466.74

days. 200 kPa at ite Drain 4716-87

hydraulic Gradient of

1.0. m3/year

Equivalent Diameter. Compos d,=2(b-t)/;: > 50 65.70 61.75

111m ite Drain
.._---_._- - _. ----~---_.- ------- --~,- - - - ._._-_._-- ----_.- ----"

: Properties

, Jacket 8.: Core ! ies of Designation : Spccificat- ' PYD I
,

I
I

,

, i
i ions Flexi Drain I

,
1 Apparent Opening Size, i Filter AST'v1 1<90 75 \ 85

I
I

,

:f.lrn 4751-37 ! I
, I, ,

Grab Tensile Strength. Filter AST'v1 I> 0.35 0.50 0.929 ('v1D) I

\K:--< , 4632-91 I 0.75 (X'v1D)
I

Trapezoidal Tear I Filter AST'v1 > 0.10 :\ot 0.464 (MD) I

I
I

Strength, K:--: I 4533-91 mentioned 0.153 (X'v1D) I

4.6.1 Time-Settlement l'rnlile without Vertical Draios

Soil slurry \\as mud..:- in 111\..' l:: ••'chanicalmixing n~2chin(' and suhsequently poured in the

:;tccl tank. \Vatcr contcJl1 \\~l:, kcpt 5(Yo below the liquid limit i.c. _U.3S
1
%. Soil slurry

was poured in such a \\'a;; S('l th~Hno air or vacuum remained in the slurry. I-leight l,r
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soil slurry was kept to 825 mm. The density achieved after filling the steel tank was

]6.51 Ki\/m3
• Since the bottom of the tank was closed. s,'stem allowed one-way

drainage only. After shear strength was measured by vane shear apparatus. surcharge

load of27.406 kPa was applied.

Settlement readings were noted by two dial gauges and also by two measuring tapes

fixed previousiy i,~the tank. Settlement was observed for 28 days. To comp?re thc3e

observed results of settlement in the steel tank with the settlement that should have

occurred theoretically. first a time-settlement profile has been developed with the

consolidation parameters (Cc• C. eo. clay iayer thickness) which is shown in the Tablc

4.3 and Fig. 4.28. Then a time-settlement profile has been drawn with the observed

settlement readings. Finally the theoretical settlement (Terzaghi) and observed

senlemcnt in :~e laborat"ry are compared by plotting them in the same graph which is

shown in the Figure 4.29.

The mathematical sample calculations for theoretical settlement are shown in the

Appendix C. It is seen that the total settlement (U = ]00%) of clay layer thickness of

825 mm at a surcharge of 27.406 kPa would be 44.68 n1l11.Also from the Figure 4.28,

theoretical settlement for 28 days is calcu]ated to be 25.73 mm which is actually 57.6%

of total settlement. On the other hand. from the time-scttlement observations in the

laboratory. it is secn that the total settlement occurred in 28 days is 25.82 mm. So, the

actual average degree of consolidation is 57.80%. From the time settlement profile it is

seen that initially the ac!Ual settlcment was more than the theoretical settlement but

later on the actual settlement cune without vertical drains became natter than the

theoretical cuneo

Vane shear ap?arntus Ivas used to measure shear strength bet(xe and alier the surcharge

load was applied. The results of lane shear tests have alre"dy been shown in the

Appendix 13. It is seen that she"r strength was 6.0 I kpa before consolidation scttlement

and 8.95 kPa "ftcr the remolal of surcharge. The gain in shear strength was 47%. In

this lest. quam:l)' of expulsed "!!ler was nOI mcasured but "!'IC:' content was lound out

ofthc soil slur:'1 before and alier the application of surcharge. Thc lesl "as started with

..f3.~S°-oor \\'a:;:r contcll1 :llld ~:tkrth~ test. the water contcnt :"cduc('d to 40.580/0. The

1"C5Uh5of\\a1c:'" contel1! dCILTllli!~:ltinn is sho\\J1 inl\ppcndi.\ B ~:ndtht: relation hetween

reduction or "alr.:r content ~md reduction in the soil slurry :lcighl is shown in the

Appendix C.
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4.6.2 Time-Settlement Profile with Synthetic PVD

After dismantling the settlement test program of the first phase. steel tank was cleaned

and greased. Measuring tapes were again fixed. The same soil with known water

content was used to prepare soil slurry for the second phase of the test. In this test.

synthetic PYD was placed vertiea!!y :It the centre of the tank. EIToI1s were taken to

maintain same initial water content of the soil slurry as likc first phase of the test.

Pouring of slurry was done in the same way as previous phasc of the test to achieve

same density in the tank. The tank was filled up to the height of 825 lilm. Initial water

content and shear strength were found out as usual. Same surcharge of 27.406 kPa was

applied and settlement readings were recorded for 28 days. After that the loads wcre

removed and again water content and shear strength wc,c determined. Actual

settlement of 29.28 mm took place in the steel tank so that the aClUala\'erage degree of

consolidation became 65.53% in 28 days.

4.6.2.1 Theoretical Settlement Profile with Synthetic !,VD

When PYD is used, there are two components of consolidation, namely; one-way

(veltical) drainage and radial drainage. The contribution of one-way drainage (C,) in

this ease is same as that of previous phase (57.6%). For calculating radial drainage.

equal strain ease has been considered becausc surch:;rge applicd at the .top was

distributed equally by placing a perforatcd rigid steel pla:e and consequently settlement

was same all over. Again. since synthetic PVD was hur,g before pouring the slurry in

the steel tank. there was no smear at the boundary of the drain well. It is also assumed

that coefficient of consol:datioi1 in the radial direction ICo) is samc as coeftieient of

consolidation in the vertical direction (C).

Since only one synthetic PYO has been used in the cen::,' of the tank of diameter 502

mll1. diamcI('r of int111cllc(, circle (d-: or D) is also wken .:.~50~ 111m. Lsing Eq. (2.21).

time facwr in the radi2! Jirection (T~) for 28 ua::, ~'('(om('~ 0.7088. Taking into

consider~tion the width ""d thickness 0 I'the synthetic 1'\';). the degree of consolidution

due to rndial drainage (L:) b('comcs 98.610/0. Finall: :he simultaneous theoretical

average degree of consolidation due to \"cnicul and r~\lk:~drain~\gc is 99.-+ 1(Yo. \\'hcn.:a~

65.53% settlemcll1 aClUal1~wok place.
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In the first phase, without any use of vertical drain, total settlement occurred in 28 days

was 25,82 mm. In the second phase. with synthetic PYD used in-soil; 25.82 mm

settlement took place in 16.8 days. :\ow settlement for 16.8 days is analyzed. In 16.8

days, theoretical vertical average degree of consolidation (uv) is 45.54% and radial

average degree of consolidation is 92.33%. So, the combined theoretical average degree

of consolidation comes out to be 95.82%, ,.•..hereas i~16.3 days actual average degree

of consolidation occurred 57.8%. The comparison among the observed settlements with

synthetic PYD and theoretical settlement with synthetic PYD is presented in the Figure

4.30. Therefore. test results of actual settlement in the steel tank differ with the

theoretical settlement as calculated with the parameters found from oedometer test and

physical properties of steel tank and synthetic PYD.

-1.6.2.2 Gain in Shear Strength after Consolidation with Synthetic PVD

The results of vane shear tests have already been shown in the Appendix B. It is seen

that shear strength was 5.86 kPa before consolidation settlement and 9.11 kPa alier the

removal of surcharge. The gain in shear strength was 55.46%. An atlempt was made to

conduct un~onfined compression test on consolidated soil slurry alier the removal of

surcharge. Due to soft consistency of slurry. preparation of specimens was difficult.

From three specime,,;. the average unconfined compressive strcngth (qo) obtained was

12.3 kPa. As a result. shear strength ,,'as 6.15 kPa (qj2). This shear strength "as lower

than that obtained by vane shear test. This difference in the shear strength value might

have happened due 10 the very soft consistency of clay which was acwally not suitable

for unconlined compression test.

In this test. quanti!: of c:\jJulscd \\3:':1' \\'as not meas.ured but water content \\'as j'cHlI1d

oUll,flhc :,oil ~lllrJ"\ heron.: and after the application of surcharge. Th.: test \\as started

\\ ith -+3.32(~/ol~f \\~ltL:. contcnl and a1':('r the test (28 days) the waler c;.)ntC'I1t reduced 10

39.970;;:). Thl.? rC~lIlt~ or \\,Her content tktcrmination is ShO\\l1 in ;\p;1endi:'\ B and the

reJ~~::I..'nbct\\l't:1l rcL!.~:ctiOJ1 or \\,ltcr content and reduction in the soil slurry height arc

sho\\ n in lh~;\pp~ndi:\ C.
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4.6.3 Time-Settlement Profile with Jute PVD

After dismantling the performance test of second phase. steel tank was cleaned and

greased. Y1easuring tapes were re-fixed. The same soil with known water content was

used to prepare soil slurry for the third phase of the test. In this test. jute PYO was

placed vertically al the centre of the tank. Efforts were taken to maintain same initial

water content of the soil slurry. Pouring of slurry was done in the same way as first and

second phases of the test to achieve same density in the tank. The tank was filled up to

the height of 825 mm. Ihltial water content and shear strength were found out as usual.

Same surchzrge of 27.406 kPa \\as applied and settlement readings were recorded for

28 days. After that the loads were removed and again water content and shear strength

were determined. Actual settlement of 30.62 mm took place in the steel tank so that the

actual average degree of consolidation became 68.53% in 28 days.

4.6.3.1 Theoretical Settlement Profile with Jute PVD

When PYD is used. there are two components of consolidation. namely; one-way

(vertical) drainage and radial drainage. The contributic:l of one-way drainage in this

settlement is 57.6% which is same that occurred in the first phase of the test without

vertical drains. For calculating radial drainage. equal strain case has again been

considered because surcharge applied at the top was distributed equally by placing a

perforated rigid steel plate and consequently settlement \\"as same allover. Again. since

drain was hung before pouring the slurry in the steel tank. there \\as no smear at the

boundary of the drain weli. It is also assumed that coefficient of consolidation in the

radial direction (C,) is same as coefficicnt of consolidation in the vertical direction

(e). Since only one !,YO has been used in centre of the tar:k of diamcter 502 mm.

diameter of inlluence circle (d, l'r D) is also taken as 502 mm. Lsing Eq. (2.21) timc

i:,elOr in the radial cirection IT,I \"15 same (0.7088) as test \\i;:l synthetic PVD. Taking

into consideration lh.' \\"idth ~:ndthickness of the jute PVD. ti1C degree of cons olicati Oil

due to radial drainage (L,) beel)mes 98.33'Yo. Finally the simultaneous theoretical

~1\L'ragc degn:e of el'nsolidmillil ~~ucto vertical and radii.li dr~:i;~~lgeis 99.29%. \\hcre~!s

ihe actual settlcment took pl<1((, b 68.53°/u.

In the first phase. without an: tbt.' of vcrtical drain. total settk:llent occurred in 28 days

\,",IS 25.82111111. In the third phast: \\"ith jute PVJ) used in-soil: 2:'.82 mm settlement took
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place in 14.75 days. After 14.75 days, theoretical vertical average degree of

consolidation (U,) is 42.36% and radial degree of consolidation is 88.45%. So. the

combined theoretical average degree of consolidation comes out to be 93.34%. whereas

actual average degree of consolidation occurred 57.8%. The comparison among the

observed settlement with jute PYD and theoretical settlement with jute PYD is

presented in the Figure 4.31. It is seen that, test results of actual settlement in the steel

tank differ with the theoretical settlement as calculated with the parameters found from

oedometer test and physical properties of stecl tank and jute PYD.

~.6.3.2 Gain in Shear Strength after Consolidation with Jute PVD

The results of vane shear tests have already been shown in the Appendix B. It is seen

that shear strength was 5.82 kPa before consolidation settlement and 9.24 kPa after the

removal of surcharge. The gain in shear strength was 58.76%. Cnconfined compression

test on consolidated soil slnrry after the removal of surcharge was conducted. From

three specimens. the average unconfined compressive strength (qu) obtained was 13

kPa. As a result. shear strength \las 6.5 kPa (qj2). This shear strength was lower than

that obtained through vane shear test. This difference in the shear strength value might

have happened due to the very soft consistency of clay which \las actually not suitable

for unconfined compression test. In this test. quantity of expulsed water was not

measured but \later content \las found out of the soil slurry before and after the

application of sl:tcharge. The test was started with 43.29% of \later content and after

:he test (28 days) the water content reduced to 39.82%. The results of water content

,'ctennination is shown in A;)pcndix B and the relation bet\leen reduction of water

('ontel11 and reduction in the sCI!l slurry height are shown in the .~\ppendix C.

-L7 lJlSCCSSlO~S O~ T1srs RESCLTS

..L7.1 Consolidation Paral11('t('r~

r1lrL'Cilnponant parametcrs \)01aincd rr0111 OCdOIl1CICr tl'~t~ln:initial void ratil) (cll).

Lllmpression index (Col and e,'cfliciem of consolidation tCl. The initial void ratio

ILllllldout from this test is 1.30 \I hieh is a reasonable value IL1rclay soil. It has already
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been shown in the previous section that c, value of 4.43 mm2/min (2.33 m2/year) is well

within the range for remolded clay. But the c, value of 0.12 does not fully corrcspond

to some correlations based on liquid limit such as given by Tcrzaghi & Peck and othcrs.

Also c, value of clay soil of Dhaka is usually 0.17 and above. This value is less than

those values. Soil sample for oedometer test was taken !i'om soil slurry made for

settlement test in the steel tank. The dcgree of saturation (wG/eo) of that sample was

90%. Though saturation was again applied in the oedometer for 24 nours. it was not

enough to get 100% saturation. One of the main assumptions of Terzaghi's one

dimensional consolidation test is that soil should bc 100% saturated. So. the c, value

obtained from test lias not a fully accurate parameter. Usually. oedometer test in the

laboratory is carried out with a loading range of 25 kPa to 800 kl'a. But in this test

loading range was 10 kPa to 200 kPa which yielded a c, value at working stress range.

4.7.2 Properties of ,Jute PVD Versus Required Specifications

The complete ccmparison has already been prescnted in the Table 4.2. Almost all the

requirements such as physical propenies. mechanical strength. and hydraulic

conductivity capabilities as found out in this research and those obtained by \1ohy

(2005). clearly conform to the requirements. In some of the propcrties. jute PVD

provides c,"en better performance than synthetic I'VD such as flexi Drain. In the jute

I'VD. it is seen that .-\OS (0.85 mm) is near to the maximum limit «0.90 mm). Flexi

Drain has got AOS l'fO.7 mm. The implication is that. larger pore spaces would allow

larger particles to intr'lde along with the flow of pore lIater. It lIill eventually cause soil

piping in the drain-llell and also tend to clog during the process of drainage. Again in-

plane discharge eap",ity of PVD system as a whole at hydraulic gradient of 1.0 in one

year tim.:' :,:('cd to be morc than 500 m3/year. In this casco Flcxi Drain supersedes the

requircmclOt b, ~ ti':',5 (>2500 m'/year). II hcreas. jlltc I'VD t,dls short Qf specilicatinn

\\'hich is -.+66.7..+nr' ~;?ar. To 0\ (,1'COl11C this situation. the design change iI': the jlHc PVD

manUnll'wring is 1l('C'..:cd.The t('st sample of jute PVD includes -+ coconut coil' ('\)n:s. In

the in-pb.:,c i'I,.Tnh:~:'~'iiity.core acwally conveys th.: Iluids. So. to Cl'l1fnrm to thL'

spccilicatiIJ:1_ jute P'"l) :nay havc 5 or 6 cores or Iargcr diameter ..:orcs \\hi..:h \\iil

increase thL'hydraulic conductivity. In this tcst. J)W Til ill i.e. tiltcr fabric ofjutc I'VJ)
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was untreated. Treatment with bitumen or chemicals reduces the pore spaces or pore

sizes. For the AOS specification, any amount of treatment will reduce the pore sizes.

4.7.3 Theoretical Settlement (One-Dimensional) Calculation

Cc value and initial void ratio obtained from oedometer test were used to calculate the

total settlement under surcharge load III the steel tank. On the other hand, time-

settlement profile was obtained from c,_ value obtained from the same test. The

accuracy of sealement calculation is directly related to these values along with effectivc

overburden pressure. In the calculation of effective overburden pressure. unit weight of

water ("(,,_9.81 K'\/m3) was deducted ii-om unit weight of soil slurry. It would be

accurate if soil would be 100% saturatcd. It has already been mentioned that degree of

saturation of soil slurry placed unde~ scalement test was 90%. So the total sealement

calculated with these values did not give accurate result.

4.7.4 Settlement without Vertical Drains

In the first phase. time-sealement profile was obtained under 27.406 kPa surcharge and

there \\as no \enical drains used. It is scen from Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29 that at 28

cays. actual sealemcnt (57.8%) is S2mc as theoretical scalement (57.6%) and aner that

actual settlel11cm curve became !laaer than theoretical onc. From beginning of thc test

up to 28 da, s. actual scalement was marc than the theoretical sealemen\. To explain

this issue. the case of degree of saturation and effective o\Trburden pressure again can

be conside~ed. Besi,ks. issuc of soil slurry density can be used in explaining the pattern

of the aClll~!l Cline. In ali phases. efforts \\CIT taken to achieve similar density in the

scnlcmcnl t~!nk\\hich \\:!~ 16.51 1<\/111";. But during pouring the slurry in the tank. it

~scd to be l)h:,('r\ cd that ~l!lenair \"HellUIll ll~edto remain in the slurry. Llldcr surcharge

load this ~!ir \ nid~ tend:, to dissipate EI:,tcr than pore water. So. initially actual

scalement \\01, quicker than theorc;;e,1l ,ettkmenl. At the top of the soil slurry. sand

"Janke! of 25 to 30 111m.a geotextik byeI' Itlr liltration and a perforate(, steel plme it)!'
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distribution of load were used. This filter and sand blanket also provided some faster

settlement that was not considered in the.9retical scttlement calculation.

~.7.5 Settlement with Synthetic PVD

Actual settlement without vertical drains and actual settlement with synthetic PVD after

28 days were 57.8% and 65.53% respectively. Within the same period. theoretical

settlement \lith synthetic PVD should have been 99.41 %. The equation used to

calculate the radial drainage was actually developed for sand drains and adapted by

Hansbo (1979) for PVD where he included number of factors such as drain spacing,

Sl11e~r and crain-well resistance. It was assumed that sand's permeability W3S

unlimited. But here in this test, synthetic PVD did not allow infinite permeability.

Though, smear \I'as avoided in the test, drain internal resistance and clogging could not

be controlled. Another. reason might be the under-utilization of drainage capacity (In-

plane permeability) because of limited filtration capacity (cross plane permeability).

~,7.6 Settlement with Jute I'VD

Settlemcnt \lith thc use of Jute PVD was less than that was supposcd. to occur

theoretically lCl':nbined vcrtical and radial) but was more than thc settlcment that

occurrcd wit~ot:: any vcnical drains. Settlement with jute PVD was 68.53%. AftCI'28

days. withol:t \ enical drains. settlement was 57.8%. But if we consider the radial

drainage. se::let::ent should have been 99.29%. The equation used to calculate the

radial drain2~e \las actually developed far s:md drains and adapted by Hansbo (1979)

for 1'VD \lhe;'e ,:e included number of facwrs such as drain spacing. smear 2nd drain-

\\ell rcsistar02c. ~: \\as assumed that sand"s p.:rmcability \\as unlimited. The sl.,itlcmcnts

:hat OCCtllTC'(: in :8 days for both jute PVD ~lIld synthetic PVD \\'t~I"C vcry c!l)sC'. It is

seen that as :~lr~;;:;drainage capability is concc:rncd. jute PVD rather providcs a bcttc:"

performance. Ti::oe-senlemcnt profiles of \I ith,"lt \ cnical drains. \lith synthctic I'VI)

and with jute 1'\'1) arc prescnted in the Figurc .1.32. It is scen thatjutc 1'VI) accelcratcd

the scnlcmcl1\ more than the synthetic I'VD though in-plane discharge capacity of
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synthetic PVD IS five times more than jute PYD. This issue may be explained as

synthetic PVD having under-utilized in-plane discharge cap~city. Filtration criterion

(09;) of synthetic I'VD was conservative than jute PYD. So pore water flow Ihrough

jute PVD was more than synthetic PVD. However, longevity and durability of jute

PVD in saturated condition is not tested. Since the use of vertical drains may be

required fo~ ,ix months 10 2 years, jute PVD with required trcatment will function as

demanded.

4.8 ECO:'iO:vIIC FEASIBIL TY OF L'SI:'iG Jl,;TE I'VD

Properties of jutc PVD jacket, core and I'VD as a single system have been investigated.

Physical. mechanical and hydraulic properties as obtained from the laboratory

investigations are satisfactory to meet thc requirements outlined in the specifications of

Government organizations like Roads and Highways Department of Bangladesh.

Shortfall in the technical requirements can easily be met up through redesign and

reinvestigation. '.;ow. cconomic feasibility needs to be studied for its acceptance by the

users.

4.8.1 Case Analysis

In Bang •.•,:esh. usually intercity highwa\; arc 17m (60 feet) widc at top surface. These

highway, are constructed mer raised embankment which is actually underlain by soft

soil in IL'st parts of its alignmcnt. Again the height of such embankment varies from I

m to as ','gh as 10111in somc locations. In this analysis. depth of cll111prcssiblc laycr is

conside:'e.' 111 be I(I m. Lsually. in an ul,reinforced cmbankmcnt. side slope of 1\':211 is

used. I:" ;.':~1bankmcnt is :'cinforccd "iih synthetic or jute gcou.?:\:ilcs. :hcn slope of

1V: III ,.," safcly ~e cmployed. In this case swdy. both types of side slopes "ill be

cOllsidc:'~~~ and hci~ht 1.)1'embankment \\ ill be t2.;';'cn as 4111. 6m and Sm. S: nthctic PVI)

such '" ','k~i Drain' has been used in the Kaliakoir Bypass Road. I'he presel1l COSIof

'FIc~i J)~.lin pCI'metre is lillk more than Tk. 100.
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Jute PVD which has been used in the laboratory investigation was prepared in the then

Adamjee jute Mills in 1998. Required expertise and machineries were available in thilt

time and cost per metre was approximately Tk. 10. However. this cost estimate is not

documented anywhere. but verbally learned from the individuals engaged in the

preparation of jute PVD in that time. With the inflation in almost all the sectors, this

price of jute products \\ould al,o be mucl1 more than that. For estimating the latest cost.

sample of rVD has been prepared in Latif Sawany Jute :Y1illsin Demra, Dhaka in July

2008 under the direction of SJMC. Due to non-availability of stitching machine and

expertise, the job could not be undertaken very easily. However: one piece of sample

has been prepared by that mills and estimated cost for I m was Tk. 43.79. BJ\1C high

officials were contacted about the cost of newly made jute PVD. It was clarified from

thcm that this product was not commcrcially produced. Thc cost which has been

estimated by Latif Sa\\ any Jutc :Y1illsincludes not only the raw matcrials and labour

cost, but also the power. establishment. and other overhead cost. So, when commercial

production of this item will bc taken. its cost will no way cross Tk. 35 per metre.

However, conservatively this cost per metre can be considered as Tk. 45.

In an embankment of 8 m height with side slope of IV:2H having roadway of 17 m will

require 48 numbers of PVD at the bottom. Spacing of P\'D has been sct to be 1m ccntre

to centre. If side slope is madc stecper i.e. Iv: IH with soil rcinforcement. then 3\

numbers will be required. For I km length of embankment. total 48.000 and 31.000

numbers of PVD of lOin long (depth). will be required in case of IV:2H and Iv: I H
side slope respectivcly. Cost per number of Flcxi Drain \\'ill be Tk. J 000. So. total cost

of synthetic PVD for I km embankment of 8m high (I V:2H) becomes Tk.

4.80.00.000/-. For the same case. if jute I'VD is used. total cost will be Tk.

2.16.00.000/-. This actu~lIy offers a cost saving of 55%. Figurc 4.33 and Figure 4.34

shOll' the estimate of 1'\'0 quantity and cost comparisC'n of synthetic rVD II ith jute

I'VD per km of cmbankJ::cnt.

4.8.2 Other Benefits of.lutc I'VI)

b.:ol1omic benefit ofusicg PVD. he it s:lllhetic or natur:!! tibn~. is dinicult to estimate.

l;se l,f I'VJ) acceleratcs consolidation. thereby reduces p,'ojcct duration. It sans hoge



amount of money by saving time. It tries to eliminate post construction settlements

thereby also eliminate future serviceability problems of structures. The cost of PYD

cel1ainly is less than that would be incurred in future duc to non-use of PYD during

initial construction. Since synthetic PYD has been used in many countries of the world

including Bangladesh. its economic feasibility is already established. As far as cost

eff~cti\'eness is concerned. jute PYD is preferred to synthetic PYD as is already seen in

the calculation above. Jute is a biodegradable natural fibre. Still it can be treated as per

required designed life. Considering the worldwide concern on environment, jute PYD

can be a better option in meeting the environment preservation requirements. Finally,

Bangladesh needs to spend her limited foreign exchange to procure synthetic PYD from

abroad. Jute PYD in this case becomes a viable option to reduce the import of synthetic

materials



Table 4.3: Theoretical Time Settlement (Terz.'lghi's One-Dimensional Tbeory)

Clay Cv Total Time. Time I Deg of Settlement,
Layer ITIm1/mi Settle- mm Faetor.Tv= Consolid. mm. 0

I
Thickness, n mentl mm Cv*t/I-I" ation L(%)

mm
E25.00 ~A3 44.68 I 0 I 0 I 0 0
825.00 4.43 44.68 I 5 I 3.251 E-05 I 0.6 0.79 I
825.00 4.43 44.68 I 10 I 6.501 E-05 I 0.9 I 0.41 I
825.00 4.43 44.68 I 20 I 0.00013 I 1.3 0.57 I

I

825.00 4.43 44.68 I 40 ,
0.0002601 I 1.8 I 0.81 II

825.00 4.43 44.68 I 60 I 0.000390 I ! 7.2 I 1.00 ,
825.00 4.43 44.68 I 120 I 0.0007802 I 3.2 I 1.41 I
825.00 4.43 44.68 I 240 I 0.0015603 I 4.5 I 1.99 I

825.00 4.43 44.68 i 480 I C.0031207 , 6.3 2.82 i
I I I I

.-
825.00 4.43 44.68 1440 0.00'.1362 10.9 4.88 ,

825.00 4.43 44.68 I 2880 I 0.018724 15.4 I 6.90 I,
825.00 4.43 44.68 I 4320 0.028086 18.9 8.45 :
825.00 4.43 I 44.68 I 7200 I 0.0468099 24.4 10.91 I
825.00 4.43 I 44.68 I 8640 I 0.0561719 26.7 11.95
825.00 4.43 44.68 10080 I 0.0655339 28.9 12.91
825.00 4.43 44.68 I 11520 I 0.0748959 30.9 I 13.80
825.00 4.43 44.68 I 12960 I 0.0842579 32.8 I 14.63
825.00 I 4.43 44.68 I 14400 I 0.0936198 34.5 I 15.43
825.00 I 4.43 44.68 I 17280 I 0.1123438 37.8 I 16.90
825.00 I 4.43 I 44.68 I 20160 i 0.1310678 40.9 I 18.25

I 825.00 4.43 44.68 I 23040 I 0.1497917 43.7 I 19.51
I 825.00 I 4.43 44.68 I 27360 I 0.1778777 47.6 I 21.26,

825.00 4.43 44.68 30240 I 0.1966017 50.0 22.35
825.00 4.43 44.68 33120 0.2153256 52.4 23.39
825.00 4.43 44.68 34560 0.2246876 I 53.4 23.87

I 825.00 4.43 4H8 37440 0.2434116 55.5 24.81
825.00 "+.43 44.68 40320 0.2621355 57.5 25.71
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Figure 4.19: Transmissivity of Single Layer DW Twill at 20 kPa
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CHAPTERS

CO~CLUSIONS AND RECOMME;\DATIONS

5.1 GE~ERAL

The main ebjective of the study was to investigate the feasibility of developing and

using jute based PVD in accelerating the consolidation rate of soft soil under

preloading technique. In doing so. properties of clay samples collected from a location

of a link ~0ad project connecting Zia Colony (opposite to Hotel Rad:ss~n \Vater

Garden) aJd Vlirpur Cantonment. Dhaka. have been investigated in thc SUET

Geotechnic::! Laboratory . .Jute PVD has been developed by BJRI and prepared with the

help of SJ\1C that incorporate four coconut coil' cores enveloped with two layers of

DW Twill. a type of woven jutc product. Settlement under preloading has been

observed u:1der three phases such as without vertical drains. with synthetic PVO and

with jute 1'\'0. Observed data has been analyzed to evaluate the feasibility of jute PVD.

5.2 CO~CLL'DI~G RL\1ARKS

5.2.1 Indcx Propcrties of\lirpur Clay

Thc prescc swdy from the beginning. attempted to investigate the basic pr~;,crties of

soft Vlirpc~ Clay. Index propcrties like Atterberg limits. speeilic gravity. water contcnt.

panicle-size distriblllion etc were found out following standard test procedures. Grain

size distri~~:tion sho\\cd that 53% were c13y. 42~) wcre silt and .5% were 5and in the

soil samp:e. Soil is c!a"ilied as silty clay according w thc L.S. Dcpartment of

Agriculture. AHerberg limits included I.L of -18.4%. PI. of 20.8 and PI of 27.6%.

According :,' unified soil classification sy>:em (LSCS). soil is classilied as Cl. which

means ine:-:;anic cl<~:~ \\ ilh len\ to I11cdil:m cOll1prl's~ibi!ity. As pcr i\;\S! !TO soil

classificar;,':l system. Sl)il f,i1ls under group of A-7-6 (27), The tcst programmc also

included cetcrmination of natural watcr content (wJ and field unit \lcight (,J and the

results obt.tined \lere 38.3% and 16.9 k:\/n,.' respectively. Spccilic gravit) of the soil

\53



sample was obtained to be 2.7. All of these results confirmed the soft consistency of

collected sample.

5.2.2 Consolidation Parameters of :\1irpur Clay

Test programme included investigation of consolidation parameters of Mirpur Clay.

Oedometer test was performed with a low to medium stress levels, i.e. 10, 20. 40. 100

and 200 kPa as the preloading stress in the settlement tank was low i.e. 27.406 kPa.

Compression index (C,) was obtained to be 0.12 whereas; coefficicnt of consol id~tion

(C,) was 4.43 mm"/min. The same test provided initial void ratio (eo) of 1.3. With

various cmpirical correlations of Co, Cv and Atterberg Limits devcloped by earlier

researchers, the soil consistency was verified to bc soft.

5.2.3 Cndrained Shear Strengths of Clay Sample

Shear strength was not determined on undisturbed sample. It ,,'as determined with vane

shear apparatus on remolded soil slurry which was also used for perfonnance test.

Cneonfined compression stre::£th was found out for remolded soil slurry after the

unloading of surcharge. Shear strength and unconfined compression strength of

remolded soil slurry were 5.5-9.5 kPa and 12-13 kPa (only after removal of surcharge)
""'_~'''._.''' .....• '. ""' '. ' • ,- " • C"' •.••.... -. ' .. _C __ ~l .- .•, .....•p••••• , ••..• ). "1\ •. "'" u.....n ..•...'lUll" "VlllllllI"'U llla~ .J1'" ••.•...•" •.•••.•••••••••••.• V' -'''-'Ii ••...•..••••.••• "'VI~.

5.2.4 Properties of Synthetic I'VD

\0 laboratory investigations on synthetic I'VD were carried out to find au! physical.

mechanical and hydraulic conductivity characteristics. But in-50i! performance test 011

synthetic PVD was conducted. For compliance with the rcquir~mcnts set by the USCI'

organizations. PYD needs to be t;:~tcd. 11()\\en~r. for ~lJ1alyzillg its in-soil performance

::nd comparing "ith jute I'\'D. test properties ba\ e bec'n collected from ihe

manut'lcturcr of synthetic PVD. 'Flexi Drain'. a type l,f s\ nthetie I'VD has been used in

the test \\"hich has fulfilled ~:ilthe criteria set in the spccilicatil,n or Roads and

Iliglmays Dcpal1mel1t of Bangbksb.
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5.2.5 Properties of Jute PVD

Jutc PYD has not been manufactured for commercial marketing. PYD samples were

prcpared in Bangladesh for research purposes by Kabir et al. (1994). Abdullah et al.

(1994) and Prodhan (1994) etc. Lee et al (1989) also developed the same samples in

Sing~pore. For the present study jute PYD was prepared by BJMC which was not put

under test. Samples prepared previously at Adamjee Jute Ylills were collected and

tested.

Tests on jute PYD covered a range of physical, mechanical and hydraulic conductivity

characteristics. These tests are intended to investigate properties of both filter jacket

made of DW Twill and in-built jute PYD system. Only the hydraulic conductivity tests

were intended for investigating PYI) ;ystem performance whereas physical and

mechanical tests were needed for filter jacket made of DW Twill. In the present study,

tests to find out thickness, apparent opening (AOS), permittivity (cross-plane

permeability) and transmissivity (in-plane permeability) were conducted. Test results

for complete range of specification are available in the \Vork of Mohy (2005) and some

of the test results have been '-'sed directly from that research \Vork. Thickness of single

DW Twill was found out to be 2.38 mm which was \Veil within the range. AOS was

found in this study to be 0.85 mm and that of \10hy was 0.8 mm. But the actual

requirement \Vas that the AOS should be less than 0.9 mm.

Transmissivity test has been conducted on filter fabric as single DW Twill and also on

PYD system as a whole. In the first casco discharge rate through single D\\' Twill at

20.0 kPa normal Stress was l'Cry low (flow ratc 1.7XIO' m)/s and transmissivity

1.7XIO'6 m'/s-m). In-plane discharge rate of PYD system 2S a whole at a hydraulic

gradient of 1.0 was found out to be 466.74 m3/year but the specification required a

\alue of more than 500 1l1~/:cnr. Grab tensile strength. :rapezoidal tear strength.

puncture resistance and burst strength were also included in ::,c ~pt.'cification. The test

re"l1t> ofthe>e properties arc take!1 fr"m \1011y (2005) and e,':>1pare(!. It is seen that the

te,t results "n DW Twill regarding these properties fullill the speeitieations and also. to

n1l'st extent. match in pamlkl with that of "Flexi I),."in', Synthetic !,YI) provides

e,,:ellent hydraulic LOnductil'ity in the in-plane flow 1\ hie;: is el en fiye times more

than thc requircment. Jutc !'VI) 1:111sshort in this regard.
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5.2.6 Soil Settlement without Vertical Drains

Thc main part of the study encompasses the in-soil performance test of jute PYD and

compare with that of synthetic I'YD. To prepare a base line of time-settlement

(theoretical) profile. consolidation parameters (Cc• C. eo, He) and time duration of 28

days have been considered. In the development of this profile, (mly the one-way

drainage has been considered according to Terzaghi's theory of one dimensional

consolidation. To conduct the performance test in the laboratory, a cylindrical steel tank

of930 mm height and 502 mm diameter was fabricated along with other accessories. In

the first phase of the test, soil slurry of the test clay was prepared with mechanical

mixer with controlled water content. Afier pouring the slurry in the tank. density and

r.eight of clay byer thickness (825 mm) was measured and recorded. Surc~arge of

27.406 kPa was applied and settlement reading taken for 28 days after that the system

\Vas dismantled. Settlement reading with time duration was plotted and the resulting

time-settlement profile was compared with that of theoretical (Terzaghi Formula) one.

It is seen that the observed settlement of 25.82 mm in the steel tank and that of

theoretical one were almost same. i.e. 57.8% and 57.5% respectively. But observed

settlement profile was more prominent in the initial stages which showed a flatter trend

later on.

5.2.7 Performance Test with Synthetic PVD

In the second phase of the test. soil slurry with same \Vater content was prepared and

filled in the settlemer:: tank. The density and height of the slurry was maintained as of

previous test. Before :louring the slurry in the tank. synthetic PVJ) was hung vertically

and kept straight. Smear effect "as al'cided. t\ rigid steel plate "as placed at the top to

have equal strain case of radial drainage. Test progressed in the same manner as of first

phase "ith applving ',,,charge "I' equal amount and settlement observed for c8 days ..

The result sho"ed th.': the lOlaI settlement of c9.28 m111took place "hich '''IS 65.53%

of the total settlemen:, Theoretiealil'. settlement due ll) hoth vertical and radi,lI drainage

should h", e heen 99.~ I%. Fro111the pr"file it is also seen that it lOok only 16,8 days to

aehiele the same an:ount of settlement of the lirst phase (:'7.8%). i.e. "ithout the

,"enie,,1 drains.
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5.2.8 Performance Test with Jute PVD

In the third phase of the test. same set up was followed cxccpt that only jute PYD was

used for radial drainage. Watcr content. density, soil slurry height and all other

parameters were identical to thc previous phascs. Same amount of surcharge was

placed and settlement readings \Ver~ recorded for again 28 days. The time-settlement

profile showed that tmal 30.62 mm settlement took place which was 68.53%. It is also

seen that it took only ]4.75 days to achieve thc settlement (57.8%) that took place in

the first phase. But according to the' mathematical computation of simultaneous vertical

and radial drainage condition, the settlement should have been 99.29%. This

incompatibility of test results owe to some factors such as degree of saturation being

90% instead of ]00%. occurrence of soil piping and cloggins the in-plane channel of

the drain etc.

5.3 RECO~L\IE:'iDA TIO:'\S

Based on the findings of the present research, following propsitions arc recommended:

(I) Vertical drains accelerate the consolidation process thereby reduce the project

duration. Due ,0 inherent drawbacks of sand drains. PYD provides a better

alternati\e which is efficient. faster in installation process and cost effective.

'\owadays. syn:hetic PYD is being used in soft soil improvement in Bangladesh

where jute PYD shl'uld be used as a suitable alternathe.

(2) Lse of PYD tar :mproving soft soil is meant for a limited time which may be

6 months to 1112\iml:::l .::.years. ;\ ftcr achieving the purpose of \"cnical drainage. a

PYD ,'ccome; ,(""ndan!. Synthetic PYD which is alrcady being used in

Banglac.:sh is ~...):'::: and is a potential sourcl.? l)f L'l1vironmental degradation.

Based ('n the :',,'se,,: lindings. jute I'YJ) is reClll11l1lendedto be included in the

specili(,~11ions 2.:~...~~c::('dlllc aerates orall concerned gon:rnmcnt organiz:.nions.

(3) Befi.1I'ethe :':111 sealc usc of jutc flVJ) in the s()1i soil improvement. a trial

embankmcnt si:()uk be taken 1'01' a short stretch (,I' 100 to 200 m where its

performance m3\ k tested on <!round, Or<!anizalions likc Roads and Hi<!hwa\s- •... - ~ .
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Department Local Government Engineering Department. City Corporations etc

may take up this S0l1 of initiative and test the feasibility of jute PVD. This

initiati,.e. if found positive, is going to save hard-earned foreign currency and also

rejuvenate the once-famous jute industry in the domestic market.

5.4 RECG:\LVIE:"DATIOl\S FOR FU'Tl.:RE SlTDY

An important aspect of this research was to study the in-soil perform3lice evaluation of

jute PVD. Performance evaluation has been conducted in the laboratory where field

conditions could not be depicted properly. Refinements and improvements in the design

and evaluation ace possible if further studies are carried out in this regard. Foilowing

are some of the scopes that may be accepted for funher study:

(1) It is already seen in the index tests of jute PVD that it falls short in fulfilling

the specification ofPVD in terms of in-plane discharge rate (466.74 m)/year as

against minimum 500 m)/year). Since in-plane discharge rate depends on the

hydraulic conductivity of core/channel. increasing the number of core rope by

one or two will certainly enhance the discharge rate. Another approach may bc

to increase the diameter of thc coconut coil' core. Sample of jute PVD should be

designed and tested with increased number of core rope/ropes or with larger

diameter of core.

(2) Only one type of jute PVD has been testcd for in-soil performance

elalt:ation. Since the AOS was also Icry marginal (0.85 mm as against <0.90

mml. there is likelihood of intiltr'lling larger soil paniclcs in the core and clog

the PVD before its functional lifc. S". jute PVD should be made \I ith variation

in m;:nber l)f core and that of filler tc!brie ha,ing different AOS.

(3) .I,lle PVD made of untreated .i"le product is unlikely to sustai:l a soil-water

en\ i:-;)JlI11Cl1t for mono: than 2.~ 11..' _' mnnths \\ hcreas a flVD :-lwlIld remain

fllI1ctil..)nalminimum for six monti1~. In this caSco trcatmC!H of jute to some

extent is indispensable. Trcatment might reduce the llitration capability of Iilter

fabric made of OW Twill. The present research has been conducted with



untreated product. So, there is of course a need for conducting the same study

with treated jute materials.

(4) Since theoretical formulations regarding vcnical drains are basically related

to sand drains, performance tcst with sand drain may be conducted to be more

confident in comparing the performance test results of synthetic and jute PVD

(5) Cnder preloading technique. removal of surcharge and commencement of

actual construction is delayed until 80% to 90% settlement is achieved. In the

present study, only 69% settlement was achieved in 4 weeks and after that the

set-up was dismantled. Future study in the laboratory should try to conduct

settlement test and continue until 90% settlement is achieved which would give

a better performance evaluation of the test sample.

(6) Due to inherent limitations (clay remolded. smear effect avoided and equal

strain case) of laboratory tests, field performance of jute PVD could not yet be

determined. A full-scale field test with jute PVD alongside a synthctic PVD for

a shOl~strctch of embankment should be llndenaken in future.
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A.I Typical Values of C.

Coefficient of Canso lidalion (C)Scr

'I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Soil

I m"/dav! ~
Boston blue clay(CL) I 0.033 =0.016,
(Ladd & Luscher, 1956)

Organic silt(OH), (Lowe,. 0.00016 - 0.00082

Zaccheo and Feldman, I

i
1964)

Glacial lake clays(CL),: 0.00055 - 0.00074,
. (Wallace and Ono,196.1)

. Chicago silty clay (CL),; 0.00074

(Terzaghi and Peck, 1967) I
I ;

S\\edish medium sensitive' 0.0003 - 0.0006 (Lab)
II clays (CL-CH), (Holtz and 0.0006,
i Broms,1972 I 0.0033(Field)
San Francisco bay 0.0016 - 0.0033

mud\CL)

'vlexico City clay (\1H). 0.0008 - 0.0014

(Lconards and Girault.

I ftl/day
0.33", 0.16

I0.0016 - 0 0082

I 0.0055 - 0.0074

I

I
0.0074

0.003 - 0.006(Lab)

0.006 - 0.033(Field)

I 0.0 I6 - 0.033
I
,

0.008 - 0.OJ4

1961 )

Aftcr COdUIO(c007)
_._------- ._-_ ..------------_ ...._---------
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A.2 Classification of Soil Compressibility

, Ser:\o ! C C__ c_ or __ r_

1 + ell 1 + ell

I Classification

, Very highly compressible

I Moderately compressible
I
, Highly compressible

I Very slightly compressible

I Slightly compressibie

0.20-0.35

, >0.35

I 0-0.05
I 0.05-0.10
I 0.10-0.20

~.

5.

'I.

, ?I _.,,
13.

I
I

i
Cc

For soils that are nonnally consolidated. base the classification on -1-'-. For- ... eo

C
soils that are overconsolidated. base it on -I_r_, Coduto (2007).- eo

A.3 Correlation of Co with LL and Water Content

. c = 0.009(LL-10), for normally consolidated clays, Terzaghi and Peck

(1967) .

. c = 0.007(LL-IO). for remolded clays. Terzaghi and Peck (1967) .

. c = 0.0 hI,. (\\', is the natural water content). for Chicago clays. Azzouz et

al. (: 976) .

• C = 0.0~6(LL.9). l'or Brazilian clays. AZZOllZet al. (1976) .

• C; = 1.21-1.055(e-1.87). for Motlcy clays I<'omSao Paulo City). AZZOllI et

al. I:976}.

• C 0.208e" 0,08.;. il)r Chicago cbys. !I//\)lll ,'t al. (J 9761.

• C 0.0 II '\\c. f,':" organic soils. PCals. etc. ,\1")1I1 ct al. (1976) .

• c. " 0.02,0.01 WI. iClrnatural decp ocean soils. \ace; Cl al. (1975).
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A.4 Typical Values of Specific Gravity (G,)

Ser ';0 Soil Type I Specific
! Gravity(G,),

Il. Gravel I 2.65 - 2.68
I,

2. Sand : 2.65 - 2.68 I
I

J. Silt i 2.66-2.7 I
I

4 Clay ; 2.68 - 2.8 I
, Soils with \1icas ; 2.73 - 3.00 Ior Iron i

I
I

6. Qr;;cnic Soils , Variable but may i,
be under 2.00 ,

! I
After Bowles (1978) & Das, (1985)

A.S Characteristics of Soils with Different Plasticity Indices

I PI?sticity,

Index. 10

Cl~ssifications Dry Strength Visual-\1anual Identifications

of Dry Sample

--~-- -..- --- - -_._------------- ------- ---_._------------- _._ ..---_._-
0-- 3 ';,'nplastic Very 10\\- Falls apart easily

---------_._---------_._------
S:ightly plastic Slight Easily crushcd with fingcrs

Difficult to crush with fingers\1cdiulll
------------_ .._--------- -- _ .•_---- .__ ._--_._------
\'~diulll plastic15 30

._.

>30 f':ghly plastic High Impossible to crush \\ilh

lingers
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A.6: Typical Valucs of \"atural Watcr Contcnt in a Saturatcd Statc

\ Serial :\0 Soil Type :\atural Water

Content (%)

II. Loose uniform sand 25-30

1
2. Dense uniform sand 12-16

! 3. Loose angular-grained silty sand 25

14. Dense angular-grained silty sand 15

I 5. Stiffclay 20
I

16. Soft clay 30-50
!

1
7. Soft organic clay 80-130

18. Glacial till 10

After Das, (1997)

A.7: Commonly Adoptcd Ylcthods for Ir~stalling Vcrtical Drains

- - - -_.
\1ethe,', in \I hich sand
is \\ a~hcd via the jet
pipe ~::.(' not ~uilablc
for I'\'\)s,

------.---_.

~Remarks
!

: A mandrel \vith or
'without a disposable
shoe is used in each
case

without a

Drivino'"Vibration
Pull down(static force)
Washing
Combinations ,)f above
Rotary drill with or

Particular \1cthods

Drilling
\ 1ethl)ds

GrOl:p
Description
Displacement
methods

.'.

Serial
:\0
I.

casing
Rotary auger. including continuous
standard and h,)lIo\\ flight augers
I'crcussive(shcll and auger)
methods. with (H"\\ itholll casing
11~n~auge~.
Rowry wash jet
\\lashed open i..'mkd casing
W~ight~d \I a,,' j~\ head on fle,ibk
hos~. _. --

..\Il~r \ leg'''\!: ~t al (J 98~)
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A.8: Details of Some Band Drains

I Geodrain Polyethylene: Celllilose

I Mebradrain . Polypropylene! Polypropylene

i I Polyester
, I
: Alidrain . Polyethylene I Polyester,

Serial :\0 I Type
III. I Kjellman,

! 2. I PVC
I I, ,
! .).
I

1
4.

I
I 5.

16. I Colbo:1d
i 7. I Hitek

After Hausmann (1990)

i Core material
i
I

: Paper

PVC

Polyester
I

; Polyethylene,

I Filter Y1aterial
I
I Paper
I ]';one
I

I Polyester
I Polypropylene

171

Dimension.

mm
100x3
100x2
95x4

or 95x3

IOOx6
IOOx6
IOOx6
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liy<!n)JlIl'tcr I\llalysis
S"il Sample: e,rey Test No: I
I.oeali",,: :viirpur ea"ll Type oi' Ilydromclcr: 15211
Sample :\0: I Ilydromcler No: 2
Date 01"1 esl: 2(>1112/211118 WI. oi' sample: 511gm
Cr ,1.5
Sp. (jra\'ily, (j~: "2:/ iVlcnisclis Corrcr..;tion,C\l\: 0.5 em
Mulliplier." 1.1>5'( ;.p.(,5« ;..-1 I 11.'188
J)jsPl:l'Sillg l{cagr..;lIt: .I'XI SoluLioll ur Na I k"alllC\aI'IHlsphall:

Percent
Finer~
Re*a* 100/Ws

95.9233------
94.9344-----
9.\.9455- - .~- -
91.9677---
89.001
86.DJ43
82.0787
7G.1453- --- -~-

71.200X
GG.25G3
G0.3229
53.4006~~_.-
37.5182
3D.6559
27.6X92-----
23.7336

---------
Particle
Size(mm)
IH,~(I.!I)

---~---
0.07270
0.05157
(J.(Ll65 'I
0.02604

-----------

O.DI876..
0.0 1342
0.01003---
0.00725
0.00525
0.00380-_._.-
0.00275----
0.00200
0.00122
D.DDII88

.- ---- -

0.00D74--_._--
0.00055---_.-

Value
oi'K

0.013
0.013
O.D 13
0.013---
(J.() 13
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013~----
0.013
D.O 13
O.D 13
(UI 13
O.D 13-----
(.0 13

.. _ .. ..- ...

,ITeetive Corrected
)eplh L Reading
'111 Re .. R-

CrJ.Ct

-,--

7.7 48.5
--_._-

7.75 4X-_._--
7.X ,17.5

. .. ...

7.9 46.5_.--
8.2 45
8.4 43.5
8.X 41.5-----
9.2 3X.5
9.(,5 36- ._-
10.1 33.5~-----
10.6 30.5._---
11.15 27- .
12.,15 I')

1.1 15.5-- --~-_.-"
13.25 14

------ -----
13.6 12 -

52.5
52
51

'\9.5
4X-,~-- --

46
4J

,ID.5

53

38
35

31.5
23.5

2D
18.5
16.5

..

Reading I
i\ lier I
Meniscus c
Correction
R Ra-Cm

I !Jate I Time i I-.lapsed i Room II)'dro
: t il11l: t I Temp Reading

I
,
; (mill) I "l' RaI !i

I
i

221i 19/02/0X i

9: I I I D.25 i 52.5
i 19/02/08

,
22\ 52\'): I I 0.5 i

1')/112/118 I): 12 1 ,
22i 51.5\

I ')/02/DX I): 13 . 21 22 50.5 I
19/112/08 'I: 15 'I i 22 '19
I 'J/02/08 '): I ') 8 22 ,17.5 I
I 'J/02/0X 9:26 IS I 22, 45.5 I

!

1')/02/08 'HI J() I 2') I 42.5 1
1')/02/08 III: I I (,II ' 2; ! I

.10 I
19/02/DX II: II 120 221 , 37.5 I
19/02/08 IJ: II 2411 ' 221 J'1.5 i, iI ')/02/D8 17: II 'ISO: 22' 31 ,

: 211/02/118 '): I I I /1111' 22 0' I-.'
: 21102/08 , <):.1 () 2') III 21.5 I ().) :
I '
22102/DX 9: I0 4319 7 I ' IX I

' 24/02/0X 15:32 7581 ;7 i 16-- !
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Atterberg Limit Test

Soil Sample:

Depth:

Y1irpur Clay, B]ack at
:\atural Y10isture
Content
2m

Test
no:

Date:
Tested by:

17/02/08
Y1dWahidul Islam

Liquid Limit

WI. I WI. ! WI. I WI.
)\0 of Container Container Cont-'- Cont- I Water I WI. Dry I Water

I Wet Soil
Dry I Wwgm ' SoiL Ws I

Blows :\0 gm i Soil \gm i Content,%
16 I 820 7.49 I 16.09 I 13.1 I 2.99 I 5.61 i 53.30 ;

21 306 7.3 I 15.17 I P -- I 2.62 I 5.25 I 49.90 '_.))

24 608 6.5 I 12.5 I ]0.55 t 1.95 I 4.05 i 4815

29 881 7 I 16.33 I 13.35 : 2.98 i 6.35 I 46.93

40 740 7.33 i 14.98 I 12.65 i 2.33 I 5.32 i 43.80 .

Plastie Limit

Wt. WI. WI.
Container Container WI. Contc- Cont- Water WI. Dry Water

Ww : Soil, Ws
:\0 gm Wet Soil Dry Soil gm gm COI1tCI1t.%
206 7.13 11.31 10.6] 0.7 3.48 20.11
9 7.68 13.71 12.66 1.05 4.98 21.08
138 7.29 15.41 13.96 1.45 6.67 21.74

------+

Result Summary
- -- -~---_.- - -------------_ .. -----

Liquid
. !:.-i!~~__._~!~~licity-

LL. % Indc~. 1'1.... - - - ---- ..

Plastic
Limit

\atural
\\' ater

C l~ntcnt.~o
38.4 48.4 27.-l2
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:'\atural Water Content

Test

Soil Sample: Mirpur Clay, Black at no:
I Natural Moislure I

I

I Content ! Date: 29/01/08
I

12 m
I Tested

! Depth: ' by: Md Wahieci Is'3m

WI. WI. WI.

: Container ConI. WI. Cont+ Cont+ Water WI. Dry Waler
Soil, Ws

No gm' Wet Soil Dry Soil . Wwgm ..-'1m Content,%

39 6.97 22.1 17.87 4.23 10.9 38.81

716 7.1 19.35 15.97 3.38 8.87 38.11

155 7.05 25.61 20.5 5.11 13.45 3799

Vane Shear Test of Soil Slurry without Vertical Drain (Before Application of

Surcharge)

I Reading Dial Calibration ~Shear I Average

1):0 Reading Factor ; Strength, i Shear
kpa : Strength. kPa

I !I

14.9 1.145 5.6 \

: 5.2 1.145 5.95
i , 4.8 1.145 5.5 6.01
oJ
:4 - , 1.145 6.07)..,)

5 5.6 1.145 6.41

6 5.7 1.145 6.53
.._-----_._---- .-------

Vane Shear Test of Soil Slurry "ithout Vertical Drain (After the Removal of

Surcharge)

S.95

Shear
. S.t.!~nsth kl',) _ .

-
'i.05

Shear
Strcn"th

. kpa
g.47
S.SU
').3 'i
9.05
8.82

Calibralic>n
hlclOr

Dial
Reading

Reading
): c)

7.4 1145
.... -' - .-, H 1.\45-- .-

J 8.20 1.145
.

4 7.9 1.1-\5
-
5 7.7 1.145

- - --- . .

6 7.9 I. IJ5_ .._'

...... -----------_ ... --- - ..._--_._- .-.- -- ---_ ..-_.---------------
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Vane Shear Test When Synthetic PVD Lsed (Before the Application of Surcharge)

, Reading I Dial Calibration Shear \ Average
'\ : Factor,0 ' Readino Strength , Shcar

I 0= I
kpa I Strength kPa

I 15.0 I 1.145 5.73 I
2 15.20 \ 1.145 5.95 I, 14.90 5.61'j 1.145
4 15.30 I 1.145 6.07 15.86

5 15.20 11.145 5.95 1

6 ! 5.10 ! 1.145 5.84 i

Vane Shear Test When Synthetic I'VD Lsed (After the Removal

of Surcharge)

Reading I Dial Calibration, Shear Average
'\ Factor Strength Shear.0 I Reading

I koa Strength, kPa

18.0 I 1.145 : 9.16 I
, , 7.50 I 1.145 8.59 i
- !

- ,7.75 I 1.145 8.87 9.11

~ ' 8.00 I 1.145 9.16
, 8.40 I 1.145 9.62

6 8.10 ; 1.145 9.27

Vane Shear Tcst Whcn Jutc I'VD Lscd (Bcforc thc Application of Surchargc)

Dial Calibration Shear A \Crage
Reading Factor Strength Shear
.. __ ,._ .._._.._ .__ _ ,.kp".._ .. S!r~nglll_~_Pa__.
.4.90, .__Ui:'.. _ 5.61
5.20 1.145 5.95----- ...._.-
4.80 1.145 5.5---'-~'--_._'------
5.30 1.145 6.07 5.82._- - " .._-_.
5.20 1.145 5.95. ----- .- .._-_ ..

. 5,15J. __ .J,145 5.84

--

Reading
\l)

----------------_.-._ .._---_ ..---------
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Vane Shear Test When Jute PVD Used (After the Removal of Surcharge)

I Reading , Dial Calibration Shcar Average,
i \:0 i Reading Factor Strength, , Shear
I I k a I Strength. kPa
1 1 I 8.10 ' 1.145

19.27 I
12 I 8.0 1.145

1
9
.
16

13 17.90 1.145 9.05
14 I 8.20 1.145 19.39 9.24
15 ' 8.30 1.145 19.50
i6 : 7.90 1.145 I 9.05

Specific Gravity Determination

I Condllct~d on(Oate)

I Bonle "0
, Wt of Ben le- Water- Soil(\'/;) gm

Temper2:lIre T in "c
Wt orBonle - \Vater (\V:) gm

Evapora:ing Dish "0

119/02/2008 126/02/08

IA IB

i 372.88 : 372.19

21° : 29°

341.85 340.8

3 9

151.6

201.3

92.8

49.83 49.7

161.05

210.88

92.77

Wt. of Dish - Dry Soii. gm

Wt. of Di,h. gm
----------.---_._-

Wt. of Bettie gm

Wt. of 0,)" Soil \\', gm

-51;. Gra\ i:y of\\atc;:- G~;ll:-o- -C-------0.-9-9--98-------0-.9-9-77----

---------------------------_._--------

._-------_._------------------ ._-- ._---------_.
Sp.Gra\i:yofSoil Ge- G,* W;I( \Ve-

W: - W: I

2.69 2.71
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Unconfined Compression Test-I (Test with Synthetic PVD)

Proj M.Sc. Job No:
Name: Thesis
Location Mirpur Date: 06/07/08

Cantt
Sample 1 Wt of wet 157.1 gm
No: sample:
Depth: 2m Wt of Dry 113.20gm

Samr!e:
Initial Diameter: 1.5 inch
Initial Area Ao= 1.76714 sq

III

Initial Height: 3 inch
Initial Volume 5.3014cu
Vo= inch

Load Axial Displacem Tota L Unit Ao Corr. Stress
Area

Dial Load Dial Displ. (in) Strain sq. in Ac- P/Ae

(.0001 P (Ib) (.001 in) L'>L(in) E=L'>LlL Ao/(1-E) (kPa)
in) .

0 0.00 0 0 3 0 1.76714 1.767 0.000

0 0.00 3 0.003 3 0.001 1.76714 I. 769 0.000

0 0.00 6 0.006 3 0.002 1.76714 1.77\ 0.000

0 0.00 I 9 0.009 3 '1.U03 1.76714 1.772 0.000

0 0.00 12 0.017 3 0.004 1.76714 1.774 0.000

0 1.19 15 0.015 3 0.005 1.76714 1.776 4.625

0.2 1.25 30 0.03
, 0.01 1.76714 1.785 4.8420

0.4 1.31 45 0.045 3 0.015 1.76714 1.794 5.056

0.75 1.42 60 0.06 3 0.02 1.76714 1.803 5.447

1.25 1.:'8 75 0.075 3 0.075 1.76714 1.812 6.010

2.1 1.84 90 0.09 3 0.03 1.76714 1.822 6.979
3 2.12 120 0.12 3 0.04 1.76714 1.841 7.955

3.75 2.36 150 0.15 3 0.05 1.76714 1.860 8.736
4.8 2.68 180 0.18 3 0.06 1.76714 1.880 9.841
5.5 2.90 210 0.21

, 007 1.76714 1.900 10.5250

6 3.05 240 0.24 , 0.08 1.76714 1.921 10.9700

6.75 3.29 770 0.27 3 0.09 1.76714 I. 942 11.678
7.2 3.-U 300 0.3 3 0.1 1.76714 1.963 12.041
8 3.67 330 0.33 3 0.11 1.76714 1.986 12.771
8 3.67 360 0.36 3 0.12 1.76714 2.008 12.627
8 I 3.67 390 0.39

, 0.13 1.76714 2.031 12.4840

8 3.67 420 0.42 3 0.14 1.76714 2.055 1'.340
8 3.67 450 0.45 3 0.15 1.76714 2.079 12.197
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Unconfined Com pression Test-2(Test with Synthetic PVD)

Proj M.Sc. Thesis Job No: 2

Name:
Location M irpur Canlt Date: 06/07/08

Sample 2 Wt of wet 157.8gm

No: sample:

Depth: 2m Wt of Dry 113.5.0
Sample: gm

Initial Diameter: 1.5 inch
Initial Area Ao= 1.76714 sq in
Initial Height: 3 inch
Initial Volume 5.3014cu
Vo= inch

Load I !\xial Displace Tota L Uni( Ao Corr. Stress

I m. Area

Dial I Load Dial Displ. (in) Strain sq. in Ac= P/Ac

(.0001
I
P (Ib) (.001 in) L\L (in) e=L\LlL Ao/(1-e) (i<Pa)

in)
0 0.00 0 0 3 I 0 1.76714 1.767 0.000

0 0.00 3 0.003 3 0.001 1.76714 1.769 0.000

0 , 0.00 6 0.006 3 0.002 1.76714 I. 771 0.000

0 0.00 9 0.009 3 0.003 1.76714 I. 772 0.000

0 0.00 12 0.012 3 0.004 1.76714 1.774 0.000

0 1.19 15 0.015 3 0.005 1.76714 1.776 4.625

0 1.19 30 0.03 3 0.01 1.76714 1.785 4.602

0.3 1.28 45 0.045 3 0.015 1.76714 1.794 4.937

0.7 1.41 60 0.06 3 0.02 1.76714 1.803 5.387

1.2 1.56 75 0.075
, 0.025 1.76714 1.812 5.951
0

2 1.81 90 0.09 3 0.03 1.76714 1.822 6.861

2.7 2.03 I 120 0.12 3 0.04 1.76714 1.841 7.606

3.5 2.28 150 0.15 3 0.05 1.76714 1.860 8.448

4.25 2.51 I 180 0.18 3 0.06 1.76714 \.880 9.214

5.} 2.81 I 210 0.21 3 0.07 1.76714 1.900 10.187

6 3.05 240 0.24 3 0.08 1.76714 1.921 10.970

6.5 3.21 270 0.27 3 0.09 1.76714 1.942 I 11.403

6.8 3.30 300 0.3 3 0.1 1.76714 1.963 11.605

7.4 3.49 330 0.33 3 I 0.11 1.76714 I I. 986 12.123

7.4 3.49 360 0.36 3 0.12 1.76714 2.008 11.987

7.4 I 3.49 I 390 0.39 3 I 0.13 1.76714 2.031 11.851

7.4 3.49 420 0.42 3 0.14 1.76714 2.055 11.715

7.4 3.49 450 0.45 3 0.15 1.76714 2.079 I 1.578
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Unconfined Compression Test-3(Test with Synthetic PVD)

Proj M.Sc. Thesis Job No: "0
Name:
Location: Mirpur Cantt Date: 06/07/08

Sample
, Wt of wet sample: 158.0 gm0

No:
Depth: 2m Wt of Dry 113.6.0

Sam pie: gm
Initial Diameter: 1.5 in:h
Initial Area Ao= 1.76714 sq in
Initial Height: 3 inch
Initial Volume 5.3014cu
Vo= inch

Load Axial Displace Totc: I L Unit Ao COiL Stress
m. Area

Dial Load Dial Displ. (in) Strain sq. in Ac= P/Ac

(.0001 P (Ib) (.001 in) c,L (in) e=c,LlL Ao/(1-e) (kPa)

in)
0 0.00 0 0 3 0 1,76714 1.767 0,000

0 0.00 3 0.003 3 0.001 1,76714 1,769 0,000

0 0.00 6 0.006 3 0.002 1,76714 1.771 0,000

0 0.00 9 0.009 3 0003 1,76714 1,772 0.000

0 0,00 12 0,012 3 0,004 1.76714 1,774 0.000

0,2 1.25 15 0.015 3 0.005 1.76714 1.776 4.866

0.4 1.31 30 0.03 3 0,01 1.76714 1.785 5,082

0.75 1.42 45 0.045 3 0.015 1.76714 1.794 5.474

1 150 60 0,06 3 0.02 1.76714 1,803 5.744

1.25 1.58 75 0.075 3 0.025 1.76714 1.812 6.010

2 1.81 90 0,09 3 0.03 1.76714 1.822 6.861
2.6 2.00 120 0.12 3 0,04 1,76714 1.841 7.489
3,1 2.15 150 0.15 3 0.05 1.76714 1.860 7.987
4,2 2.49 180 0.18 3 0.06 1.76714 1.880 9,157

5 2.74 210 0.21 3 0,07 1.76714 1.900 9962
5,6 2.93 240 0.24 3 0.08 1,76714 1.921 10,524
6.2 3.12 270 0,27 3 0.09 1.76714 1.942 11.072
6,8 3.30 300 03 3 0.1 1.76714 1963 11.605
7.1 3.46 330 0,33 3 0.11 1.76714 1.986 12.015
7.1 3.46 360 0.36 3 I 0.12 176714 2008 11,880
7,1 3.46 390 039 3 o 13 1.76714 2.031 I 11.745

7.1 3.46 420 0.42 I 3 0.14 1,76714 2,055 I 11.610
7.1 3.46 450 0.45 I 3 0.15 1.76714 2079 I 11.475
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Unconfined Compression Test-4 (Test with Jute PVD)

Proj M.Sc. Job No: 4
Name: Thesis
Location Mirpur Date: 06/1 0/08

Cant!
Sample 4 Wt of wet 156.1 gm
No: sample:
Depth: 2m Wt of Dry 112.50 gm

Sample:
Initial Diameter: 1.5 inch
Initial Area Ao= 1.76714 sq

in
Initial Height: 3 inch
Initial Volume 5.3014cu
Vo= inch
Load Axial Displacem Tota Unit Corr. I
Dial Load en! Displ. I Strain Ao Area Stress i
(.000 Dial (.001 Ac=Ao/( P/Ac
1 in) P (Ib) in) tiL (in) (in) &=tiLiL sa. in. 1-&) (kPa)

0 000 0 0 3 0 1.7671 1.767 0000

0 0.00 3 0.003 3 0.001 1.7671 1.769 0.000

0 0.00 6 0.006 3 0.002 1.7671 1.771 0.000

0 0.00 9 0.009 3 0003 1.7671 1.772 0.000

0 000 12 0.012 3 0004 1.7671 1.774 0.000

0.25 1.27 15 0.015 3 0.005 1.7671 1.776 4.927

0.8 1.44 1 30 0.03 3 001 1.7671 1.785 5.562

1.25 1.58 45 0.045 3 0.015 1.7671 1.794 6.072

1.75 1.73 60 0.06 3 0.02 1.7671 1.803 6.635

2.5 1.97 75 0.075 3 0.025 1.7671 1.812 7.488

2.9 2.09 90 0.09 3 0.03 1.7671 1.822 7.920
3.5 2.28 120 0.12 3 0.04 1.7671 1.841 8.537

4 2.43 150 0.15 3 0.05 1.7671 1.860 9.024

4.6 2.62 180 0.18 3 0.06 1.7671 1.880 9.613

5.2 2.81 210 0.21 3 0.07 1.7671 1.900 10.187

6 3.05 240 0.24 3 I 0.08 17671 1.921 10.970
6.7 3.27 270 0.27 3 0.09 11.7671 1.942 11.623

7.3 3.46 300 0.3 3 0.1 1.7671 1.963 12.150
8 3.67 330 0.33 3 0.11 1.7671 , 1.986 12.771
8.5 3.83 360 0.36 3 0.12 1.7671 2.008 13161
8.5 383 390 039 1 3 1 0.13 1.7671 2.031 13.011

85 3.83 420 0.42 I 3 : 0.14 1.7671 2.055 12.862
8.5 3.83 450 0.45 I 3 I 0.15 1.7671 I 2.079 12.712
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Unconfined Compression Test-S (Test with Jute PVD)

Proj M.Sc. Job No: 5
Name: Thesis
Location Mirpur Date: 06/J 0108

Canll
Sample 5 Wt of wet 157.2 gm
No: sample:
Depth: 2m Wt of Dry 113.0 gIn

Sample:
Initial Diameter: 1.5 inch
Initial Area Ao= 1.76714 sq

111

Initial Height: 3 inch
Initial Volume 5.3014 Cll

Vo= inch
Load I Axial Displaccmen Tota Vnit ! Corr.

Dial Load l Disp!. L Strain Ao Area Str~ss

(.0001 vial (.001 Ac=Ao/(l I'IAc

in) P (Ib) in) tiL (in) (in) E=L1.LlL sa. in -E) (kPa)

0 0.00 I 0 0 I 3 a 1.7671 1.767 0.000

0 0.00 I " 0.003 3 0.001 1.7671 1.769 0.000~
a 0.00 6 0.006 3 0.002 1.7671 1.771 0.000

a 0.00 9 0.009 3 0.003 1.7671 1.772 0.000

0 0.00 12 0.012 3 0.004 1.7671 1.774 0.000 I
0.25 I 1.27 I 15 0.015 3 0.005 1.7671 1.776 4.927

1 1.50 I 30 0.03 3 0.01 I 1.7671 1.785 5.802

1.5 1.66 I 45 0.045 I , 0.015 1.7671 1.794 6.370~
2 1.8I I 60 0.06 " 0.02 1.7671 1.803 6.932 i~
2.75 2.04 I 75 0.075 3 0.025 1.7671 1.812 7.783

3.2 2.18 I 90 0.09 3 0.03 1.7671 1.822 8.273

3.75 2.36 I 120 0.12 I 3 0.04 1.7671 1.841 8.828

4.2 2.49 , ISO 0.15 I " 0.05 1.7671 1.860 9.254I ~
4.7 2.65 I 180 0.18 I 3 0.06 1.7671 \.880 9.727

5.2 2.81 I 210 0.21 3 0.07 1.7671 1.900 10.187

5.8 2.99 I 240 0.24 , 0.08 1.7671 1.921 10.7~7 ;,
6.2 3.12 i 270 0.27

, 0.09 1.7671 I.942 11.072 :,
6.8 3.30 i 300 0.3 3 0.1 1.7671 1.963 11.605 ,
7.5 ' -0 I 330 0.33 I 3 0.11 1.7671 1.986 12.23 J IJ.:'_
7.5 3.5' 360 0.36 I 3 0.12 1.7671 2.008 12.094 I

7.5 • - 0 390 0.39 I 3 0.13 I 1.7671 2.031 ! 1.956 Ij,:'-

7.5 3.~2 470 0.42 I 3 0.14 I 1.7671 2.055 11.819 !
7.5 3.52 450 0.45 I 3 0.15 ! 1.7671 2079 11.68' -
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Unconfined Compression Test-6(Test with Jute PVD)

Proj M.Sc. Job No: 6
Name: Thesis
Location Mirpur Date: 06/10/08

Canlt
Sample 6 Wt of we! 156.8 gm
No: sample:
Depth: 2m Wt of Dry 112.5.0

Sample: gm
Initial Diameter: 1.5 inch
Initial Area Ao= 1.76714 sq

In
Initial Height: 3 inch
Initial Volume 5.3014 cu
Vo= inch
Load Axial

Dis[JlaeemCIil-r
Tota Unit Corr.

I Stress IDial Load Displ. L Strain Ao .\rca
(.0001 Ae=Ao/(l- P/Ae I,
in) P (Ib) Dial 1.001 in) !>L (in) (in) e=!>L/L So. ill. e) (kPa) ~
a 0.00 a a , a 1.7671 1.767 0.0000

a 0.00 3 0.003 3 0.001 1.7671 1.769 0.000
a 0.00 6 0.006 3 0.002 1.7671 1.771 0.000
a 0.00 9 0.009 3 0.003 1.7671 1.772 0.000
a 0.00 12 0.012 3 0.004 1.7671 1.774 0.000
a 1.19 15 0.015 3 0.005 1.7671 1.776 4.625 I
0.25 1.27 30 0.03 3 0.01 1.7671 1.785 4.902 I

0.75 1.42 45 0.045 3 0.015 1.7671 1.794 5.474 I

1.4 1.63 60 0.06
, 0.07 1.7671 1.803 6.2190

1.7 1.72 75 0.075
, 0.025 1.7671 1.812 6.542 i0

2.6 2.00 90 0.09 3 0.03 1.7671 1.822 7.567
3.5 2.28 120 0.12 3 0.04 1.7671 1.841 8.537 I
4.3 'J -, 150 0.15 3 0.05 1.7671 1.860 9.369 I_.).)

5.3 2.84 180 0.18 3 0.06 1.7671 \.880 10.411 I
6.1 3.08 210 0.21 3 0.07 1.7671 1.900 I 11.202 I
6.9 3.33 240 0.24 3 0.08 1.7671 1.921 11.974 !

7.5 ' - 'J 270 0.27 3 0.09 1.7671 1.942 12.506 I-'.,) -
8.3 3.77 300 0.3 3 0.1 I 1.7671 I.9(,3 13.242
8.75 3.91 330 0.33 3 0.11 I 1.7671 I.986 13.580
8.75 3.91 360 0.36 3 0.12 I 1.7671 2.008 13.428 ,

8.75 3.91 390 0.39 3 0.13 I 1.7671 2.031 \3.275
8.75 3.91 420 0.42 3 0.14 I 1.7671

-
').055 13.122

8.75 3.91 450 0.45 I 3 0.15 I 1.7671 2.079 i 12.970
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()cdomcicrTcst Ih'-;lIlts for Var;olls Loads ('1',,, Method)

- - ----
Scttlemcnt Rcading

Time vs Dial Reading
..--- .- .-.._.-._--_._-~- ---- --- --- _.._-

Thill: S kll<l IiIII\,.' III Tillu,: 20 Ti llIe ,10 Ti Ille 100 k I'a Tim\: 200 kl'a IOU 50 ~ikPa
(min) (min) kPl! (min) kPa (min) kl)a (min) Jmint kl'a kl'a-_._--- --- _.

0.1 3(II) 0.1 305 (I.I ,l]() 0.1 5,17 0.1 735 0.1 972
.. - ._---- ._---- -

0.25 300 0.25 306 0.25 437 0.25 550 0.25 743 0.25 976
------ - . .

0.5 300 0.5 ){)X 0.5 4'11 0.5 556 0.5 752 0.5 983._- --- -- -- -~. -- -_.
I 300 I :;1.1 I '1'1'1 I 56'1 I 760 I 992

-"---- .- ------
2 300 2 335 2 450 2 572 2 766 2 999

--
'I 300 'I 352 4 464 4 584 4 777 4 1015
8 300 8 368 8 479 8 605 8 799 8 1038.__ .

16 300 16 3XX 16 495 IG 622 16 817 16 1053
---
~-_. 300 30 401 30 503 30 637 30 839 30 IOG9

60 300 60 409 60 511 60 653 GO 864 60 1082
120 300 120 418 120 517 120 664 1?0 882 120 1093
240 300 240 423 240 522 240 670 240 891 240 1100
480 300 480 426 480 527 480 676 480 900 480 1107
1440 300 1440 428 1440 530 1440 684 1440 911 1440 1114 1090 1068 983

----- .--_.- - -_ . ._--
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CaiclliatillllllfOedollll'kr Test i{esll!ts crime Vs Load) ('1';11Method)

~ --- -- - ~--_ .._--------------------------------
SeUiement (mm)

Time 5 kPa
III IJl

0.10 0------~ -~ .-
0.25 0
0.50 0
1.00 0
2.00 0
4.00 0--- --~
8.00 0
16.00 0
30.00 0
6000 0
12000 0

240.00 0

480.00 0

1440.0 0
0
/'0 8091
/I 2540

I 'M~I,19C 2~,'10
;\11 0

t

- .- ~.---
I\e 0.000

I
oo.=~-:-~130
o 1.30

Time VS. load (kPa)
TiIllL' 10 kPa Tilllt.: 20 kPa Tillll" 40 kPa Time' 100 Time 200 100 50 5 kpa Iinitial

111111 Jl111l
kPa

IlUIl
kPa kPa kPa Reading

111111 11l11l
- ._- - ---

0.10 0.0127 0.10 0.3454 0.10 0.6274 0.10 1.1049 0.10 1.7069 300-- - .---- -
0.25 0.01524 0.25 0348 0.25 0.635 0.25 1.1252 0.25 1.717 300
0.50 002032 0.50 0.3581 0.50 06502 0.50 1.1481 0.50 1.7348 300._._ ...._. •• _____ • _0 •• - ..--_. - - .- -- ._---
1.00 0.03302 1.00 0.3658 1.00 0.6706 1.00 1.1684 1.00 1.7577 300-- ---_._- ---- ~------
2.00 0.0889 2.00 0.381 2.00 0.6909 2.00 1.1836 2.00 1.7755 300- ---_.- - -
4.00 0.13208 4.00 0.4166 4.00 0.7214 4.00 1.2116 4.00 1.8161 300- - - ------ -
8.00 0.17272 8.00 0.4547 8.00 0.7747 8.00 1.2675 8.00 1.8745 300

I
_ .•.._--- -- _ .. _. -- _ ..-

30016.00 0.22352 16.00 0.4953 16.00 0.8179 16.00 1.3132 16.00 1.9126---- -- . -----
30.00 0.25654 3000 0.5156 30.00 0.856 30.00 1.3691 30.00 1.9533 300----- ----- . -

I 6000 0?i68G GOOO O.!j3S9 6000 08966 60.00 1.4326 60.00 1.9863 300.. .
30012000 029972 12000 05512 1200 0.9246 120.00 1.4783 120.00 2.0142

0
---- . --

240.0 0.9398 240.00 1.5011 240.00 2.032 300240.00 0.31242 240.00 0.5639
0- ---- ------ ---

2.0498 30048000 0.32004 480.00 0.5766 480.0 0.955 480.00 1.524 480.00
0 .._ .._----

1440.00 0.32512 1440.0 0.5842 1440. 0.9754 1440.0 1.5519 1440.0 2.0676 2.0066 1.950 1.734 300
0 00 0 7 8

7.24 830 6.90 7.13 632 I\!J '<5111" 5I11"h~~I~;j¥i {. --_._--
25.0748 24816 24.42 23.85 23.33 23.39 23.45 23.67

B --- --- ---- -----_._.-
2S.2t1 24.95 24.62 24.14 23.59 23.62 23.42 23.56._- -----

2.0676 2.0066 1.950 1.734032512 0.5842 0.9754 1.5519

~.

8 ._--
0.029 0.053 0.088 0.140 0.187 0.181 0.176 0.157

- --
1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.:;0 1.30 -----

1.27 1.24 1.21 1.16 1.11 1.12 1:,2 1.14
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Determination of Co and c.. (Tso ~ethod)

p e de I do I l+ci mv 150 Ha\,!! H-an1: Cv
1.30 I I

5 I 1.30 0.00 I 5 I 2.30 0.00 80.91 25.40 I 645 0.393
10 1.27 0.03 I 5 I 2.30 2.56 7.24 25.24 i 637 4.333
20 1.74 0.02 I 10 I 2.27 1.03 8.30 24.95 I 622 3.693

~40 :.21 0.04 ! 20 I 2.24 0.79 6.90 24.62 I 606 4.328
100 1.16 0.05 I 60 I 2.21 0.39 7.13 24.14 I 583 4.023

I 200 1.1 I 0.05 I 100 I 2.16. 0.22 6.32 23.59 I 556 4.336
100 1.12 -0.01 I -100 I
50 1.12 -0.0 1 I -50 I

I 5 1.14 -0.02 I -45 I,

Ilogp logp eJ-e2 C, I
, I

i I-
I

I
logp
2

! !.00 I I
I 1.30 I 0.30 0.02 I 0.078 I,

I 1.60 I 0.30 0.04 I 0.118
,

I 2.00 I 0.40 0.05 I 0.131 I ,

I 2.30 I 0.30 0.05 I 0.155 i ,,

Dial Reading for Various Loads (-Yt90:\'1ethod)

Dial reading

o For For load For load For load
kpa load I (I = 20 1<I'a = .j0 1<1'" = 100 kP"

I.,;I-'a

For load.=
200 1<1'"

, 304 437 <' - 718 I 949 I, "~)
, I 305 436 547 735 I 972..- ._------ ---743 r-----.. __ L 307 437 550 976- .

752 r----,
311 441 556 983

, 317 444 564 759 I 990
"7 450 572 766 I 99900_

355 46-1 584 777 ! 1015
379 479 605 797 I 1036 I--
39) 495 622 817 I 1053 I

265

405
407
418
423
426
428

503 637 I 8-10 I
511 653 86-1 I
.51.7, 664 882 i--)--2-2.----670r------S9TT
527 676 900 I
530 684 911 I
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Com pression Index Determination <"t90:vIethod)

I Sample descnp1ion Grey clay {soft)

Tesl No Dale: 2-Jun. Senl by'
08

Locallon f"ilf;::,urCanl! B H No. 5

Compression Index (Ce)=

'
I Scale Ap::l!ied I Pressur

load e,
I Ibs. lea::::.lbs kPa

,826 G I 0

i 15.38 7.~2 I 10
1 22.5 1l.2l I 20
t 36.74 28 t.13 l ....0

79.46 I 7''' j iOO

150.66 V.2 t. i 200

79.46 I 7' 2 I 100

43.84 I 3558 I 50

__".!~L3 55 : 5

35.51

165.5
13006

372.1
340.8
928
49.7

For wlc & Censity:sample

WI. Cont(gm)

For SP GR.

W1=
vIJ2=
Wbotlle=

Ws

Cant-we! wI.

Cont. +dry

Final Dial Reading
265
428
530
684
911

I 1114
I 1090

1068
, 983

9m

gm
%

Void "alio

gm

%

in.

in.
in~

9m

9m

1.297

1.250

1.236

I 12:1
1","9
1.1 :2

1.i:S
1.••"3

1."~2

37.5

94.55

1
2.5

49087

11.5
Void Ht.

17898
314.52

30897

135.55
43.4

(2H-2HO)

05647

0.5484

0.5382

0.5228

0.5001

0.4798

0.4822

0 ..~8"4

0.4929

Sample UT-3
no.
Depth 2.0 .3.0 m

Md Wahidul Islam

Ring No.4

Height of ring=

Oia. Of ring =
Area of sample=

wt. Of ring=
WI. Of ring"'soil
(8.T)=
WI. Of ring - soil
(A.T)=
WI. Of soil (B.T)=

Water Content
(B.T)=
WL Of dry
specimen=
Water Content
(A.T)=
Dry Unit wt.

Dial I Sample
change Ht.
in. (2H), in.

o I 1
0.0163 I 0.9837

0.0102 I 0.9735

0.0154 I 0.9581

I 0.0227 I 0.9354

I 0.0203 I 0.9151
, -0.0024 I 0.9175

I -0.0022 I 0.9197

1_.~0_.0_08~l 09282 I

Ibs.

,n

43.3633

012

Final
Dial

read. in.

I 0.0265
0.0428

I 0.053

I 0.0684

I 0.0911

I 0.1114

i 0.109

I 0.1068
, 0.0983

2.1370
0.4353

0.5647

2.7

1.3000
w.e.
sample

8.26

Cell No: 6

Initial void ralio=

Ht. Of Void =

Tare weight=

Specimen Conci~iors'
Specific gravity,
Gs =
Vol. Of solids=

Ht. Of Solid (2hO)=

Equipment L!sec'
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Coefficient of Consolidation Determination (.,)t90 Method)

Coefficient of Consolidation

Pressu Av. 2H H=(H, 190 C,-(.44fF)/I90
, sqrt(t,,),

re, press. +H,)/2 I
kPa kPa inch. mm min. m'lyea I

min.
r

I 00 I 1 I : ,

I 10.U 5 U.9837 . 12.596 17.64 3.9578 4.2

I 20 15 0.9735 12.428 29.16 2.3307 5A
i 40 30 0.9581 12.266 27.04 2.4481 5.2

I 100 70 0.9354 12.024 31.36 2.0284

I
5.6

! 200 150 0.9151 11.751 28.09 2.1629 .5.3

I I I 7.84

I I I
H=(H, 150 I C,=(.104H')1
+H,)/2 tso
mm min. m'lvear

I I !
12.596 12 1.3752 I
12.428 19 0.8455 I
12.266 17 I 0.9204 I

I 12.024 11 I 1.3668 I
111.751 9 1.5956 I
I I I
I I I
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I )cgrl:l.:
nl' 11

('OIlS() 1i r\.lr\\)
-tl:l! ion

; Time Factor Tr and Variation of LJr
; : I

I
10: 15, 20j 25i 30

i
80 lOa

.(,0

2 0.021 0.032 0.025
------_ ... - - +------ +.._---------

2 0.044 0.048 0.051
4 0.068 0.074 0.079-----"-
8 0.092 0.101 0.107

. ---- --- --- ----
4 0.12 0.131 0.139- -~--------_. --- ---_.__ .
I 0.149 0.162 0.172
7 0.18 0.1 <)(, 0.2(18
2 0.21 'I 0.232 0.2,1(,----_. --
(, 0.25 0.291 0.21:8
4 0.29 0.315 0.334
6 0.334 0.363 0.385------- ----- ----
2 0.383 0.416 OMI_._.- _. __ .

5 0.439 0.477 0.506
3 0.49 0.532 0.564___ ..0.;..'-'-1' - .. - .. -- -----
8 0.579 0.629 0.668
6 0.673 ' 0.73 0.775
5 0.793 0.861 0.914
I 0.%3 I.IH{, 1.11
5 1.253 1.3(, 1.'14'1
I I 1.925 2.091' 2~iI9-

o

..

-+ ~-

----- - ..
40 5

------- -~---
0.019 0.0._--- --------
0.039 0.04
0.06 0.06----- --------

0.OB2 0.08
0.106 O. I I.

0.131 0.14
11.158 O. I
0.188 0.211

-+--- - -- - . ,

0.22 0.23
0.255 0.27----- -- --- --
0.294 0.31-_._-
0.337 0.36- _._-------- .. ...

0.386 0.41
0.431 0.46..
0.5\ 0.54

0.592 0.63
0.697 11.7
11.8,17 II.'JI

__._I.llg.I_._I..18
1.693 1.82

0.017
0.035
0.054
0.074
0.096
0.118
11.143
O. I '!

0.198
0.23

0.265
0.304
0.34B
0.3B9

- -----
0.46

0.534
0.629
11.7(J'1
0.9')4
1.52X

! i
0,00(, I lUI I ,

lUI 13 1 IHJ I~ I 0.016i

lUI I 2 i 0.021 i 0.02(, 0.032, IHI.> ,
lUI I ') : 0.032 i 0.04 I 0.0461 0.05
0.02(J 0.044 ! 0.055 0.063 i 0.069,
0.03,1 11.057 ' 0.071 O.OBI , 0.OB9I

0.IJoI2 (J.07 : O.OBB : 0.101 I O. I 1i,
lUIS O.(JX5 O.IO(J: (J. I 21 O.ID
(J,(JIJ O. I (J I (J, 125 I (J. I'I ~ : O.15X
0.07 (J, I IX I 11.1'17 i 0.1(,9 i 0.185

(L(JXI O,13'! (J. 17 i o.I ')5 i 0.214
0,094 0.157 0.197 I 0.2251 0.247

0.226\
,

0,107 I (1.18 0.258 I 0.n3
0.1 :e.> 0.~07 0.259 0.2% I 0.325

o.n') I ,
0.137 ' 0.231 0.331 0.362
0.162 ; 0.273 0.3'12 I 0.39 I 0.429

0.397 I 0.453 !
..

0.18B ' 0.317 0.49B
;

0.222 11.173 OA(,7 i 0.534 I 0.5X7
(J,n 11..155 11.51,1 I (JJJ.I'I 1 11.'112

11.151 11.5') 1I.73X ! II.X'14 ! (J.')2(, I
0.5.'\') 0.')07 1.135 i 1.298 ! 1.423 !

l;1 %1

" i• j
I 0 ,
15
20
25
30
15
~(J
,15
5(J
55
(,0 '
(,5
70 '
75 i

BO
S5
')(J
')5
99
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Thickncss of DW Twill
~ccil11en Initial Final Thickness A\crage

'\0 Rcadil1!.'. Reading 111111 Thickness----------_ .•.•.._--_ •.._~._-----

-'

317
320
32\

56-1
557
559

2.47
2.37
2.38

min

'110__ 554 ~.38

7 328---
S 330

9 327

10 340

6 321 560 2.39.- -- -~-_._ ..__ .__ ._---_ ..-."-_._----- - .._- ._.__ .'.

568 2.4-----_.~-----------
571 2.41
563 2.36
578 2.38

Apparcnt Opcning Sizc(AOS)
of DW Twill

Wcight of Sand Fraction Taken: 50 gm
'\0 of Specimens: 4
Duration of Shaking: 5 mins.
Size of DW Twill Piece: 280 mm X 280 mm

%
Sieve '\0 Sie\e Weight Soil Passing. QITI riilt:'r Sieve_._ .._----------- --".- ._-_ ...

Opening. Specimen '\0 OpeninL
mm 1 2 0 4 Average mm)

# 16-# 30 1.19-06 0.28 0.92 0.75 0.69 0.66 1.32 1.19

# 30-# 50 0.6-0.3 5.11 5.07 5.43 4.97 4.91 ' 9.82 . 0.6

#50-#100 0.3-0.15 48.96 47.93 47.85 48.14 48.22 . 96.44 0.3

# 100-# 200 0.15-.075 49.23 49.82 49.65 49.55 49.56 99.13 0.15
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Permittivity(Cross -Plane Permeability) of
DW T"ill

Diameter: 120 mm
Thickness: 69 mm
:\0 of Pieces: 20

Arca. ;\=8490.~6 sq

(j1l<ll1lill' or FIO\l' = I000('('= IX; l)~""113

Transmissivity(In-Plane Permeability of Single DW Twill)
Length:
165mm
Width: 100mm
Temperature: 28'C
Thickness at 2 kPa : 7.0 mm

In-Plane Area A = 700 sq mm
Quantity of Flow = 1.0E-04 cu m
Vertical Area = 165*100 = 16500 sq mm
Vcrtical Stress = 20 kPa

m

0.00000 I 79
0.00000 182
0.00000 168

Trans.

1.9031:.07
1.599E.07
1.325 E-07

FIrm R(I!I.Collection Time_Head .J:iY.9rau_. _
Diff. 7tu,,! Ff.".:
L\h Grad. TI __ 12 __..'1'3 _~ .. TavL __ '1= n;, 5Tim,
mm __ ..Ih.!.~._ s_c~__.2.e.,,-_~._sec ... sec __ .
175 1.0606 525 526 527 524 525.50
145 0.8788 625 623 626 627 625.25
130 07879 755 754 753 756 754.50
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Transmissivity(!n-Plane Permeability of .Jute PVD as a System)
165

1.ength: 111m In-Planc Area A = 700 sq mm
100

\\'idth: mm Collection Time =. 15 min
Tt.:i~1pe!"~l!l!:"l':: :O.SO( Vertical t\r~~1~ 165* I00 :=: 16500 sq 111m

Thicklll'ss'li 2 ',:\'a : 7.0 mm Head = 168 mm

0.00026'

0.000162

0.000133

0.000 I:

O.OOOl':70
0.0000 i6'
0.0000 i..; 5

0.0000 '22

y~rtJc.al. t-J,0c-'a!. 1:ly~~~u'.~','Olc.~_c:.oJlcctc-,I(~cl .l F1l'" Transmiss. j

.L~'_ld_.. .o~~css_._G_r~d-,--....._._.J ._3. _. ,:'-\cr~ge .. f3atc~_~-_~:j-:;~_q/i~\-']1
_0 J5_g ~Pa__ .__ . .. ..__ . ._. . . _~~~ .~1.'/~.:~ _

3.81S 2.:'00 1.018224245 242702425524256.7--- ---_.----------- --_ ..-
23.818 14.1609 1.0182 14812 14825 14830 14822.3

33.818 20.1063 1.0182 12175 j 12183 12165 12174.3
43.318 26.0518 1.0182 10985: 10995 10983 10987.7

Settlement Readings without Vertical Drains

0.67
1 01

2933
2899

3000
3000

10
20
40 ! 3000 I 2885 I 115 i

60 I 3000 I 2856 i 1.44 I

120 I 3000 I 2811
, 1.89 I,

240 i 3000 I 2745 I 2.55
480 ! 3000 I 2636 I 364
1440 i 3000 I 2330 , 6.7
2880 . 3000 I 2150 8.5
4320 , 3000 : 2002 998

Time. min I Initial reading Sctllem~Jll Settlemenlmm

I Divisions reading Divisions (iR- S,)*O.OI i

I lR SR
i
I

5 I 3000 2963 I 0.37 i

12 9171030007200 - .
86';0 i 3000 I 1550 14.5
10080 ! 3000 I 1453 . 15.47

11520 I 3000 I 1340 . 16.6
12960 I 3000 I 1250 i 17.5 i

14400 I 3000 I 1153 I 1847
17280 I 3000 I 1002 I 19.98 I

20160 I 3000 I 884 i 21.16 i

23040 I 3000 I 775 I 22.25 ,
27360 I 3000 I 685 I 23.15 I

30240 3000 606 2394

22120 :1000 550 24.5
34560 3000 510 249

37440 3000 468 2532
40320 3000 418 25.82
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\Yater Content Determination for Test without Vertical Drain

Can \\1 of can can "llltlist can' dry wt or \\'t or \\:::~r A\'g \\ ater
no soil so iI water dr; :,~1iI Cl'::tCnt contel:t 0/0

0
'0

._._.---------------~- -- •• + ------_.~---------~-~----_._-----

701 10.63 22.28 18.85 3.53 8.22 .12.59 ~3.3S'Yo_._------__~2__ ._7.37 __26_l.fL~ __ 2Q:~_5 5.83 .J,'J_8 __ ._~_:_.2_-1__ . (I3ef,,:'c slart
800 7.69 20.76 16.80 3.96 9.11 ~.;.7 oflhe-cst)-_.-- - ----- --'--'--'--- ~.---- - ------------ ..
827 7.69 27.2~ 21.65 5.59 1.'.96 ~0.0_1 ~O.5S'v., alter

•.•••••• •• _. __ • + __ • _ ••••• __ + 0 __ -'- _ ••• • __ •• _

07 7.06 30.9 23.9< 6.95 16.89 _1i. i~ Ihe te;:
•. _. ---- -----_._---.--._._--- .-.---_. -----_. -_._----~_ ..•-----_. -,

718 7.22 35.0 26.98 8.02 19.76 -10.58

Settlement Readings (Test with Synthetic I'VD)

Time. min

o
5
15
35
60
120
240
480
1440
4320
5760
7200
864fJ
10080
11520
12960
14400
17280
20160
21600
25920

I 30240~
I 31680

34560
37440
40320

Inilia1 reading
Dil'isions

IR
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
30Ce
3000
3000
3000
3000
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Water Cootent for Test with Synthetic PVD

A \'g water
C'l)J1ICIlt %

\\ ;;!cr

Cl'~ltent
~:,. ..,
""I: .).)

I C.3S

of \\1 of
dry soil

4.9223.S6

can'- dry \\'t

,oil water

c8.7S

can- 1i1l)ist
:';11 iI

I l.-l8

can
\\t of

._-_._-------- --_ ... _---_._ ..- ------------- ..-_ .. -
856

I1C'l

Can

---- ._------------------ .---
078 11.18 c5.82 21.-'8 4.44 10.20---- ...J_c_6 7.15 c5.46 19.92 5.54 1_2._7_7 J_.._'_.3_8__ (Bdore start
IJ5 7.08 c6 ..19 20.65 5.84 1.1.57 J.'.04 llfthe test)_.-~_._.-. - ------_._- ._--.------.-----_ ..--_._--_. -._--------_. ------_.
219 7.93 c6.0c 20.84 5.18 Ic.91 J:.12 ..\Itcr the

- -.. _ ... test

~c.74 3'1.97%

- ---- ---_._-------------------_._----------------

- .--_._--------- - ..._- -_._.__ .- ----- --._---- ._---- ------_ ...
7.40 c4.71 19.76 4.95 I c.-,6 J:: .05

Dial Reading and Settlement Calculation for ,Jute PVD

1078
12.92---
~4.55

2922
270d
2545

4000
4000
4000

2880
4320
5750

Time. initial reading Settlement Settlement
mIll Divisions reading mm

i, Divisions SR I1R- SR)*O.O I
C I 4000 4000 I 0,
5 I 4000 3937 I 0.63
15 4000 3888 I 1.12
35 I 4000 3798 I 202
60 I 4000 3697 I 3.03 I
120 I 4000 3612 I 3.88 I
2<0 I 4000 3542 I 4.58 i
<80 , 4000 3392 , 608 II I

I lao I 4000 3129 I 8.71 I

<7.52
28.49
29.1
29.53
30.04
30.62

1248
11'31
1090
1047
996
938

4000
4000
4000
4000
4000
4000

25920
30240
33120
3<560
37<40
40320

7200 ! 4000 I 2402 I 1598 I
10080 I 4000 2162 I 18.38 I
11520 I 4000 2031 I 1969 !
12960 I 4000 1898 I 21.02 I
14<00 I 4000 1830 I 21.7 I
17280 I 4000 1628 I 23.72 I

i 20160 I 4000 1496 I 25.04 I
I 23040 , 4000 1373 I 26.27 i,, "
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Water Content for Test with Jute PVD

Can WI of can- can-'- dry wt of wt of water Avg water I
no can moist soil water dry soil content content %

Isoil %
155 16.98 25.0 19.62 5.38 12.64 42.56 43.29%
819 10.69 28.45 23.06 5.39 1 12.37 43.57 (Before start
50 6.91 137.40 28.18 9.28 121.21 43.75 I of the test)
791 16.90 127.53 I 21.60 15.93 I 14.7 40.34 39.82% after
888 6.90 130.59 123.90 16.69 1 17.0 39.35 the test
38 I 7.0 126.15 120.70 15.45 I 13.7 39.78

110

100

90

80
~ 70cu:
'E 60
"u; 50
0.

a
0,1000 0,0100 0,0010 0,0001

Grain Size ,0 (m m)

Grain Size Determination by Hydrometer Analysis
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100

-----------------.T------
I , ---

I I I I
I I I I

"- I I I I I-.....: I I I ! I I, I I I
I -.... I

v' -"lU_Hl'll nu - ~,.1"lll1 I
2
r
I
I i
I I I I

I I
I I I

I I
I I

I
I I I
I I I20

10

60

50
~•-wc
.:!
c
0 40U
••"-"~

30

NunberofBlows

Determination of Liquid Limit.

16

14

12
•c.
~
• 10
~•-~

8

6

4

,,
~ --. ,

I , ,

I , I, , I, , ,, ,, ,

./ I I

, ,, ,

I

I ,, ;
,

0% 5% 10% 15%

Axial Strain, E (%)

20%

I

Cnconfined Compression Test of Specimen -1 ('rest with Synthetic PVD)
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16

14

-;;- 12
Co

~~ 10
:i~~;; 8

6

4

,

I

I

,
I
I ,

,

,

0% 5% 10%

Axial Strain, E (%j

15% 20%

Unconfined Compression Test of Specimen -2 (Test with Synthetic PVD)

::
12 i~

'"
~~ 10,;;~~~;; 8

6-1-,

4 I

0% 5% 10% 15% 20%'
Axial Strain, E (%j 1

Cnconfined Compression Test of Specimen -3 ('rest with Synthetic l'VD)
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16

•• 12
Q.

~
b
ui••g
'" 8

4

I
I

i
/'

/' I
/ I I

V I I
/1 I
f

/
/
I

0% 5% 10%

Axial Strain, E (%)

15% 20%

Unconfined Compression Test of Specimen -4 (Test with Jute PVD)

16

•• 12
Q.

~
b

••••l!!
Iil 8

4

0% 5% 10% 15%

Axial Strain, E (%) 20'1
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Appendix C

Sample Computation of Soil Settlement

(Without Vertical Dm;ns, witll Syntlletic PVD and witll Jute PVD)
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Computation of Thcorctical (Tcrzaghi's Onc-Dimcnsional) Scttlcment from

Consolidation Paramctcrs

Frol11thc ocdometer test. jllilow ing pwpcl1ies werc obtained:

Initial \oid ratio.

CnmprL'ssion index.

Dcgn:.: of saturation.
\1'(;.•

51,.=---
L'n

43.38 * 2.70
1.30

--90.09" 0

Cocftieient of eon solid at ion. c, = 4.43 mm2/min

Surcharge load. 61'= 27 .406 kPa

Effective ovcrburden pressure at mid depth:

. 1*H
1'0=-,- = (16.51-9.81)*0.825/2 = 2.76 kPa

. s --ecHc I 0 I' 1'~-6p I'

SO. tbe TheorellcallOtal settlement: c - 1 e °elO .
- - 0 Po- -

s 'c 0.12*825100 ~2.76-27.406
c 1-] .30 elOI 2.76

'" 44.68 mm.

Time factor for 28 days:

= 4.43*28*24*60/ (825)2

= 0.2624

So. the theorctical avcragc dcgree of consoliuation carresponding to 28 days i.e. C

will be 25.73 mm or 57.6%.
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Relation bctwccn Porc Watcr Rcduction and Rcduction in Total Slurry Hcight

(Tcst without Vcrtical Drains).

Soil. \\ater ., 275.7 kg

Initial \\"ale:' conlent = -13.38%

\VI. orS,)il Solid (\V,),. 0.-1338*\\; = 27~.7 kg

\V;~" 192.286 kg

Final \\ ale. ,onteilt = 40.-18%

Ws- 0.-10-18*\V,=Total \VI. or soil slurry

Total \\"1. of soil slurry = 270.123 kg

So. WI. of\\ater expelled = 275.700-270.123 = 5.5766 kg

= 5576.630 em'

Area of the steel tank (Diameter 50.2 cm) = 1979.23 cm:

So, Reduction in Height of water = 5576.63011979.23

=2.817 cm =28.17 mm

But actual settlement was 25.82 mm.
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Combined Vertical and Radial Consolidation Settlement Computations (Test with

Synthetic PVD):

I'.ctllal settlement in the steel tank:

Actll~d average degree ofcollsolidati('!1 occurred

"ith in-soil synthetic P\'D (28 days):

":<1.28 ~~.68

Thcr~ arc two comp(~I1('nts in the s~n!cmcnt. namch: \cnical (\..:'\I1t? way) and radial

drain~lge.

Vertical Drainage (28 days): Consolidation for onc-",!y drainage on,'

C, = 57.6%
Radial Drainage (28 days):

T = Cvrt
Time factor in the radial drainage, • r d2

e

(Here d,= Diameter of the steel t2nk=502 mm).

= 4.43*28*24*60/ (502):

So, T,= 0.7088

The average degree of consolidation duc to radial drainage:

. n2 3n2-)
" F(n)=--li1(n)---
. ow, n2 -1 4n2
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here, n = r,lr"

= 1100--3)/ ;:

32.S mm

So. n c 251/32.8 " 7.66



So. F(n)= (7 .66)'ln(7.66)/( 7.66' -I )-(3*7.66' -I )/4 * 7.66'

'02.071-0.7457

~ 1.325

L",= I-exp (8T/F \n))

= 0.986\

L"= 1-(I-L,) (1- L",)

= 1-(1-0.576) (1-0.9861)

= 0.994 I or 99.4 1%

So. in 28 days with synthetic PYD. theoretical average degr~~ of consolidation for

simultaneous vertical and radial drainage is 99.41 % whereas actual average degree of

consolidation occurred 65.53%.

In the first phase. without any use of vertical drain. total sel1let~~~moccurred in 28 days

was 25.82 mm. In the second phase with in-soil synthetic PVD. it took 16.8 days to

occur 25.82 mm settlement as obtained. :\ow let us calculate all parameters for this

settlemcnt of 16.8 days.

.-\ctual settlement in the steel tank:

"\ctual average degree of consolidation occurred

with in-soil synthetic PYD (16.8 days):

~'25.82 mm .

--,25.87/44.68

,~ )7.8%

There are two components in the settlement. vertical (one \lay) and radial drainage.

Vertical Drainage (16.8 days):

Time factor,

. 0.16

So. the theoretical average degree of consolidation corresponding to this time factor

("1""i.e. l;, .' 45.54%.
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Radial Drainage (16.8 days):

It is assumed that eoefticicnt "f consolidation in the r~Jial dir~~tion (e,,) is same as

~t,~rJicicnt of con solid at it'll ill th~ vcrtical dircetion (C)

Time factor in the radial drainage.
T. = C,.,.I

r ?d;

(Here d,= Diamet~:. L,fth~ ;t~~1wnK=502 mm).

= 4.43*'6.8"24*601 (502):

So. T,= 0.4253

According to the solution to the problem given b, Barron (1948) in respect of

equal strain case with no smcar (rll = rs), the average degr~e of consolidation due to

radial drainage:

U [-8T,]r =l-exp -.-
F(I1)

:\ow.
2 ,2 111 ~11 -

F(I1) = -,-In(l1) - 2
11--] 411

= ( I 00-3)/ ;r

= 32.8 mm

So. n = 251/32.8 = 7.66

So. F, -~(7.66)'!r.(7 .66)/(7 .66' -I )-(3 *7.66' -I )'4 *7 .66'

= 2.071-0.7457

. 1.325

L," I-c:-;p (8'1,11:(n»
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= 0.9233

L .. 1-( I -l , ) ( I - L,)

= 1-(I-OA554) (1-0.9233)

:.:.;0.9582 or 95.S~oo

So. i:1 16.8 days \\ i!h synthetic flVD. the theoretical average ~~gree 01" c\)nsolidation lor

simultaneous vertical and radial drainugt::was 95.82C'lo \vhcre;::,:, actual [!\erage degree of

consolidation occurred 57.8%. Therdore, test results 01" acr.:al settlement il~ the steel

tank diller with the theoretical settlement as calculated with ;~e parameters I"ound from

oedometer test and physical propel1ies of steel tank and synth~tie PVD.

Relation between Pore Water Reduction and Reduction in Total Slurry Height

(Test with Synthetic PVD)

Soil - Water = 274.5 kg

Initial water content = 43.32~/o

WI. of soil solid (Ws) -;-0.4332*\Vs = 274.5 kg

So. \\.5 = 191.53 kg

Final \\ater content (alkr 28 days) -~39.97%

Ws - 0.3997*Ws - Totai "I. of soil slurry

So, total WI. of soil slurry = 268.084 kg

. WI. of expelled water = 274.5 - 268.084 = 6.4154 kg = 6415.4 em'

Cross-sectional area orthe steel tank (Diameter = 50.2 em) = 1979.23 cm'

So. Reduction in hcight ofwatcr = 6415.4 em31197?23 cm'

- 3.2413 cm = 32.41 m:n

But actual settlcmcnt was 29.98 mm
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Combined Vertical and Radial Consolidation Settlement Computations Cfest with

.Jute I'VD):

Total obscr\'cd sclt1emc:ot "' 30.62 mm

..\ct\.Zal an:ragc dcgr('e l':\:onsolidation _. 68.53~~

TTime ttlcwr in the radi,,: drainage. c

(Here d,= Diamete:' "rthe steel tank=502 mm).

= 4.4.'*28"24*60/ (502l"

So. Tr=0.7088

The average degree or consolidation due to radial drainage:

[
- 8T,. l

U,. =I-exp --I
F(n) _

:\0\V,
n2

F(n) = -?-In(n)
11- -I here. n = r../r\\

r" = 2(b-t)i2""

~ (90"7)';r

= 30.8 mill

So. n = 2';1/30.8 = 8.15

So, F(n)= (8. 15)'In( 8.15 )/(8 .15' -1 ).(3 *8.15'.1 )/4' 8. 15'

= 2.13-0.7456

= 1.384

!-87" -J
U,. = 1- cxpl nnr;
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:::0.9833 or 9S.33~/o

L I-(J-L,) (1- U

= \-(1-0.576) (1-0.98-'3)

.~ 0.9929 0" 99.29%

••

So. thc theoretical 3\"crage degree of consolidation for simu!tanel1u; \enical and radial

drainage is 99.29% \\hereas actual avcrage degrce of consolidat"cn occurred 68.53%.

In thc lirst phase. without any use of vCl1icai drain, total senlemel1\ llccurred in 28 days

was 25.82 mm. In the third phase with jute PYD used in-soil: 25.82 mm settlement took

place in 14.75 days.

Vertical Drainage (U.75 days):

Time factor.

= 4.43*14.75*24*601 (825):

= 0.138

So, thc theoretical average degree of consolidation corresponding to this time factor

(T" i.c. L, = 42.36%.

Radial Drainage (14.75 days):

It is assumcd that coefficient of consolidation in the radial direction (e,) is same as

cocfficiel1\ of consolidation in the vertical direction (C)

C. = C = 4.43 mm'/min

Timc faclOr in thc radial drainage.
Cvr'T,. = --0-
d~e

(Hcrc d, - Diamctcr ofthc stccl tank 502 mm) .

• 4.43* 14.75*24*601 (502):
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So. T,= 0.373-1

According w the solution to the problel11 given by Barron (19-18) ::1 resp~ct of equal

strain case \\ ith no sme~:'(r,\ :-::r...), the i.t\'cragc degree of consolic.:tion due to radial

dwinagc:

here. n =. rir"

= (90-7)/ 11

= 30.8 111111

So, n = 25.1/3.08 = 8.15

Su. r> (8.15)'lnI8.15)/(8.15'-I)-(3*8.15'-I)W8.15
2

= 2.13-0.7456

= 1.38-1

L,-- l-exp (8TJF (n))

= 0.8845

c 1-(1-0.4236) (1-0.8845)

c 0.9334 or 93.34%

So. the theoretical average degree of consolidation for simultaneOl;5 vertical and radial

drainage is 93.34% whereas actual average degree 01' consolidation occurred 57.8%.
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Relation between Pore Water Reduction and Reduction in Total Slurry Height

(Test with Jute PVD)

Soil - water ~ 274.9 kg

Initial \Vater C,)]1l~nl~ 43.29%

WI. of Soil S"lid (\\",) - 0.4329*W, ~ 274.9 kg

W, ~ 191.849kg

Final water C(lnt~nt~ 39.82%

After 28 days:

W, - 0.3937" W,~ Total WI. of soil slurry

. Total WI. of soil slurry ~ 268.24 kg

So. WI. ofwaler expelled = 274.90.268.24 ~ 6.66 kg

~ 6660 em)

Area of the ,teeltank (Diameter 50.2 em) ~ 1979.23 em~

So. Reduction in Height of water ~ 6660/1979.23

~ 3.3649 cm ~ 33.65 mm

But settlement was 30.62 mm.
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